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Compact digital
music console

1081 channel

amplifier /eq

First made in 1972, this classic

input module has been carefully
re- created to original

specifications. Its unique sonic

warmth and character make it
the perfect complement to the
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The door-stop
WHAT DO YOU do with all your old gear, at what point does it qualify finally for long
overdue disposal, and where does it all go?

When an item steps out of the mainstream of usability, popularity and practicality it
enters a purgatorial state of waiting where it exists for the seemingly very likely occasion when it will he again needed desperately. Audio and current do not pass through
it for months until the day comes when the initiative is taken and it is employed for
the first time to perform a function for which it was never designed. That spring loaded heavy studio door can suddenly be stayed by the unit's mass, its physical
dimensions are deemed perfect for tilting the nearfield monitors, or its castors and flat topped surface are adapted as a convenient movable ad hoc table.
At this point the device's fate is actually sealed, although its owner hasn't spotted it
yet. The device may now migrate mysteriously around a facility even appearing regularly in the reception area for brief periods where's it presence is so curious that it is
never questioned. Nobody realises that it is attempting to escape in shame.
If it is lucky then it will eventually find a home with someone who appreciates it,
if its not, then it will be scrap.
It's easy to get sentimental about old gear, some more so than others, hut history
has demonstrated that we have at times been too quick to condemn technology in the
face of a younger more exciting promise. Integration frequently seems the more difficult option compared to simply starting again and while the latter is facilitated by the
new product drives of the manufacturers, the retro revival in modem outboard and
mics plus the increasing 'knobbage' of digital desks tells you that there was much that
was right with the old.
The key question that must be asked is whether anyone will ever look back with
equal affection and sentimentality on the current generation of equipment. Are we using
gear that will continue to be appreciated or are they simply door-stops in waiting?

Zenon Schoepe, executive editor

The end is nigh
i:\ l) of the year traditionally invites rationalisation. In professional circles this
readily equates to television 'highlights' shows, magazine features and editorials, and
achievements awards. On a more personal level, it tends towards New Year's Resolutions and just a hint of soul searching. In a handful of vocations -and I'd readily
include pro -audio in this category-the distinction between the two is wont to become
somewhat blurred.
For me, the major issues for 1997 include fast and wide digital audio (96kHz...
192kHz... 21- hit... 24- hit...), multichannel carriers, and the Millennium bomb. I invite
you all to consider them carefully.
Certainly, Studio Sound has devoted space to all of these, but there are considerations that, with Christmas looming large, either have yet to be formally discussed or
fall closer to the Personal Considerations category than the Let's Convene a Study
Group category. Let me give you an example of the latter: while the fallout from modular digital multitracks covers the lower echelons of the professional recording industry and has settled comfortably on audio-for -video post, there is emerging a third
category that offers considerable riches to the astute independent recordist. Having
bought a tape -based multitrack as a cheap route into digital multitracking, a keen mind
might make the correlation between the machine in the flightcase, those curious hitsplitting boxes that trade tracks for bits and the emergence of multichannel audio -only
recording. Assuaged by the impending popularity of DVD, the previously modest multitrack operator could quickly become a forward-thinking sound recordist offering
high -hit, discrete multichannel recording overnight. All that would really be at issue
would be the hit splitter, a suitable desk and a handful of respectable mics. The career
decision is yours.
Alternatively, you might like to take the year end to review the computers that facilitate your high -end recording studio: are you sure that the Millennium bomb is the
stuff of hysterical news stories, confined to wreak havoc on financial institutions, air
traffic control, or on nothing at all? You are assured that your accounts are safe, and
there's been no word from any of the DAW manufacturers or the console automation
specialists, but why are insurance companies declining to extend their policies to computer- dependent systems over the millennium end? Think carefully.
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Focused on Film
Avant

is

Solid State Logic's latest

digital console, totally dedicated to
the art of film. Delivering unmatched
advantages to high pressure film

r-\\Ñin

dubbing environments, Avant

dramatically increases productivity
and axtends creativity with powerful

features designed specifically for this
demanding application. Full dynamic

automation of

all

console functions

for single or multiple operators

-

- is

accessed from Avant's uniquely

intuitve control surface. Powerful
future -proof technology and
unrivalled audio quality reflect
r ship,

e

SSL's

born of 30 years service

professional audio community.

Put Avant's power at your fingertips
by calling Solid State Logic to arrange
a

demonstration, and discover how

Avant Mil help focus your preparation

for the future.

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters
Begbroke Oxfo -o OX5

I

RU England

Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300
Fax: +44 (0)1865 342118

Email: sales@sotic -state -logic com

http://www.solic-utate-logic.con
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Inter BEE 97
Tokyo: You have to be impressed by

j

1

inJ
C4

the demeanour of Inter BEE 97. Despite its depiction as an event that
belongs to Japan, it is still a heartily regional show that attracts inter est from the surrounding area as a
type of mini -IBC.
The IBC analogy is apt as the exhibition covers picture and audio
representation housed in five halls
at the massive Makahuri Messe outside of Tokyo with its phenomenal
ceiling height, wide carpeted aisles
that you could drive a truck down,
and numerous local interpretations
of snack bars. The sound contingent accounted fora single hall with
all major brands present but often
coupled uncomfortably together
under local distributor banners.
What was interesting was the
presence of Japanese manufacturers that concentrate predominantly
on the home market such as Tamura, big in broadcast in Japan, with
its ADX7000 and ADX5000 digitally controlled analogue desks and
Qolle with the ever-so- slightly Trident 80c -esque looking AMQ2000
digital console.
Then there was Ramsa with its
DX1000 digital theatre hoard,
which serves as the technology

behind the circa $5000 (US) WRDA7
digital desk that is expected to be
revealed publicly at NAMM. Ask
about the flagship product and
Ramsa will tell you that it is intended exclusively for the Japanese
market. Ask why and they'll tell you
because it is'.
You're reminded of stories of
Japanese manufacturers frequently
possessing technology that is beyond their public product lines.
and Ramsa clearly has more than it
knows what to do with. TOA is another curious case in point with the
fabulous looking ix -5000 and ix11000 digital desks still making appearances. yet why has it not continued to place as it looked like it

.US: The rerecording of the 20th Century Fox 'Fanfare' that accompanies the corporate logo in introducing feature films signalled great
changes in California. Along with Fox's first feature- length animation.
Anastasia. the Fanfare graced the newly refurbished Newman Scoring Stage
and its SSL 9000j- series console, 5-channel Genelec monitoring system
and Genex MO recorders. Established in 1928 as a shooting stage and
converted to a sound stage a few years later. the 15.000ft2 stage gave
up some of its floor space to a new control room in 1975. The latest refurbishment by studio bau:ton has recovered the original space and added
sight lines between the control room and stage as well as bringing the
facility into the 1990s. The studio's John Kurlander, Bill Benton and Doug
Botnik have takern to the the SL9000j with the Genex recorders. studio
bau:ton. US. Tel: +1 213 251 9791. SSL. US. Tel: +1 213 463 4444.

was certain to after that first prestigious installation outside of Japan
in Vienna in 1991?
Yamaha showed a prototype of
a

live- oriented GA(group /aux)

32/12 analogue board with a matrix and 3 -hand EQ on the outputs.
While I didn't see it myself, there
were rumours that the company
had also arrived at an 8 -track MD
personal multitracker.
Recent InterBEEs have been
accused of being a little flat, but
this year's show underlined its
position as the country's premier
audio event.
Zenon Schoepe

yAustria: A 100 -input Cadac 1 -type console -complete with the new
dual -input modules
one of the unseen stars in Roman Polanski's
Dance of the Vampires. a new live production showing at The Raimund
Theatre. Vienna. With music by Jim Steinman and sound design by Richard
Ryan. the show uses a 35- strong cast and 25 -piece orchestra. and has
won critical acclaim from both the Austrian and German press. Cadac, UK.
Tel: +44 1582 404202

-is

SATIS
Paris: Continuing the autumn
merry -go -round of exhibitions, the
I5th. SATIS (Salon des Technologies de l'Image et du Son) took
place during October at the Porte
de Versailles in Paris.
A long-established show. SATIS
has had a hit of a chequered career
and seemed at one time to have
difficulty in settling into its own
niche but carrying on from a successful 1996. this year's show confirmed its place as the premiere
French exhibition for the audio
and video industries with over 250

exhibitors.
Also firmly in their places were
representatives of the film, multimedia and (to a lesser extent) photography worlds. Combined shows
have always been a bit of a lottery
but SATIS seems to have found the
means to present an integrated
show where no one section is left
to one side. Certainly, even though
many exhibitors showing sound
equipment were in the audio section, it was by no means a ghetto

and one passed easily from one
discipline to the next.
Most of the equipment on show
had already been presented at AES
but one could note the latest developments in software for the Innova Son Sensory digital console
and the digital console from Amp tec (Belgium), the Stone -D 001
which features 24 -bit A-D conversion, 32-bit internal and 20-hit D-A.
SATIS also features a comprehensive lecture and roundtable
programme and one day was dedicated to various applications of
digital audio.
These included DAT, MiniDisc
and (of course!) DVD, the preservation of audio quality with data
compression, comms systems and
digital broadcasting from fixed and
mobile sites. Radio- France also
organised a daily workshop on
multichannel sound with examples from the BBC, ZDF, RAI, NHK,
CBS and French broadcast.
SATIS looks all set for a successful 16th event scheduled for
3-6 November.
Terry Nelson
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Sweden's NRJ radio network has
installed 11 Orban Optimod 2200
broadcast processors. The largest
Swedish commercial network,
NRJ operates 24 transmitter
sites and reaches some 70% of
the Swedish population; the new
Optimods are located at the main

transmitter sites.
NRJ, Sweden.
Tel: +46 8 720 2525.

Orban, US.
Tel: +1 510 351 3500.

A

Greece: Athens' nomination to host the 2004 Olympic Games
witnessed a massive rally rolling through its streets. With
more than 150,000 people in attendance. the selection of Greek musicians- including George Dalaras- welcomed the support of 6 Midas XL3
consoles and a serious sound reinforcement rig. Supplied by the local
Alpha Sound operation. the rig included 100 EAW KF850s with 50 SB850
sub-woofers all driven by QSC PowerLight 1.8 arrplifiers handling the highs
and Powerlight 4.0s the mids. lows and the subs.

Chicago Trax Recording has
purchased an AMS Neve Capricorn
console for its new Capricorn
Room. The 72- fader, 128-input
desk will work with a new Studer
48-track DASH multitrack machine
with forthcoming DVD surround
formats in mind.

AMS Neve. US.
Tel: +1 212 965

A String Studios
has installed a 72-channel SSL
SL9000j console. The Taipei based facility will use the console
for music recording and CD
premastering, and joins a 64channel SL4000.
Solid State Logic, UK.

Tel: +44 1865 842300.

British freelance producer
Alan Branch has bought a pair
of Harbeth's Xpression! DPM1

UK: Surrey's residential Ridge Farm Studios has included the Instal-

lation of a pair of Genelec 1039 main monitors In the refurbishment of
Its control room -pictured here with chief engineer. POM. The Genelecs
replace a pair of Questeds on monitoring duties, while a 64- channel SSL
9000J console replaces a Neve VR. Genelec, Finland. Tel: +358 17

813311. SSL, UK. Tel: +441865 842300

Recommended
reading

SYph3. Tcl: +4-4 181 -'(6l

11) -1?

Written by Stephen L mpen.
Cable and Fibre Optics
Video
and Audio Frll'irle'('r\ 1ISBN II -o -))3813 -1 -h1 offers 3 friendly walk
through of me of the least glamourous but most critical technical

hr

Among recent reading matter. three
particularly useful volumes have
appeared: the bth edition of die
Ïa¡x' /ecs:ludiu/)irecton'. Mire, Cable and Fibre Optics fin- l'idev and
Audio F?l, in('erl: and High /k':Í 'nunrce Audio Power :l mp/i/ie!
-Tile first (ISBN 0-951-826-9-XI
.

continues Svpha's series of directories Of nonlinear recorder-editorplayers, with an improved listing
format and coverage of machines
limed at everything from location
recording and p) (production. to
can replacement and automated
radio playout. Coverage includes
details of technical and operation
specifications, development plans.
support and cost. Price S29.95
WS). 19.95 (1.1 0: (lelails from
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aspects of all audio and video
installations. complete with plentiful diagrams and graphics. Price
53.4.95 (l'S ): details troni \lcGraveHill at www.ee.mcgraw-hill.com.
Ben Duncan 's High Per%orma rice /id fo Nicer Ample/ier:c
(ISBN 0-'506- 2629 -11 presents a
typically thorough technical inves'igation of one of the authors pet
subjects, and is littered with circuit
diagrams and measurement plots,
and features comprehensive index.
.

glossary and appendices. Price.f -10
(t -K details from Butterworth
Heineman. Tel: +-1 -1 1865 314301.
:

monitors for personal reference.
The speakers have already seen
use on Simply Red, Depeche
Mode, Primal Scream and Royal
Philharmonic sessions.
Harbeth Acoustics, UK.
Tel: +44 1444 440955.
Germany's Aalto Theatre took
advantage of a schedule break to
install a customised 36-channel
Calrec T- series console. Located
in Essen, the Aalto hosts ballet,
opera and theatre productions and
required a purpose -built frame to
enable the engineers operating the
desk to see the stage.
Calrec, UK.
Tel:

SA &V. UK.
Tel: +44

1353 64888.
Russia's radio station,
Svobdnaya Russia has opened
with an Audioarts R-60 console,
Tascam BR20 analogue recorders,
beyerdynamic M300 mics, Telos
telephone hybrids and Tannoy System 800 and PBM 6.511 monitors.
An accompanying production
studio boasts a Soundtracs
Topaz console, Tascam BR2Os and
Tannoy System 12 DMTII monitors.
The installation was coordinated by
MS-Max in Moscow.
MS-Max, Russia.
Tel: +7 095 234 0006

1400/ +1 818

753 8789.
Singapore's

A

GX8000 MO recorder. Metropolis
also uses Prism Sound AD124 and
DA1 convertors.
Metropolis. UK.
Tel: +44

+441422 842159.

Florida's Retrophonics Studio
has purchased a Summit Audio
DCL-200 valve comp -limiter,
joining another local Summit user,
Gloria Estefan's Crescent Moon.
Retrophonics in an independent
music recording studio whose
credits include Don Henley, Tom
Petty and Rod Stewart. The DCL200 will see use alongside an
Amek console and a collection of
classic mics.
Summit Audio. US.
Tel: +1 408 464 2448.
London's Metropolis Studios
has installed a a dual- screen
SA &V Octavia DAW system for its
5.1-channel surround mastering
suite. The system complements
Metropolis' 5 SADiE editing
systems and both make use of the
file interchange offered between
the SA &V systems and Genex'

The British Twickenham Film
Studios facility has followed many
US West Coast film studios in
installing a Bag End ELF sub woofer system. The first feature
film through the new system was
Seven Years in Tibet, which is
currently enjoying critical acclaim.
De Regle Group.
Tel: +44 1945 463077.
New York's Howard Schwartz
Recording has completed work
on its Studio 8 featuring a new
Harrison Series Twelve console.
Occupying a prestige slot in NY's
post scene, the fully- automated,
digitally-controlled analogue desk
is 5.1 surround equipped and
was installed with a 200 -foot run
between the patchbay and the
machine room.
Harrison, US.
Tel: +1 615 370 9001.
Baden -Baden TV studio
Südwestfunk has ordered a Lawo
MC82 digital desk. The 48-fader
MC82 will replace the facility's
SSL consoles and offers 5-channel
and 8-channel output busing.
Installation is set for June 1998.

Lawo, Germany.
Tel: +49 7222 10020.

New London radio station XFM
has gone on air with two Audionics
ACE mkIV desks.
Audionics, UK.
Tel: +44 114 242 2333.
Tascam's MMR -8 handled much
of the audio program during
postproduction of Francis Ford
Coppola's new John Grisham film
The Rainmaker. The mix was
headed by postproduction supervisor and Zoetrope VP Kim Aubrey,
supervising sound editor Michael
Kirchberger and picture editor Barry
Malkin. At the mixing console was
four time Academy Award winner
Mark Berger, assisted by Michael
Semanick. Coppola's American
Zoetrope Mix facility in Napa Valley

shares a turn-of-the-century
carriage house with the Zoetrope
research library and the NiebaumCoppola Estate winery.
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23 -27

Live! 98
The Roundhouse, London. UK.
Contact: Justine Smart.
Tel: +44 1322 660070.
Fax: +44 1322 615636.

4th BTV China 98 and
3rd COMMTEL China 98
Contact: Business &

17 -19
Integrated Communications 98
Level 2, Olympia 2. London.

Contact: Turret RAI.
Tel: +44 1895 454438.
Fax: +44 1895 454588.
Email: 100730.1313@
compuserve.com

AIN

March
11-15
Musikmesse
Frallhfutt. Germany.
Contact: Anke Witte.
Tel: +49 69 7575 6596

16 -19
Technology India 98
Bombay Exhibition Centre.
Mumbai (Bombay), India.
Contact: Above & Beyond Exhibitons.
Tel: +91 11 651 0205.
Email: vikas.gulaty@gems.vsnl.net.in

18 -21

Hungary.

Industrial Trade Fairs.
Tel: +852 2865 2633.
Fax: +852 2866 1770.

Contact: IIR Exhibitions.
Tel: +65 227 0688.
Fax: +65 227 0913.

Email: hiradastechnika @mtesz.hu
Net: www.mtesz.hu/

hiradastechnika

Email: ruohyi @iirx.com.sg
Net: www.mediay.com.sg /pala

26 -29

September
26 -29

Midem Asia 1998
Nusa Dua Beach Resort, Bali
Tel: +331 41 90 46 31.
Net: www.midem.com

April
14 -16

105th AES Convention
Moscone. Convention Centre.
San Francisco, California, US.
Tel: +1 415 558 0200.
Fax: +1 415 558 0144.
Email: 105th -chairman @aes.org
Net: www.aes.org

29 -31

PLASA: Light and
Sound Shanghai
Intev Centiu. 511,:nghai. China.
Contact: P &0 Events.
Tel: +44 171 370 8837.
Email: shanghai @eco.co.uk

May

5th Annual Latin- American Pro
Audio & Music Expo Miami 98
Miami Convention Centre.
Miami. Florida, US.
Contact: Studio Sound International.
Email: chris @ssiexpos.com
Net: ssiexpos.com

October 12
November 6

June

16 -19

ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference

2-5

104th AES Convention
Conference Centre
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Tel-Fax: -31 35 541 1892.
Email: 104th- chairman @aes.org.
Net: www.aes.org
RAI

18-20
Cable & Satellite 98
Earls Court 2. London, UK.

Net: www.cabsat.co.uk

Minneapolis, Minnesota, US.
730 5969.

5th Broadcast Asia 98
and others

Tel: +41 22

November
4 -5

World Trade Centre, Singapore.
Contact: Overseas Exhibition
Services.
Tel: +44 171 486 1951.
Fax: +44 171 413 8211.

22nd Sound Broadcasting
Equipment Show (SBES)

Email: singex@montnet.com
Net: www.montnet.com

Hall 7. National Exhibition Centre,

Birmingham, UK.
Tel: +44 1491 838575.
Fax: +44 1491 832575.
Email: dmcv@pointproms.co.uk
Net: www.i- way.co.uk /dmcv/
sbes.htm

July

ITA

26 -28

Ritz Carlton, Laguna Niguel, Dana

TV

Point. California.

Thermal Hotel Helia, Budapest
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'You used to design microphones

World Trade Centre.
Singapore.

Tel: +361 153 1027.
Fax: +361 153 0451.

Pro Audio and Light

for Brüel & Kjær.

AUSTRAL is In.'.

AUSTRIA 1n22

What are you doing now ?'

,i

'r15: 5TH'i
2612

i

BELGIUM 10215200827
BRAZIL 1111246 8166

CHILE (021 2251848

CHINA (.85212498 1788
CROATIA 1011

When

I

left Bruel & Ki

r

i was

in 1992.

to start something special. My partner

Morten Steve and

I

established Danish

Pro Audio and created a business

venture with Bruel

& Klær We have a

1

77 421

CZECH REPUBLIC 2544173

DENMARK 48142828
ESTONIA 16)

410313

FINLAND 1901592055
FRANCE 1011 46 67 02 10

GERMANY (Mid, 1061711 4026

GERMANY (North, 1040, 355 4230
GERMANY (South, 108142153980

single aim

`Designing
microphones at
Danish Pro Audio.'

-

to provide professional audio

engineers throughout the world with
professional microphone solutions
It

is a

simple philosophy. but one

which we take seriously

It is

the driving

GREECE 1011674 8514
1101

LAND 10101 414 7055

HONG KONG 2548 7486
HUNGARY

n11569515

INDIA 1221 6335450
INDONESIA 121i 8292202
IRAN 10211 830 206

force of our development and the reason
for our success

Anyone who knows anything about
microphones will confirm that Bruel &
Kfær does not lend its name lightly My

designs continue to combine

a

clear

perception of professionals. needs and
the technical ingenuity of which

proud

ISRAEL 103i 544 1113
ITALY 10511 766648

JAPAN 10313779 8672
KOREA (021565 3565
NEW ZEALAND

POLAND (022, 264 912
PORTUGAL

am

1011353 8331

SINGAPORE 748 9333
SLOVAKIA

I

0800 774 873

NORWAY 6710 0270

7722249

SOUTH AFRICA (0111 466 156 573
SPAIN 103 :09481)1

"

rECiu«-s-.Ole Brasted Sorensen

THAILAND 102i450 692.1

Danish Pro Audio

Worldwide supplier of Bruel & Kjær Microphones
Tel

8

..4548142828 Far .4548142'00
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Those clever engineers at Soundtracs had a challenge. How to
improve on perfection?
That is, the Jade Console still is for many, he perfect
production console.With un- coloured audio, endless intelligent
features and total ease of use, could it really be improved upon?
Yes.

Combining the finest sonic specification with digitally
controlled dynamics, a proven (and reliable!) moving fader or
VCA based automation system (with on or off -line editing).

AES /EBU digital stereo and LCRS

format mixing has culminated
'impossible improvements.
And

a

in

those

remarkable refinement of an

already perfect design.

Challenge accepted, met and surpassed.
The new Jade -S Production Console.
Call for

a

free

16 page

colour brochure, or better still book

a

private demonstration.

SOUNDTRACS
Unit 2I -D Blenheim Road Longmead Industrial Estate Epsom Surrey KT I9 9XN England. Telephone: ( +44) (0)181 388 5000 Fax ( +44) (0)181 388 5050
Distributed in the United Kingdom by Larking Audio Tel: 01234 772244
.
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Freedom of choice
refer to Tim Goodyer's September editorial,
'Freedom of Choice'.
I

We have never been complacent about
our leadership in the professional audio

IMP

recording industry, we are there by intention
and as a result of being the only
manufacturer dedicated to the needs of
professionals. The very fact that the largest
majority of all recording studios choose
Quantegy product would suggest to me that
your readers have already exercised their
choice and I would like to put forward a few

very good reasons for their wisdom in
choosing Ampex products manufactured by
Quantegy.
We have probably spent more time and
money in research and development into
professional audio recording media than any
of our competitors past or present, and as a
consequence, understand the requirement
of the professional recording market better
than any.
For many years we have remained fully
committed to our customers' needs, offering
a range of configurations in all formats far
greater than any of our competitors. For
analogue recording alone we offer a choice
of four different products ranging from our
Flagship 499 GrandMaster Gold, through 456
the original GrandMaster, 406 for the less
demanding applications, and 478 low print
product designed specifically for speech
recording.
You raise an interesting point regarding
the way the market is viewed by some of
our competitors when you say, if enough of
"us" pick up on that choice, we will retain it.
But if we neglect it, we run the risk risk of
having it withdrawn'.
Unlike our competitors past and present,
we have determined our direction and
strategy to serve only the professional

one source (of media, equipment, expertise or
many other resources) can be dangerous, the
principle applies across the board
equipment,
media and beyond.

-in

On

location

Thank you for the article on our ME -DART
digital recorder and editor (Studio Sound,
September 1997). We are not sure whether
we understood the whole message of the
introduction expressed in superb English
humour hut...
Originally, DART was intended to mean
Digital Audio Recorder and Transmitter but
as Switzerland is not a member of the EU,
whenever anyone crosses the border with a
DART the customs officers were suspicious
of the name and it was not easy to convince
the customs officers that there was no radio
transmitter built in. The reason for this
unusual interpretation of the name is,
therefore, more historical and political than
anthropological.
The reason the ME -DART and Kudelski's
Ares C look alike is that both are digital
successors to successful portable tape
recorders. Mandozzi Electronics' intention
was to keep the appearance and operation
of the new device as similar to the old one
as possible in order to facilitate the
transition from conventional tape recorders
to digital ones.
Maybe you have realised that the door of
the disk slot is electronically conductive in
order to guarantee EMC. In fact, you can
record with ME -DART in the rain while
operating a GSM cellular telephone without
affecting the recorder's operation (as long as

the microphone cable is shielded). The
headphones can be used to check audio
signal in a kind of read-after -write manner
because they are fed from behind the A -D

ME -DART.

Tim Goodyer writes: readily acknowledge the
legitimacy of Quantegy's position in the tape
market. That it is committed to the future of audio
was certainly born out when Steve Smith revealed
of the company's plans to launch a new analogue
tape at the Analogue Reality Check forum (reported
in Studio Sound. October 1997) held during the
recent New York AES Convention. In fact, the
transcription of the whole discussion makes
worthwhile reading for anyone interested
in the state of analogue, and indeed, in both
Quantegy's and BASF's position as well as that
of a number of other well-informed panelists.
However, feel that the observation made in my
Editorial stands. Although quoted the tape market
in the course of pointing out that dependency on
I

I

I
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AWA LTD
Tel: 02 9898 7666 Fax: 02 9898 1135

convertor and correspond to the recording
market, this has created a unique inter- on the PCMIA disk; digital clipping can thus
dependency between Quantegy and its he detected immediately.
customers. Manufacturers with more diverse
Exploring a take was intentionally made
interests have readily quit this market similar to working with a conventional tape
despite holding a significant share of the recorder -turn the cue wheel forward or
market, for Quantegy to consider doing so backward and the sound produced is the
would he implausible, in short we need same. One of the advantages of recording in
each other equally.
'linear mode' is that the jog and shuttle
We were there at the beginning of functions produce similar sounds both in the
professional analogue recording and we will forward and backward directions at speeds
he there at the end offering the same varying from almost zero to twice real time.
dedication and highest product for as long as In addition, the time indications of the Takes
there is an analogue machine pulling tape, and Clips are very accurate. All regular users
can our competitors make the same claim?
are convinced that there is no other
Peter Goldsmith. Director of Sales,
equipment that can be operated as easily as
Quantegy UK

PC) RTAOAT

Finally, the journalist's position when
using ME -DART as a recorder must only be
that of the Homo erectus if he doesn't have
any place to rest the lower end of his spine
or if he wants to play the alp horn at the
same time. During recording, ME-DART can
be carried comfortably on its shoulder straps
and must not necessarily compress the pot
belly. The recorder can also be operated if
the reporter is seated or even lying on a
comfortable chaise -longue. For editing, MEDART can rest on a table top and the
reporter must not bend his neck to operate
controls and see what happens on the front

Contact. Alistair Dewar

AUSTRIA:

AN ACOUSTICS

TO 01 866 54 256 Fax: 01 866 54 549
Contact: Reinhold Flied!
BELGIUM: EML PRO AUDIO
Tel: 011 23 2355 Fax: 011 23 2172

Contact Luc Hermans
CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD
Tel 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080

Contact Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel: 420 2 322 552 Fax: 420 2

323 069

Contact Martin Vysusil
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
Fax: 39 46 0040

Tel: 39 46 0000

Contact Finn Juul
FINLAND: HEDCOM
Tel: 358 9 682 866 Fax 358 9 682 8489
Contact Jarmo Roivas

Tel

1

FRANCE: S.A.V.
42 40 55 22 Fax: 42 40 47 80
Contact: Philippe Desgué
1

GERMANY: MEDIACOM
Tel: 05451 94690 Fax. 05451

946919

Contact: Uwe Seylert
GREECE: KEN ELECTRONICS
Tel 01 674 8514 Fax: 01 674 6384

Contact: Thimios Kolikotsis

HOLLAND:TM AUDIO HOLLAND BV
Tel. 030 241 4070 Fax: 030 241 0002
Contact: Peter de Fouw
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
Tel, 2 721

0343 Fax.

2

366 6883

Contact Clement Choi
IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
662 3411 Fax: 01 668 5253
Contact: Julian Douglas

Ter. 01

ISRAEL: BAND -PRO FIM/VIDEO INC
Tel: 03

6731891

Fax: 03

6731894

Contact: Oler Menashe
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Tel: 039 212 221 Fax: 039 214 0011

Contact: Marco Porro
KOREA: DAIKYUNG VASCOM CO LTD
Tel. 2 745 6123

Fax. 2 766 8504

Contact. Kyung -Ho Han
MEXICO: LOLA DE MEXICO
Tel. 525 250 6038 Fax: 525 250 6038

Contact: Carmen Juarez
NEW ZEALAND: FILM & TAPE SALES NZ LTD
Tel: 09 378 8778

Fax 09 378 8776

Contact: John Bicknell
NORWAY: 51V. ING BENUM A/S
Tel: 22

39900 Fax: 22 48259
Contact Egil Ede
1

1

POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
Tel: 2 826 4912 Fax: 2 826 4912

Contact. Bogdan Wolciechowski
PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM LDA
Tel: 01 356 0563 Fax: 01 57 2981

Contact Jorge Goncalves
SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD
Tel: 65 748 9333 Fax: 65 747 7273
Contact: Helena Lim
SOUTH AFRICA: EMS LTD
Tel 011

482 4470 Fax 011 726 2552

Contact: Dennis Feldman
SPAIN: LEXON
Tel 93 203 4804 Fax 93 205 7464

Contact: Alejandro Palencia
SWEDEN: EM NORDIC AB
Tel: 46 8 603 2300 Fax. 46 8 603 2390

Contact: Mats Mattsson
SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel: (1) 910 4141 Fax: (1) 910 3544

Contact Roland Bricchi
TAIWAN: OMT TAIWAN
Fax 02 515 9881

Tel: 02 516 4318

Contact Honton Sze
USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
TO 310 319 1111 Fax 310 319 1311

Contact David Beesley

panel (what is unfortunately needed for
other modern recorders).
GG

Bardola. Mandozzi Electronics, Switzerland

HIIb
HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW1O 6OU UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk
Visit HHB on line al http: //www.hhb.co.uk
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PDR1000 4 head 4 motor portable professional DAT recorder with
44
48,32kHz recording, balanced XLR analogue I/O and AESÍEBU
. SPDIF digital /0s.
1

Film, radio, TV, music recording

- whatever

I

the application, PORTADAT delivers.

From the deserts of Egypt to the jungles of Costa Rica, PORTADAT consistently proves itself to be

the most compact, reliable and best sounding professional DAT portable on the market.
No wonder PORTADAT users are amongst the busiest sound recordists in the business.

And now, PORTADAT is more affordable than ever before. So talk to HHB today about PORTADAT.
And put yourself in the action.

POR1000TC 4 head. 4 motor professional portable DAT recorder
equipped to recorl, generate and reference to timecade in all

existing international standards.

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

HHB Communications USA

73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK

Fax: 0181 962 5050

E

-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

626 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 110. Santa Monica, CA 90401. USA
Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales@hhbLsa.com

HHB Communications Canada Ltd

260 King Street East. Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada

Tel: 416 867 9000

Fax: 416

8671080

E

-Mail: hhbcandistar.ca

http://www.hhb.co.uk

HHb

360 Systems Short /cut, Digicart II Plus
Nonlinear broadcast systems owe a debt of gratitude to 360 Systems for its reconciliation of
technology and practice. Rob James tracks the latest refinements in the broadcaster's art
SHORT /Cl T IS a stereo or 2 -track desktop hard -disk recorder and editor.
clearly designed with radio applications in mind. That said, many other areas
-such as theatre and TV -will appreciate its
virtues. Recording is to an internal hard drive
and storage time for the Model SC -180-1 is
around 90 minutes. Model SC-180 -2 increases
this to around 160 minutes.
The machine is intended to he an intuitive,
productive audio tool. It can he operated completely 'stand alone' since there are monitor
amps, small speaker and a mic preamp built
in. Equally. it has connectivity functions to
integrate with other 360 Systems devices,
designed to provide complete station solutions
to production and delivery. The case is a substantial sculpted metal affair. This contributes
to a sense of bullet proof solidity. The unit's
dimensions and weight make it a good proposition for field work. Add a microphone and it
becomes perfectly possible to edit a piece,
record links and complete in a hotel room.
The waveform display can be zoomed' horizontally to give 2s. 5s. lOs or 20s across the
screen. Pressing the ALT key in conjunction
with the Zoom keys changes the height of the
waveform from xl up to x16. The rest of the
commendably uncluttered front panel divides
into three sections. The centre section has edit
keys arranged in two arcs with large UT, CM',
INSERT and ERASE keys below which are \LARK,
I« (go to previous mark EDIT -IN, EDIT -ot T. I»
(go to next mark) and tsoo keys The prominent, blue button on the right is the BLEEP key
which can be used to insert or replace a tone
or silence. The jog wheel is a nicely weighted
device with a finger depression and rubber
outer ring set into a recess. all of which keeps
everything at a low profile to minimise fatigue
in intensive use.
The Rec Gain controls have ARM and sou)
keys and the transport controls include conventional functions plus PAUSE. The Arm keys
select tracks for insert recording and editing
but hitting RECORD automatically arms both
channels. New recordings are not destructive
and may be initiated at any time without losing anything. All keys except Q' TR'IY and BLEEP
are internally illuminated.
The rear panel has analogue and digital
inputs and outputs on XLRs. If a microphone
is connected to the left analogue input a mic
amp can be switched in with an adjacent.
mechanically latching button. Nominal analogue level is +4dBu. An interesting addition
to the digital I -O is the provision of BNC connectors to the putative AES 3 -1 -D standard.
This enables 7552 video circuits and cabling
to be used for digital audio. Both flavours of
digital -O are also used for the 360 Systems
proprietary 1)-Net networking under which
Short/cut is a transmit only device.
A 15 -pin D- connector provides for GPI connections to enable Short/cut to be integrated
)

1

12

a broadcast and transmission environment. Play, Record, Rewind and Fast Forward
can all be remotely controlled while Tally outputs are provided together with a 12V source
to drive lamps if necessary. In addition. the
internal speakers can be muted. The GPIs are
user programmable to other functions. External storage is catered for by a 25-pin D SCSI
connector. Hard disks, MOs including the new
3'i. inch LIMDOW, or (omega Zip -perhaps
the most obvious since
D- CARTII plus has a
My
Zip drive.
All defaults and
preferences, together
with the quick reference to editing functions, are found by
pressing MMF.Nt
The
display changes to a
list with one highlighted item. The list of

hard disk. The editor can work at .44.1kHz
sampling or 48kHz and this may be set on a
per directory basis. There is no sample -rate
conversion so recordings made at differing
rates cannot he intercut. In addition Dolby
AC -2 encoding is available when exporting
48kHz material via D -Net. Once any recording
or editing has been performed. save lights
until you either save or deliberately abort. To
perform simple recording all that is required
is to press rec; the
resultant file will be
8) given a default title
6
which can he user
or
the
defined
a
Short/cut can be set to

options will be different depending on
whether
MENU
is
invoked when FILES or DIRectories are lit. The
highlight may be moved with the jog wheel.
ENTER opens the submenu and a further press
highlights the parameter to he changed. The
jog wheel scrolls through the available
options. ENTER accepts the option and EXIT
takes you back up the menu tree. Far easier to
do than explain and completely intuitive.

preset level, then commences
recording.
Recording can be
'forced' in this mode by a second press on the
rec key. There are two Insert record modes.
The basic is quite unlike the normal, video
style insert. Recording commences at the cursor position and 'pushes' existing audio later
in time. Replacement insert recording records
over a region defined by the edit in and edit
out keys. This mode is destructive to any preexisting audio in the region.
Editing makes considerable use of marks.
The NI.aRK key inserts location marks during
any process and are used for quick navigation. Marks are tied to audio not the time -line.
The EDIT IN and EDIT OUT keys define the edit
markers. Only one pair exists for any file at
one time. Performing an edit operation other

into

.

children (aged and
managed to successfully
edit some speech after few
minutes tuition. It is a pure
editor and does not have
the bells and whistles of
complex mixing, equalisation
and dynamics

The storage model is one of Directories
and Files. The maximum number of
directories is 10, each of which can contain up to 200 files. Each directory except the
Public one may be password protected. There
is a

master password to allow 'supervisor'

access to change passwords or re- format the

prompt for a title after
recording. In
Threshold recording
the machine waits,
after ree is pressed,
until audio reaches a
each
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and edit some material and save the result
without even looking at the Menu, Edit or
Directories quick reference let alone opening
the manual. However. when you do get
around to it. opening the manual is a rewarding experience. Like the machine it is clear
and concise. For simple operation everything
you really need is pretty obvious. Closer
examination of the manual reveals considerably greater depth with a raft of 'power user
key combinations. At the most basic this gives
you reverse play by pressing the rewind key
while holding the play key. As film dubbing
mixer I don't need convincing of the utility of
this but if you haven't had the facility before.
try it. I believe it is one of the quickest ways
to edit.
The REWIND key will also take you to the
beginning of the file if pressed twice in quick
succession. I'Arsl' temporarily interrupts
recording or replay. a second press resumes
and there are many other 'smarts'.

DigiCart Il Plus and the Short /cut make

a

powerful combo for fast production

ERASE places the audio between the edit
marks onto the cliplx)ard from where it can
he inserted in a similar manner to the INSERT
record operations. There is a single level of
Undo and a second press will Redo. This
works with all edit operations except erasing
a directory from which there is no return. The
Erase function actually replaces a highlighted
section with silence. although this can later he
restored by highlighting the erased or bleeped
area and pressing litasE or BLEEP. respectively,
while holding UNDO. All edit and record operations can be performed on one or both
tracks allowing the two tracks to he used for
mono and slipped and so on.
Edit operations take a finite time to perform, say two or three seconds, before you

than

can do anything else.

Any audio on the clipboard can be
mapped to one of the 10
hot keys for

instant playback. If a CLIPBOARD file is created, this can he mapped to a hot key so the
contents of the clipboard can he auditioned at
any time.
From a cold start. Short/cut boots in a mere
15 seconds or so-very much faster than any
PC -based system. The boot cycle includes an
attractive lamp test routine which runs
through all the illuminated buttons. Meanwhile the display keeps you in touch with
progress after the initial logo. The machine
automatically opens the Public directory and
illuminates the FILES key inviting you to open
a file.
In use the Short cut is highly intuitive.
I managed to open a
file. record

DIGICART IS a replacement for NAB cart
machines hut, as you would expect,
offers far more than the humble cart.
The front panel has a large SELECT knob, three
chunky illuminated buttons for REC STOP and
PLAY and a bright display. At the top there is a
Zip drive. The rest of the panel has 12 internally- illuminated keys, a pair of input level
controls and level bar graphs. The rear panel
has much the same connections as Short/cut
so I will only highlight the differences.
Unsurprisingly for this application there is
no mie pre -amp. The SCSI connector is a
50pin Centronics and the GPI s are on a 25-pin
D- connector. There are also two 9 -pin D-connector serial sockets: one is for factory diagnostics and the other for serial remote control
The remote control uses the ES.bus data format. This may be used for third party control
or to connect the optional RC -220 remote
which can control up to four machines.
A 6 -pin mini DIN connects a QurRn' key board. This may be a standard PC board or
360 Systems own mini, the RC205.
Recording formats are 32kHz 44.1kHz or
48kHz 16 -bit linear or 48kHz Dolby AC -2
compressed. This is the default format and
offers roughly 5:1 compression.
Each recording is
termed a Cut.

Supplementary
infor-

\
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mation may he stored with each cut in
header. This contains an ID for Directory.
Drive and Cut, an alphanumeric name of up
to 15 characters. the total running time. the
recording format and editing information
(head and tail times, fade in, fade out. gain
and secondary cue timing).
Cuts can he played individually or they
can be assembled into playlists or 'Stacks'.
There can be up to 1000 stacks per disk or
drive and up to 1000 cuts per directory.
Stacks may he Linear or rotating. A Linear
Stack will play a list of items from a single
play command. A Rotating Stack plays a single item and 'rotates' the pointer to the next
item which will be played on the next Play
command. Stacks can he nested one level
deep within another Stack. If a Linear Stack
contains a Rotating Stack each time the Stack
is played the rotating element will he different. The converse also applies. Stacks may
he converted into cuts.
Edit functions: Output gain which sets the
level for the cut anywhere in a 96dB range in
either 1dB or 0.1dB steps. The head and tail
trim, fade-in and fade -out. and Pre -roll functions are accessed through the EDIT MEn key
and parameters are set using t'i.nv and sroi,
keys and -or the SELECT knob. All edit functions
destructive and end up in Directory 9. Alterare nondestructive. To save space. an edited
natively transfers may be made to specific
locations. This will overwrite any existing
Cut may be copied in edited form and the
original deleted. Ideal for extracting sound
material in the location. For safety, machines
bites from lengthy speeches. There is also a
can be set to receive to mailbox only. Single
direct Overwrite Record mode which erases
Cuts, Stacks, Directories or entire drives can
be transferred. Communication is one -way
an existing cut.
Secondary cues can be inserted at any
only so the transmitting machine does not
point within a cut. These are used to control
have and indication as to whether the transfer
was successful.
external equipment via a relay closure which
appears on the remote socket. Cues are
Short'cut does not operate natively in AC -2
inserted using the SEC key. ux)P invokes loopmode which is probably a good thing for an
ing on playback only.
origination device. Provision of AC -2 coding
With the capacity of this device some way
when exporting via D-Net allows standardisaof searching and managing information is tion on the format for playout if so desired.
obligatory. Directories may he sorted by ID
Considerable thought and effort has been
or alphabetically by name and there are
put in to making the D -Cart II plus easy to
powerful search routines which allow cuts maintain in the field. The construction is modor stacks to be located by number or name ular and should he inherently reliable. far
although this requires an alphanumeric key- more so than analogue machines. Both
board. The optional remote controllers allow
machines are refined to a specific purpose
searching by ID number. Presets, Cuts and and, as a result, operational complexity is kept
Stacks on hard disks can he assigned to hot
to a minimum.
keys on either the alphanumeric keyboard
The machines will find a home wherever a
or the remote.
cart and or 1/4 -inch machine
were formerly used. In a well D -Net is 360 Systems proprietary networking proto- 360 Systems, 5321 Sterling
run radio situation with good
col- machines conforming to Centre Drive, Westlake Village, housekeeping these machines
offer an effective solution.
the protocol may he intercon- California 91361, US.
With a rugged feel and clean
nected using either the normal Tel: +1 818 991 0360.
AES connections or the AES 3Fax: +1 818 991 1360.
user interface The Short/cut
looks the part and is one of
1-D BNC connections. D -Net Europe: 360 Systems,
the easiest editors I have ever
transfers are always initiated H Meijerstraat 13,Pumerend
by the source machine. If sev- 1444 HA, The Netherlands.
used. In fact my children
(aged 6 and 8) managed to
eral D -Net equipped devices Tel /fax: +31 299 433627.
successfully edit some speech
are daisy chained together E -mail: pjlee@worldonline.nl
after a few minutes tuition. It
transfers may be made to a
specific target machine or broadcast to all
is a pure editor and does not have the bells
machines. The network can also he yet up in
and whistles of complex mixing, equalisation
star configurations using video distribution
and dynamics. There are faster machines
amps or routers.
around hut not in this price bracket and not
so tightly aimed. The networking capabilities
The target may be identified by its exact
name or 'wild cards' can be used. so if you
add spice to the feast. It is a thoroughly comhave machines named Master 1. Master 2 and
petent editor which quickly inspires confiStudio 1, Studio 2, a transfer to Master will hit
dence. The DigiCart II Plus is similarly
all the Master machines. There are two modes
impressive, quick to learn, with powerful feaof transfer: Mailbox transfers are always nontures for preparation and on-air use.
a
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U.S.A.: TC Electronic Inc., (805) 373 1828

GERMANY: TC Electronic GmbH, 5310 8399

ASIA: TC Electronic, (81) 35456 -4071
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(805) 373 1828
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I
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1

565 3565
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46 320 370
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2
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2

373 2722
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UK:
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482 4470

3201
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WANT TO BREATHE SOME FIRE
INTO YOUR MUSIC?

GET READY FOR

FIREWOIX!

THE EXPLOSIVE NEW

STUDIO EFFECTS PROCESSOR
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-
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EVER HEARD
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CREATIVITY

Experience the limits of your imagination. Shape
the sound. Give it personality. Control it. Celebrate
the discovery of an all -new kind of effects prccessor!
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SIZZLING EFFECTS
Set your sound apart from the rest of the crowd with
extreme multi- effects: Vocoder. Ring Modulator. Digital
Cruncher. Resonator.
Pitch Shifter. Fractal Noise
Generator. Distortion. Reverse Delays. and more...- all
packed up and ready to explode!
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PYROTECHNICS

DIGITAL

BLAZING

Create an infinite number of effects for any style of
music or sound design: Endless routing possibilities with
more than eight internal and nine external modifiers.

TECHNOLOGY

24 bit AD- & DA- converters AES /EBU. SPDIF and
ADATT"' I /O's are all brought together through TC's

cutting edge DARC3T"-chip technology.
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Fostex D-160
digital nonlinear multitrack machine from Fostex combines capability and convenience.
Rob James thinks it may even signal the end of budget tape machines

A new

FOSTEX ENJOYS a long history of delivering cost effective recording devices in
quirky guises. The company was among
the first to produce affordable analogue multitracks, pioneering the 8 tracks on 7,-inch, 16
on '/. -inch and 2+ tracks on 1 -inch formats.
The professionals were sceptical; the pragmatists bought the machines and made music
(and money). Fostex was also the first manufacturer to produce a time -code R-DAT
machine, the D -20, using a proprietary

method of recording code later modified to
comply with the emergent standard.
The D -160 is a 16 -track digital machine
aimed squarely at music recording, packaged
in a 3U -high rack -mount box. The front panel
contains nothing more than a power switch,
recessed 15 -pin D- connector for the control
panel, a 3.5-inch removable disk slot and four
evenly spaced stainless steel mushrooms.
These allow the control panel to he easily and
positively slotted on to the front panel. The
connector makes it look a hit odd but this is
amply compensated by the utility of one control panel useable on the machine or up to
ten metres away. The disk carrier is a robust.
metal cased affair and Fostex sensibly sells the
empty caddies at a reasonable price so you
can fit your choice of E -IDE drive. It also supplies a list of recommended E -IDE drives and
devices for the SCSI -2 port. This is intended
primarily for backup, although a suitable drive
may be used for real -time playback. There are
three format options for SCSI devices, Type 0,
2 or 3. Type 0 allows real -time record and
playback from a suitable device. The other
two are intended for backup only. The D -160
analyses the attached device and suggests format 0 or 2.
The rear panel carries phono connectors
for unbalanced analogue I -O, 8 inputs and 16
outputs. MIDI In, Out and Thru are on the
usual DIN sockets.
The SCSI 2 interface is on a 25 -pin D -connector. Unusually for a hard-disk recorder
there are no SPDIF co -axial or AES connections; instead digital I -O is on four optical connectors. Two of these carry 8 inputs apiece
and the other two 8 outputs in Alesis ADAT
format. In addition the machine's Data Out
1 -8 and Data In 1-8 connections may be configured as optical SPDIF I -O. Fostex can supply an optional convertor for machines not

16

equipped with optical SPDIF.
Two blank panels are available for option
boards. The first, Model 5041, adds 8 inputs
and 16 outputs, analogue, balanced +4dBu via
three 25 -pin D- connectors. These mirror the
phono I -O. The other option is the Model
8345 time -code and sync board which adds
digital and video sync and XLRs for time -code
I -O and BNCs for wordclock -O and video In
and Thru. Both video and wordclock have
switchable 750 termination.
The A
convertors are 18 -hit sigma -delta
64x oversampling types and the DAs are
20 -hit sigma -delta 128x oversampling. All
tracks can be recorded simultaneously, either
1

D

via the digital inputs or 8 analogue and 8 digital.
A large, bright 'FL tube' display dominates
with record track select buttons in two
banks of four (plus SHIFT key) to access the
16 tracks. Below this are three LEDs marked
LOCKED, HD ACCESS and Nix in. Transport controls are bottom right with Fostex's quirky
arrangement of Record Stop Play Rewind

-a

standard arrangement
and Fast Forward
of transport controls would be welcome
since in a studio with several machines from
different manufacturers, it is all to easy to hit
the wrong key in the heat of the moment.
The concentric jog-shuttle dial is smallish
but more than adequate. Edit functions are on
a row of dedicated dark grey buttons labelled
COPY, MOVE, PASTE, ERASE. ('NIX) and REDO.
ALTOPLAY cycles through the autoplay and
autoreturn options, and two associated LEDs
indicate the selected functions. Two keys
select Clipboard in and out times. The Auto
Punch facility has keys for START, IN, OtT and
END and a separate AtTOPUNCH mode key
above the RECORD key with two LEDS to indicate rehearse or take. The LOCATE key takes
you to the most recently located position or
the value can be edited. \ARt -PITCH is invoked
with a dedicated key and indicating LED. The
final block of six keys at top right are the most
obviously multi functional. Display sELect and
ExECtTE/ ES pressed together access Timehase
Select. HoLD > and STORE together access
Programme Change. The last button in the

group is RECALL.
The display consists of 16 level bar graphs
and 16, 35-dot alphanumeric characters which
variously display messages. time or bar -beatclick information. and the amount of time

remaining on the disk. The right of the display
is taken up with dedicated status and mode
indicators. There is no track display. In view
of the likely uses of the D-160 this is unlikely
to he much of a handicap.
The D-160 uses Fostex' FDMS-3 (Fostex
Disk Management System) This differs from
the system employed on the earlier DMT
series and D-80, D-90 which allocate disk
space on a fixed basis. On these machines if
you have sufficient storage for 8 tracks
15 minutes long. that is what you get. The D160 allows recording anywhere in a 2-+ hour
'window on any track up to the maximum
capacity of the disk which allows longer projects to be undertaken. Additionally there are
8 'ghost' or additional tracks. Complete 'real'
tracks may be swapped with ghost tracks to
free space for further recording on an individual or 8 -track hank basis. Each disk can contain a maximum of 99 Programme files. Each
file can be given a meaningful name. Programme files can be write protected to avoid
accidental editing. Similarly tracks can be protected against recording.
Since the D -160 records individual files for
each recorded 'event' it is possible to insert
silence between existing events. This silence
does not use hard disk space but does count
as an event. The maximum number of events
per track is 512 but the machine will not
record after 508 on a given Track. When editing. each edit point splits existing events.
increasing the number. The number of events
can be monitored using the Setup menu. One
suggested strategy for reducing the number of
events is to copy a range of events to the clipboard and pasting the range hack in the same
place whereupon it becomes one event.
There are two monitoring modes Input
Monitor and Repro Monitor. Arming a track
for recording and pressing the REC, key while
stationary or commencing recording switches
selected tracks to monitor source otherwise
output is always Repro. There are no internal
mixing options for track bouncing or monitoring or level controls since it is assumed the
D -160 will be used with a mixer.
Basic recording can he done on up to
16 tracks at once if you have either digital
sources or 8 analogue and 8 digital sources.
Sampling rate may he either 44.1kHz or
48kHz. Punch -in recording can be either automatic or manual from the control panel or
optional foot switch. Rehearse mode switches
the monitoring on the tracks selected for
recording from replay to source at the In
point and hack to replay at the Out point. On
a take, the track(s) monitoring switches to
replay about two seconds after the actual
punch out.
Time can be displayed as ABSolute which
is based on each new programme starting at
zero hours and continuing to a maximum of
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which is an offset added to
or MIDI bar-beat -click which corresponds to the MIDI clock -Song Position
Pointer which can he created using the internal tempo map.
If the optional time code and sync card is
24 hours. as MTC

ABS

fitted, the D -160 may be slaved to external LTC
or MTC. Play speed code only is allowed at
24fps, 25fps, 30fps Drop frame and non -drop
frame and 29.97fps Drop and non drop. The
digital I -O can be locked to internal or external wordckck or external video reference.
Most of the setup options are accessed by
first pressing the display select key then EXE
ctT: Yes. The jog wheel will then scroll
through the possibilities. When the required
parameter is displayed pressing ExEcITF: YES
allows it to be altered. A further press sets the
value and returns you to the menu.
In addition to tape recorder -style transport
controls there are a number of 'smarts'. Locate
points are memory data points in time or bar beat -click depending on mode which are
accessed using the CLIPBOARD I\ or r. Mio
PI 'NCI I IX ()I T. AITo KIT START ENI) and LOCATE
keys plus the STOP, REWIND and Efvtn keys in
combination. Auto Play mode will start playing
from the direct locate point. Al -ro -RET RN
allows automatic return to a preset start point
when a preset end point is reached. In combination, the Auto Return and Auto Play functions allow looping: if they are used with Auto
Punch Rehearse, a punch -in may he rehearsed
repeatedly until satisfied and then taken. The
transport has to be stopped after punching out
before it will go into record again.
Editing is a simple matter of defining In
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and Out points then deciding what you want
as the programme to he saved.
to do. COPY ANt) PAST: makes a copy of the
So what have we here? Basically. its a
data and pastes it to another location. MOVE
replacement for an analogue multitrack with
AND PASTE does the same thing but erases the
the added benefits of basic cut -and -paste editsource data including the clipboard. ERASE
ing at an attractive price. Where the D -160
allows erasure of data in three ways. Erase
really comes into its own is in conjunction with
data from a specified point to the end of promixers and tape based multitracks which use
gram on a track or tracks. Erase data on all
the Alesis LightPipe optical interface standard.
tracks between two specified points and erase
In addition there is a good symbiosis with an
all data from a project (this one cannot be
ADAT machine which can easily be used for
undone) All edit points can be edited using a
archiving as well as in production with the
combination of keys and the jog -shuttle dials.
1)-160. The only rather sad thing is Fostex does
Using Copy and Paste up to
not have a compatible DAW to
99 copies can he pasted in one
cover more comprehensive
operation to extend a sound. Fostex Corporation,
editing and manipulation. If
Mono or adjacent (xld and even 3-2-35 Musash Me, Akishima,
more tracks are required several
pain of source clips can he Tokyo, Japan 1 96.
machines may be daisy -chained
Tel: +81 425 4 5 611.
pasted to different tracks othertogether using MTC and word wise up to 16 track wide clips UK: SCV Electr onics,
clock to make a 32-track.
can he copied and pasted or 6-24- Southgate Road,
48-track and so on.
moved or erased. There is a sin- London N1 3JJ.
The D -160 is neat and pracgle level of undo -redo. All Tel: +44 171 9 23 1892.
tical. The user -interface is
events are recorded with a fixed Fax: +44 171 241 3644.
uncluttered and reasonably
US: Fostex Cor poration of
1Oms fade including edits.
straightforward; although the
America, 1543 1 Blackburn
\ARI -SPEED allows plus or
manual could be clearer. The
minus 6% variation although Avenue, Norwal k, CA 90650.
removable control panel is a
this function is sensibly locked Tel: +1 310 92 1 1112.
master stroke. The unusual
out in certain modes since it
appearance when attached to
varies the sampling rate which would result in
the nain unit is a small price to pay for the
problems if using the digital I -O. Backup can
convenience of using the sanie panel on the
he to any. SCSI device. ADAT or DAT. Recommachine and in front of the operator. The
mended SCSI storage includes hard disks, Zip,
machine emphatically does not use data comJaz, MOs, SyQuest and PD. If ADAT or DAT is
pression, the convertors are more than half
used as the backup medium it is possible to
way decent. Throw comprehensive backup
save the data as eight track blocks which are
options into the equation and it should be a
compatible with the D -90. The sampling rate
winner. Does this spell the final end of the
of the target machine needs to be set the same
line for budget analogue multitrack?
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Denon DN-MIO5OR
Derided by the purists, the MiniDisc format is continuing to build its profile in professional applications.
and the latest Denon machine to the test

Jim Betteridge puts the format
THE DIFFERENCE between 24-hit 96kHz
and 24 -bit/ 192kHz is significant at the mastering end of the market. when it comes to
a play -out format for radio, television and theatre. it's not an issue. Witness the growing success of MiniDisc-not only is it 16 -bit,
44.1kHz. but it also suffers the indignities of
ATRAC data compression.
We're up to version 4 of ATRAC (only the
replay algorithms have been altered, so all versions are compatible with each other) and
II'

must say it sounds pretty darned good.
Listen carefully to the tail of a sustained piano
note drifting into silence and you don't need
golden ears to tell that something is afoot, but
for the vast majority of broadcast and theatre
requirements, MD does very nicely. It's also,
apparently, got a projected life span of around
30 years, which is longer than CD and much
longer than CD -R.
Denon is unquestionably the MD market
leader in the broadcast sector and has found
I
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particular success with its DN -990R. Built primarily as a play -out machine, the 990R is very
compact (4U -high, /? rd rack width), offers a
front panel of foolproof simplicity and can
take ongoing 24 -hour use without complaint.
You can see these machines in theatres and
radio stations and they are also in use in television for wild (non -sync) audio play-out.
Where once a DJ or engineer reached for cassette, t/,-inch, NAB cart or DAT, the MD has
largely taken over. And with good reason. It'll
edit like a slick reel -to -reel machine, you can
properly name your tracks, the discs are small,
inexpensive, robust (no fear of corrosive finger marks as with CD-Rs) and will give you
-4 minutes stereo, 148 minutes mono. Its rerecordable, and if you erase a track, that time is
given hack as free disc space. In the field, a
reporter can carry a low -cost portable machine
on which to record. edit and, with an appropriate interface, send the programme hack
down a telephone line to an MD machine at
the station-including all edit information.
Broadcasting House, for example, has
12 DN -990Rs permanently on line ready for
just such occasions.

If production staff have been quick to
recognise the operational advantages, engineers have been harder to convince. One of
the main concerns has been what happens to
a signal that is passed through multiple data
compression systems -ATRAC, ISDN and
satellite (one encode-decode at a time, of
course). It seems. however, that tests carried
out by the technical department of a major
radio station show quite acceptable results
with no aliasing problems apparent.
The DN- M1050R supersedes the DN -1100R
and offers more facilities, more options and a
20% lower price tag -that's progress. It is
designed to be a workstation rather than a
simple play -out machine and thus is presented
in a full -width rackmount format with a larger
display and generally more buttons. This is not
to say that the front panel is cluttered, far from
it. Effort has been made to provide one knob
per major function to aid quick and easy use.
Indeed, operationally things are pretty
straightforward with large illuminating buttons bearing legends in ordinary English. Just
as well really-the manual is less than fabulous with tiny print, an abrupt style and no
index. On the positive side, it does contain all
manner of technical data normally only found
in a workshop manual including schematics,
pin -outs and exploded diagrams of its
mechanical construction.
So, approaching the machine with a job to
do: You put it into record by pressing record
(switches monitoring from playback to line -in)
and then play; you can also set an incoming
audio threshold at which the machine will
automatically start recording. In either case the
next available track number is allotted up to a
December 1997 Studio Sound
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unique intelligent and skilled designed. Production staff will be keen on the MD machine

maximum of 255 per MD blank. It you're
recording analogue you can adjust the left and
right inputs independently with two rotary
controls. It would be nice to have a 'calibrate'
setting here rather than having to rely solely
on the position of slightly vague knobs and
couple of chinagraph marks each time you
record. Track numbers can be set to increment
during recording by various means: each time
you press RECORD again; if the signal drops
below an adjustable threshold for more than
two seconds: or if you connect a DAT or CD
via SPDIF it'll copy across the track IDs.
Having recorded your programme, let's say
it's Track 1. you can top and tail it by 'dividing' it at the relevant points using the DiviDF
button. The edited track then becomes Track
2. with Tracks 1 and 3 (unwanted air) at
either end. These you can quickly erase.
When you bin Track 1, all the track numbers
shuffle up one so that the programme
becomes Track 1 and the air at the end. Track
2: erase Track 2 and you're left with your programme. Track 1. This could he scary with a
discful of tracks idented with numbers alone
and so its recommended that you name your
tracks a hit sharpish after, or indeed while.
recording. This is done either from the front
panel (relatively painless) or a standard PCstyle PS2 QWERTY keyboard. Once named. its
very easy to track skip up and down with a
rotary control to find the required track.
When a track finishes playing it can automatically cue up again or cue up to the next track
or just stop. An END MON button plays the last
few seconds (adjustable) of a track so you
know what to expect
brilliant facility. Up
to 25 tracks can be put nose -to-tail (tracks of
silence can he used as spacers) and tracks
can be combined (undivided), all very
quickly and easily. A track can also he
inserted in an existing sequence. A sequence
of up to 25 tracks is a Program and you can
have up to three programs. \'arispeed is available on playback. ±9.9%.
An edit point is found using the 'repeating
frame' technique employed by Fostex DAT
machines. It is not as accurate as a good quality hard -disk system. but it is very quick to use
and if you have a nice clear edge to cut on plus
a little bit of luck (where the frame falls in the
music). quite acceptable music edits are possible. Assembling tricks and editing inter»>
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The DN -1050R is part of a new generation of products from Denon. which includes the DN -C680 CD player

««<

.

views. on the Other hand. is very eds.,
The rear panel provides balanced and
unbalanced analogue plus AES -EBt' and
SPDIF digital ins and outs. A 15 -pin D -type
connector offers a comprehensive parallel
interface and a 9 -pin connector provides serial control. switchable between RS232 and
basic RS -422.
There are three optional boards available,
all simply fitted by the user. The first is a RAM
board providing an instant start or Hot Play
mode by loading the first few seconds of up to
20 tracks into memory. Keys l-0 and QP on
the c2ut:en keyboard can then be used as triggers. A Hot Key pad providing 20 large dedicated trigger buttons is due in January. The
second option is a :8kHz -32kHz sample rate
convertor l -O card (MD only actually records
at TT.

and
lots of large. clear. dedicated butt,
knobs to make operation simple and immediate. Denon has been Ix)ld in its vision.

creation and capture of a new professional
market for Ml) in broadcast and live events
and resultant success is no Mystery.

rqu

ines4,pur visten

!kHz I.

The third option is a control card. ACD -2 -.
currently in preproduction and expected in
numbers in the Spring. It provides video sync
or word clock in -out Jas standard. the
DN- 1050R has no word clock input and so
incorporating it into a digital system may he
tricky). better Sony 9 -pin P2 control. and will
allow the DN -10í0R to chase and lock to
SMPTE -ER[' time code as \yell as record material in against time code (25. 29.97 and 30
frame rates). The MD format has no facility to
record or replay tine code to or from disc. and
so the timing information is held in the
machine and is lost al power down. The time code DAT format. then, is not under threat.
While admitting to having once hardened
my heart against MD and its compressed ways,
it's now very clear to me why production staff
are so keen, and. having heard ATRAC Version t. I must admit to being something of a

convert.
Quick.
cheap.
simple.
flexible. compact.
Denon, Hayden
robust -this
is
Laboratories, Hayden
what the people
House, Chiltern Hill,
want.
This
is
Chalfont St Peter,
absolutely not to
Gerrards Cross, Bucks
say that higher
SL9 9UG, UK.
sampling and hit
Tel: +44 1753 880109.
rates aren't the
Fax: +44 1727 846490.
way to go for
future mastering
formats. they are. for everyday acquisition.
simple editing and playout. however. MD has
a lot going for it.
The DN -10508 is generally a vent' intelligently and skilfully designed machine with
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TL

EQ -5013, VP -5051

The arrival of autumn colours herald the introduction of a new line of valve outboard from this
British design house. George Shilling tries on the Ivory parametric and voice channel
TL AUDIO is now wrll known for its
Classic series of Mahe outboard equipment. As digital recording has grown in
popularity. so. too. has the antidote: valve outboard equipment to sweeten and warm the

perceived 'clinical' sound of digital. This burgeoning market in affordable digital recording
has been a Godsend for TL Audio which has
rapidly expanded its budget valve and transistor ranges: the unusually coloured Indigo and
Crimson ranges to he specific.
Around 10 or 15 years ago. most outboard
toys were designed along Ford's Model T
approach: available in black only. t"pstans
such as Focusrite and loemeek changed all
that. and now just abut all the primary and
secondary colours have been tried by one
company or another. TL Audios latest range is
the Ivory series-the off -white approach has
already been more convincingly employed by
Amek. but let's not get toil hung up about
looks. The new Ivories are priced similarly to
TL's Indigos. and like the Classic and Indigo
ranges. all feature valve technology. They look
like particularly good value as. unlike the

un wervingh Il -ized Indigoes. all five
odels in the h ur series are 2U -high rackmounters. This affords more space for features
m

missing from the Indigo equivalents. The other

In use, I found the
EQ-5013 superb.
As you ease up the gain

on any of the frequency
hands the effect is subtly
progressive for the first
45° of travel. At 90° the
EQ is very audible, and
immensely powerful.

eventually the Indigo range may be left by the
wayside. but personally. I prefer the look of
the old deep -blue. Not only is the colour
smarter. but the bare steel cases with recessed
screws seem cleaner cut than the Ivories'. black
cases with clumsy protruding screw- heads.
Still. once they're in the rack you don't see
these hits, and build quality is undeniably high,
with large toroidal transformers adding substantial weight. Both units reviewed employ
12AX7A -ECC83 valves on their circuit Ixlards.
Externally. both feature the same black plastic knobs found on the Indigo range. They are
sensibly given colour -coded caps for their different functions. but it is possible that after a
few knocks in a busy studio the caps could
come adrift. Variable pots are pleasantly

advantage to their size is that vents are no
longer needed on the top panel; they are
instead sited on the front and sides. enabling
units to he placed above and below their sis-

MASTER'S TOOLS

ters with no cooling problems. My guess is that

damped, but their legending could benefit from
a finer scale. Double the number of indicator
marks would enable more accurate matching of
settings on stereo units, and make recalling settings much easier. Push- buttons feel cheap and
clunky but work well enough. Both units have
a voltage selector switch and IEC mains socket

What's New
in Pro Audio 4

EQ1: Digital Parametric Equalizer (96kHz optional)
Highly ergonomical with 22 touch sensitive knobs seven bands, each
switchable to peaking, hi /low shelve, hi /low cut, each spanning a 16Hz to
20kHz frequency range frequency response display fully MIDI
controllable 128 snapshots extremely low noise filter architecture 40 bit
floating point processing 24 bit AES /EBU Input/Output with switchable
dithering peak meter excellent price /performance ratio

1

"Outperforming the best analogue equalizers"

I

arrt
... ....
.

DS1: Digital De -Esser / Compressor / Limiter
Highly ergonomical with 12 touch sensitive knobs
lowpass/bandpass /highpass switchable linear phase crossover filter with
crossover frequencies between 300Hz and 20kHz fully MIDI controllable
128 snapshots 40 bit floating point processing 24 bit AES /EBU
Input/Output with switchable dithering compressor input/output metering
gain reduction metering static transfer function display variable soft
knee programme dependent release oversampling sidechain and gain
multiplier auto gain makeup feature monitor feature for "compressed
band only" listening excellent price /performance ratio
"The best De -Esser / Compressor"

Weiss Engineering Ltd. Florastrasse 10
8610 Uster Switzerland
Phone +41 1 940 20 06 Fax +41 1 940 22 14
weiss @weiss.ch http: / /www.weiss.ch

22

weiss

will be published Mid 1998
and will feature all new equipment,
updates and enhancements from
Namm, siel, musikmesse, nab and
AES Amsterdam.
your company doesn,t
miss out on this important
marketing opportunity please
contact us on the following numbers
To make sure

Te I : + 44 (0) 171 620 3636

Fax: + 44 (0) 171 401 8036

email:73@cityscape.co.uk
Editorial: Zenon Schoepe
Advertising: Phil Bourne

&
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EQ-5013

ever, by judicious use of the gain controls you
can drive the valves harder until they start to
audibly distort. That famous Eds yn Collins.
'Girl Like You guitar sound (achieved on
record by overloading a vintage Neve input
channel) is attainable with this unit. simply by
plugging into the Instrument jack and cranking the knobs up.

with separate adjacent fuse holder. Unfortunately no manuals were available for these
early review models (both featuring a serial
number ending in 001). Judging from past
Audio equipment am sure
experience with
they will he clear and straightforward.
The EQ -5013 is a 2- channel valve parametric equaliser; each channel having four hands
of EQ. On the rear there are unbalanced jack

n

1

inputs and outputs and balanced XLRs.
I agree that there is no need for balanced TRS
jacks: if you want a balanced connection then
you use an XLR, don't you? Both input and
output sections feature push -button selectors
which change operating level. They switch
the jack sockets between -10dBu and + -idBu.
and simultaneously the XLR connectors
between +4(11 3u and +18dBu. YOU might wonder why anyone would need the latter: this is
for ADAT users wanting to achieve maximum
recording levels without struggling with front
panel controls', extreme settings.
On the front panel the two channels have
completely independent controls and are set
one above the other. From left to right they
each feature the following.
First, an Instrument input jack provides
more gain and good matching for. say, an
electric guitar. Two LEDs marked DRIVE and
I'EAK accompany an input gain pot which has
a range of ±20dB with a centre detent at zero.
The parametric EQ controls follow. Each hand
has a ±15dB GAIN pot with centre dotent. FREQUENCY knob with approximately a 5- octave
range (30Hz-1kHz. 10011z -3kHz. 1kHz-12kHz
and 3kHz-20kHz) and I+Axounmt knob with
adequate range. probably the same as that
found on the Classic series EQ -2 of 0.5-5. Next
there is an Eck ON button and LED for each channel, and an M TN'n- pot with the same range as
the INPUT pot. Finally there is a Power pushbutton with I.ED.
In use. I found the EQ -5013 superb. As you
ease up the gain on any of the frequency
hands the effect is subtly progressive for the
first 4+5° of travel. At 90° the EQ is very audible, and immensely powerful at 15dB cut or
boost. The bandwidth control goes to a narrow enough setting to give a good wah -wah
effect using the low mid hand. and equally
goes wide enough for broad warmth or presence to be added or taken away. The i'rr
and or-PUT gain pots remain active whether
or not the EQ is switched in, and as such
there is no way of bypassing the effect of the
valve circuit onboard. The wide range of gain
settings enables you to fully control the
amount of valve drive. added to any signal.
whether or not you wish to EQ. At normal
levels. the yellow Drive LFUs flash on and off
with the occasional red peak LEI) flicker. How

The VP -5051 features separate XLRs on the
back for mie and line inputs. and an unbalanced jack line input. The line inputs feature
a level switch similar to that found on the EQ
but. inconsistently. the output jack and XLR
are fixed at -10dBu and +-IdBu respectively.
There are additionally a TRS side chain insert
»>
and a Link socket for stereo operation

»
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CDP-3100

PCM-7040

MXP-P390

AMEK

Snhv

H A Harman International Company

Digital Mixing Console

Soho starts at less than £30,000
Harman International Industries Ltd
USA

-

Office

Telephone: 001 (818) 508 9788
Facsimile: 001 (818) 508 86

UK

-

Head

Office

Telephone: +44 (0) 161 834 6747
Facsimile: +44 (0) 161 834 0593

Up to 80 audio

input sources

EQ

32 AES/EBU 24 bit Digital Inputs
8 or

-4 Band

Dynamics

-

Parametric

Compressor, Limiter, Expander/Gate

Dynamics and Snap-shot Automation of EQ, Dynamics,

24 Analogue Line Inputs, inc. 4 Mic /Line inputs

20 Additional Derived /Multiplexed Input Sources

Faders, Pan, Mute, and Image Control

48 Mix Channels

Automated /Fully Assignable Joystick

Stereo, LCRS and LCRSS -B (5.1) Mix and True Monitoring

Dual Machine Control Ports plus MIDI machine control

capability

Multi- channel

Dual Mode Buss Architecture for DAW /MDM

recording
8 or 16

FX Rack (Reverb, Delay, Chorus,

Flanging, 6/12

Band EQ, Mastering Compressor)

Multi- channel

19 inch Pod

-

a

rack unit option to house DAW controllers

or outboard FX devices

Motor Faders

Soho is the latest addition to Amek's range of fully specified digital mixing consoles. Developed specifically for audio post

production applications, Soho

is designed

to

be

integrated with any existing or favoured Digital Audio Workstation. The sleek

and ergonomic design and highly impressive specification makes

console,

while maintaining the quality, professional

it ideal for companies who require

image and

a

cost -effective digital

functionality of their post production operation.
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VP-5051
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of two units. On the front there is an
Instrument jack. and a selector switch to
choose between the three inputs. A fourth
position enables a phantom -powered mic to
be used. A single GAIN control operates for all
inputs, centre detented for zero line level.
Drive and Peak t.Fos are found nearby. There
is a switchable 90Hz high -pass filter: I would
have preferred a lower frequency. The Compressor section features an ON switch. THRESHOLD. RATIO ( l:1.5 to 1:30). and GAIN MAKE-CE
knobs. Attack and Release characteristics can
each be set to four different positions,
although even at the fastest settings the compressor is not lightning fast. The expander gate has a single control setting threshold from
Off through -40dB to a maximum -20dB, with
a Gate Shut t.Et). This worked well, although I
would be reluctant to use it when recording
vocals. A 4 -hand EQ section has four preset
frequencies for each hand with some overlapping of hands, and ±12d11 gain on each. The
two middle frequencies have a fairly broad
preset bandwidth of 0.5. with 12áB/octave
shelving top and bottom. This is fine for gentle shaping. brightening and warming of

if you overload the EQ section. Strangely. this
distortion can occur without the peak LED
lighting. Another potential problem I found
was that the mic input was not particularly
sensitive. With a very quiet vocalist you might
struggle to get the compressor to work hard
enough using microphones which have a low
output. even with input gain and threshold at

SONY

Tony Larking Professional

Sales. Letchworth. Herts
SG6 IAN, UK.
Tel: +44

1462 490600.

Fax: +44 1462 490700.
US: Sascom Marketing.

Tel: +1

905 469 8080.

Fax: +1 905 469 1129.

Germany: SEA. Auf dem
Diek,6. 48488 Emsbiiren.
Tel: +49 5903 9388 0.

ON

It

EQ PRE hutton adjacent which
places
the
EQ
before the compressor. A LINK button
enables stereo operation when another
unit is connected.
Finally there is a

ON

switch

http://professional-audio.c 3m

and LED.
The overall sound
Fax: +49 5903 6141.
quality is unmistakably valve. but perhaps a little honky and less refined compared
with more expensive competitors. There is a
danger of overloading and generating a nasty
crackly distortion if gains are not set carefully
to match any EQ boosts. You cannot obtain
the nice progressive distortion of the EQ -5013

Studio Sound December 1997

fits together
to create your ideal
system.

button,

with an

power

,

Sony Pro Audio.

high output level to interface with certain digital equipment. The otTi'rT GAIN knob cuts the
signal at full anticlockwise, always a bonus
when connected directly to a multitrack without going through a
desk fader. There is
EQ

Vput.aines4,Qur Vision

._111

vocals, and is in fact the same arrangement as
that found on the popular Classic series. EQ -1.
On the right there is a round Focusrite Red style illuminated vu meter with a switch to
select Input. Output and Gain Reduction. with
additionally an Output +10d13 position. This
position indicates 10dB lower than actual level
on the meter, the latter useful if you need a

an

full tilt.
Despite a few niggles with the VP -5051.
both Ivories represent good value, and the
EQ -í013. while not including any filters or
shelving hands, heats off competing units with
much higher price tags. Now. how does that
Edwyn Collins riff go?

DAF-1500

101

DMX-B4016

Radio Automation Software

Thick

I

atact

Sennheiser System 3000 - bridging the technological gap and

smashing the price barrier between professional multi -channel
radio microphone systems and small stand alone units.
System 3000 combines the SKM 3072

hand -held radio mic
EM 3031 is a

- with the

- Sennheiser's

single 32- channel switchable receiver in

mountable housing, while

latest

EM 3031 or EM 3032 UHF

EM 3032

receiver.

a 1U

rack

incorporates two complete

32- channel switchable receivers into the same 1U space.
32

switchable

PLL

frequencies

Sennheiser HiDyn plus noise reduction system

'Low battery' indicators
Includes many superior features from Sennheiser's
famous EM 1046 r-tulti- channel system
A

world beating new radio systemiat a price that's down to earth.

...and Greatest
The American Academy of Television Arts and

Sciences' EMMY awards recognise those who
have displayed excellerce in the entertainment fields

Awarded in recognition of the company's pioneering
advances in the field of wireless microphones and radio

frequency technology, an EMMY

is

the latest

prestigious accolade for Sennheiser. A company that
has spearheaded research into radio technology for

over thirty years.
The Eurovision Song Contest.

One of Europe's largest

broadcasting events,
sponsored by Sennheiser.

SE

r
UK, Ireland and

1IEIN

Middle East Sennheiser UK Ltd, 3 Century Point, Halifax Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3SL, U.K. Tel 01494 551551. Fax 01494 551550. E -mail 106066.2217lo+compuserve.cam
USA Sennheiser electronic Corporation: Tel +1- 860 -434919(. Fax «1-860-4341759 Web site www.sennheiserusa.com
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

BSS Opal DPR522

Broadcast Phoenix
A broadcast console of modular design, the
Phoenix has been designed to allow the user
to choose the number and type of modules
and where they are placed. It can be
installed with 12 to 48 mono or stereo input
modules, 2 to 8 group modules each comprising 1 to 4 additional stereo inputs,

aux modules, two master modules, one talk back module and 1 to 4 monitor modules.
The mono module has one mic and one
line input with an additional mic input available as an option, one remote control unit, a
balanced insert and 4 -band EQ. Stereo modules have two stereo inputs, two remote
control units, a balanced stereo insert and
2 -band Baxandall EQ. Each aux module has
one stereo and two mono auxes.
Fougerolle, France. Tel: +33 139327350.

Commonly reduced to compressor 'extras'. gates have currently all
but lost their profile. Zenon Schoepe finds their saviour
Bss HAS NOT HAD a dual- channel

power

gate in its catalogue since the long-inthe-tooth DPR502. Somewhat ahead of
the game, this unit employed a toe-curlingly
involved means of generating a MIDI note,
complete with an envelope. from a channel's
gated signal. Like many such things, it all
seemed fairly reasonable and acceptable for the
time, but if the novelty of pulling the device out
of the rack in order to throw the rear-panel dip
switches wore off, then you could always resort
to the unit's ADE (Auto Dynamic Envelope)
button which served as means of accentuating
the leading edge information in the incoming
transient and perking it up a hit. That feature
earned an unqualified all -round 'Good!', but
you have had to wait until the release of the
Opal DPR522 gate to enjoy it again.
This is only one of the features of this new

unit which joins the company's compressor de-esser in the more financially accessible
Opal range. The look is handsome and typical
with the those characteristic illuminated wine gum channel selectors positioned centrally on

useful inclusion of a paralleled balanced output jack signal on each channel. For those
who really like to knit their own connectors
then each channel comes with an 8 -pin socket
for remoting such functions as gate opening.
Other twists include a DUCKING switch.
for flipping a channel's modus operandi on
its head, and OPEN CHECK which fires the
envelope manually so you can inspect the
process.
You're left in no doubt that this is a premier
league processor as nothing has been left out.
In practice, there really is nothing that you
could throw at this device and give it a
headache. Its perfectly balanced and wonderfully fine in it level of control.
BSS' ADE is more pronounced and dramatic than the equivalent feature on competing units-give it a good snare and you'll
make it that much better while retaining the
variation in dynamics of the original. Often it
is all that is required to pull a track along.
ADE is best suited to percussion, but it has a
use with bass and sharp rhythm guitar parts

Earthworks uni
The Z3OX cardioid

uric has

a

claimed

smooth response to 30kHz and very

accu

rate impulse response. Its polar pattern is
said to be unusually flat to some 75' off axis while handling noise and proximity
effect are said to be lower than most directional mics.
The mics are complemented by th
LAB101 single channel preamp and
LAB102 2- channel version. Features indu
polarity reverse, phantom power, stand
stepped gain control, clip LED and variab
gain to the output.
Earthworks, US. Tel: +1 603 654 6427.

Tube voice channel
Lydkraft has revealed the Tube Tech MEC1A
single -channel voice processor combining a
mic preamp, equaliser and compressor in
traditional blue livery.
The device draws from component part
of the existing Tube Tech range including
the preamp from the MP1A, the compressor
from the CL1B and the equaliser from the
impressive EQ1A. Shipping is expected at
the beginning of the year.
Tube Tech, Denmark. Tel: +45 3871 0021.

Octavia 8/24
SAVL's Octavia 8/24 is a

multiple output

tracklaying and dubbing system that integrates with large mixing consoles but retains
the editing facilities of Octavia 8/08. As with
Sadie and Octavia 8/08, Octavia 8/24 operates with the recently released V3.02 software. It has 8 inputs and 24 outputs in
analogue and digital and can play at least
24 tracks off one SCSI disk. All
»pli

»
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box that offers dual fully -featured noise gates
with frequency assisted keying and stereo linking. The last of these combines signals from
lxxth inputs and hands the control of both signal paths over to the pots of Channel 1.
Metering is again excellent with a multicoloured LED display showing the relationship between the Threshold value set and
the signal that is working it below and above
it. BSS always does a great job in metering
and the particular arrangement on the
DPR522 contributes most to the rapid optimisation of a channel for the desired effect.
The pivotal Threshold LED always glows,
whether exceeded or not, so there's never
any doubt about how close to triggering the
gate you are. Additionally, individual LEDs
show the gate's open and closed states, and
extinguish in keeping with the created envea

providing you're prepared to accept that
doesn't always work creatively for these.

It

A really good dedicated gate is still quite a
marvel to behold and the Opal stirs the memories with some of those features that have
now been committed to history with the popular trend for auto oriented boxes and simple
gates that are just stuck on the end of a compressor chain to bolt down the inevitable noise
build -up. The DPR522 tugs at the heart strings
with fully variable A'rrACK and now-essential
if you want to get serious -and the sort of
razor -fine filter that can delve into complex
programme and produce unerring and repeatable triggering with uncanny precision. It's an
arrangement that I find preferable to the highpass and low -pass filter combo, although theoretically the results ought to be similar.
You can keep your multichannel auto -time
constant devices for the rudimentary gating
lope. Excellent.
duties. but no rack is complete without at
Both channels have exactly the same fealeast a couple of channels of clever stuff. BSS'
tures and you're presented with fully-variable
new 'power gate' qualifies with flying colours.
Threshold ( -50dB to +20dB), Range ( -80dB to
This is the unit that the
0dB). Attack (20ps to 1.5s),
original DPR502 always
Hold (5ms to 2s) and
should have evolved into,
Release (lms to 5s). The filBSS Audio, Linkside House.
and you've got to wonder
ter section involves a FRESummit Road, Potters Bar, Herts
why it has been such a long
QUENCY control fully variable
EN6 3JB, UK.
time coming. If you want
60Hz -13kHz and an accomTel: +44 1707 660667.
extended gating control then
panying wlnTH pot that
Fax: +44 1707 660755.
this box should be high on
works between 0.1 and 8
your list-indeed it is increasingly difficult to
octaves.
find advanced gating functionality without
There's a KEY LISTEN switch for monitoring
other hits of dynamics processing hanging off
the section and a button that injects the exterthe back. The Opal DPR522 is up there with
nal key input arriving on a balanced jack.
the best established processors of its type.
Connectors are on balanced XLRs with the

27

Trantec 54000
« «<
7,

i.

connectors are on the hack of the

5U processing unit with a single high -speed

Breaking cover in radio -mic manufacture. Trantec are pitching against
some of the big boys. Neil Hillman seeks counsel
HAVE felt better about myself than
was just a confidence thing I suppose, but it became so had I needed therapy. So one Saturday morning, above a dry
cleaners in Moseley, I stood head bowed, surrounded by eight people seated on stackable
plastic chairs and introduced myself. through
the quietly powerful Belinda: 'My name is Neil
Hillman and I am, erm, a sound recordist.

SH(
I

)I

did.

l

I

)

It

'Very good Neil. VGéll done. Remember
no-one here sits in judgement of you -we are
here as neural networkers supporting you
hack to emotional enrichment and a fulfilled
life.' In a silence broken only by three washing
machines accelerating into their spin cycle
below us, I began: 'I suffer from feelings of
inner turmoil-anxiety, anguish, panic. fear
and loathing -if I am forced into using radio

microphones. I've tried convincing directors
they can cover the words in a close -up and
coerced cameramen that a shot says much
more with less headroom so that I can use a
boom mic: I've moved from VI-IF to UHF and

with an RE sensitivity down to 51.1V. powered
by a 9V MN1604 -type battery. At present only
the mains receiver is available: although a
matching pocket transmitter-receiver system
will be available by next spring.

The system is easy to configure. the transmitter controls are neatly tucked behind a
sliding flap that when pushed up from the
bottom allows access to the battery compartment, or when pulled down reveals the transmitter gain control knob, large enough to he
operated without a screwdriver, hut.
strangely, without a scale of numbers to
record optimum settings for individual artists.
Either side of this are two recessed buttons
that allow for changing between up to four
banks of intermodulation -free channels
(shown by BAnc in the transmitter's LCD window when the top button is depressed), or
scrolling through the individual channel frequencies (displayed as FrEq).
I did wonder just how robust in the field
this sliding clip would be. hut certainly when
closed the plastic housing. while light. gave
the impression of withstanding all but the
severest of maltreatment.
The tuned -to- length antenna is securely
screwed into the top of the transmitter and
the microphone is connected via a Lemo 1pin plug. A red LED indicates that the unit is
on through a switch located on the top face.
The receiver configuration is achieved
through two -front panel push -buttons and a
setup menu. These allow quick and easy
changing of Channel and Bank, display software Program Info. and receiver Mute Level,
or Name Input which can be used to identify
the user of that unit with 8 alpha- numeric
characters and the Display Name? function.
Three leds on the front panel show which of
the two receiving aerials is active, and audio
peak from the transmitter just before distortion

even changed manufacturers, spending more
and more money while my underlying insecurity still feeds off the conviction that no other
recordist is plagued by the saine snap, crackle
and pop that I'm convinced will appear
is likely.
halfway through a major scene.'
Range testing gave a credible 100m, but
No one spoke. Finally. a large lady in her
the frequency response of the audio chain
niid -50s. freshly bouffonted in pearls and a
did not appear to live up to the specificatweed twin-set asked. 'I wonder, have you contions. The unit sounded noticeably bass -light
sidered the all -new Trantec S4000 UHF diveraround 125Hz- 130Hz, either as a result of
sity- receiver radio microphone ?'
the unmarked personal microphone supMore confidently she went on. 'it brings the
plied, or, perhaps. the trade-off between a
latest UHF PLL synthesised tuning technology
system that utilises a squeezed bandwidth to
to within the reach of all radio mic users and
fit in more intermodulation- free channels in
comes programmed with 16 intermodulationthe allocated 8MHz of the UK's Channel 69.
free frequencies contained within the UK TV
Given the stunning looks, the overall stanChannel 69. but it can be configured with up dard of this product and the price; with a
to 32 frequencies to increase its
range including guitar transcapacity' for the worldwide marmitters and hand -held microTrantec Syste ms, Kestrel
ket.All this for a whisker over
phones, 'Trantec has placed
House, Garth Road, Morden,
itself perfectly for the price
5800 including a personal mic.'
Surrey SM4 4 LP, UK.
The meeting broke up
versus quality battle the
Tel: +44 181 330 3111.
shortly after that, but at home
radio market is about to
the ß.i000 specifications made
embark on with the launch
impressive reading: frequency response for of, among others, Sony's Freedom range. I'm
the receiver being 30Hz- 18kHz, the transmitjust not sure about the quality for critical
ter 70Hz- 18kHz, distortion less than 0.3% and
recording applications.'
a dynamic range greater than 110dBA. The
Belinda's eyes lit up: 'We have several
output of the belt -worn transmitter is 30mW workshops for indecisiveness...'
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serial connection to the host PC. All audio
processing is performed on SAVL purpose built hardware and within Octavia 8/24
there are four AT&T 32 -bit floating point
DSPs for 33Mflops of processing power.
The system comes with 20-bit A -D and
D-A Delta Sigma convertors on all inputs
and outputs but is designed to operate from
11.025kHz to 96kHz sampling rates and
from 8 to 24 bits. It chases or trigger locks
to all LTC and VITC time code rates and can
he referenced to AES or video sync.
SAVL, UK. Tel: +441353 648888.

Speaker setup
Genelec now includes a quick reference
guide for monitor setup with all its units.

Using clear diagrams the company draws
attention to erroneous positioning and gives
an indication of the correct and preferable
location for speaker angle and distance, vertical distance, and the symmetry of the room
installation complete with bass tilt adjustment suggestions. Bass tilt and bass roll -off
settings are also recommended for speakers
in corners and against front walls. Speaker
positioning on stands and above the mixing
console surface are also tackled together
with the recommended critical distances of
freestanding monitors from back walls.
1092A and 1094A subwoofers are now
equipped with a new discrete subwoofer
signal input channel. The new crossover filter retains the three front channel LCR input
and output connectors, but gives an

improved overall system response when
used with digital surround systems. The
additional subwoofer input is required by
decoders with a separate low frequency
effects channel output. The upgrade makes
the subwoofer equally applicable to analogue matrix type and digital discrete type
surround formats.
The diminutive 1029A monitor is now
available in a grey finish.
Genelec, Finland. Tel: +358 17 813311.

Wireless talkback
The 1FB 1624 is a UHF wireless system with
two channels that can be employed in sports-

caster situations where split feeds are
required or in a mix to mono mode giving TV
presenters the ability to adjust the relative levels between two 1FB sources on one earpiece.
The stereo transmitter is programmed
with 16 UHF frequencies between
518-865MHz and users have a

» »»
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Instant Replay:
Instant sound effects.
Instant music. Instant fun.
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Take it out for a joy ride.
Instant Replay puts a thousand
audio clips right at your fingertips.
You want sound effects? You
got `em. You want music and song?
It's yours...as much as you want.
In fact, Instant Replay holds up to
24 hours of your greatest material.
With everything titled, timed and

ready to play, Instant Replay puts
you in the drivers seat creatively.
And with 50 Hot -Keys, you can
make your shows as spontaneous
as you'd like.
Call one of our distributors for
an Instant Replay demonstration.
You'll instantly see how fast, fun

and easy it is to operate.
So, take us up on our offer to go
for a joy ride. We're sure that after
you try Instant Replay, you'll want
to park it at your place.

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

We speak your language.
360 Systems European Sales Office: Voice: (3I ) 05 3196616 / F. +x:
Austria
Kam Audio -Technik Gmbh
Tel

Finland

Croatia

(43) 662437701

Fax (43) 66243770127

Rockoko Studio

Studiotec

Tel. (385) 13777421

Tel.

Fax (385) 13777445

Fax (358) 951235355

France

Czech Republic

Belgium

(358) 95123530

Greece

Lithuania

l;

I )

299433627

Poland

Serbia

Bon Studio

Vivateh Technica

Magnetic Media

Lola Audio

Tel. (30) 13809605

Tel. (371) 7284546

Tel. (48) 618615814

Tel

Fax (30) 13845755

Fax

Hungary

(371) 7821302

Netherlands

Fax (481

618615814

Portugal

381) 112352106

Fax(381)11686044
Slovenia

AudioPolis Studio Systems

La Compagnie Du Son

Vektor Ltd

Dateq Audio

Valentim de Carvalho

MTD Pty. Ltd.

Tel. (32)

24202439

Tel. (420) 2322552

Tel. (33) 153204460

Tel. (36) 12621022

Technolgies BV

Elettronica SA

Tel.

(386) 611301270

Fax (32)

24202712

Fax (420) 2323069

Fax (33) 153200100

Fax (36) 12627083

Tel. (31) 365472222

Tel. (351) 14413584

Fax

(386) 61320670

Fax (31) 365317776

Fax (351) 14432195

Spain

AAVS Benelux SA NV

Denmark

Bulgaria
Shark Art 6 Company

Germany

New Musik Technology

86190899

Tel. (3591

52250578

Tel. (45)

Fax (359)

52600172

Fax (45) 86193199

Italy
Audio Equipment Srl.

Tel. (49) 2173967336

Tel. (39) 39212221

PSS

MS -MAX

Tel.

Fax(49)2173967924

Fax (39) 392140011

Tel. (47) 33035320

Tel. (7) 952498074

Fax (34) 13839916

Fax (47) 33035325

Fax (7) 952498034

Russia

Website: www.36osystems.com / e-mail: info®36osystems.com
© 1997 -360 Systems

Decibel SA
Tel. (41) 219463337

Fax (41) 219461802

Turkey
SF Dis Ticaret AS
Tel. (90) 2122279625
Fax

(9012122279654

UK á Ireland

Preco Broadcast

Thum 8 Mahr Gmbh

Norway

Switzerland

SGT

(34) 13832160

Systems Ltd.
Tel. (44) 1816444447
Fax (441

1816440474

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Drawmer MX40

« «<
A 4-channel

of things.

punch -gate has joined the MX30 at the affordable end

Zenon Schoepe investigates

THE SECOND in Drawmers new affordable dynasty, the MX40 is the natural
accomplice to the MX30 dual -channel

compressor -limiter- expander (Studio Sound, July
1997) in supplying four nicely condensed
gates in the same 1U-high rackmount. Gone is
the champagne- brushed finish of the early
MX30 models in favour of a plainer brushed
silver background for the compartmentalised,
black, processing sections. The MX40 differs
also in having only balanced XLR connectors,
rather than the MX30's jack and XLR combinations, and these are accompanied by a single
jack key input for the whole unit.
Access to this is selected from each channel's EXTERNAL KEY switch meaning that you can
effectively drive all the gates simultaneously
from one key input or combinations thereof.
Not the most flexible arrangement, but one
that is actually convenient should you wish to
group together, say, any two channels without
having to dabble around with separate triggers.
As an aside, when no external key is
plugged into the box then Channel 1 can be

Peak Punch amounts to a processing tool,
and if you've never heard it, but regularly find
yourself attempting to massage a hit of attack
out of flabby kicks and snares then this is
something to look at. It immediately makes
things apparently more lively and aggressive.
That concludes the lesson on the features
and operation of the MX40 which is pleasantly
organised and ever-so-slightly expensive in
feel; basically it feels like a Drawmer and there
are no shortcuts here.
Gates ought to be either open or closed.
and the worst types are cursed with the tendency of not being able to make up their
minds consistently about which way they
ought to swing. Certain combinations of programme, level and noise gate can dip you into
an excruciating never -never land. Pots equal
control and theoretically the more you have
the more chance you have of avoiding the
aforementioned situation. Lesser be- knobbed
.auto'-style gates do some of the thinking for
you, and are better at general cleaning duties
than they are at the fancy stuff because, quite

simply, they can go a little soft in the envelope
used, by selecting the EXTERNAL KEY buttons on
the other channels, as the trigger source on
at extremes. The Peak Punch feature, what
the other channels. This arrangement means must be some clever Attack time programming
you can use it to tighten up something like a
and a fair resolution frequency filter makes the
horn section, where you assign the tightest MX40 quite animated sounding and solidly
player to Channel 1 and have the remainder resilient to chatter.
follow his channel's dynamics. Additionally,
It's in power-user gating that you lose out:
Channels 1 &2 and 3&4 can be linked via a
the lack of a width control on the filter
SLAW. LINK switch, in which case total control of
frequency means that by definition tuning can
the envelope for the paired channels is
be a little general while the addition of fully
variable attack would permit leading edges to
handed over to the odd numbered one.
be shaped subtlety.
The majority of switches have associated
tens, there is neat and clear 3 -Len metering for
Of course, I am fully aware that one should
reserve true unadulterated and unrestricted
gate activity, and useful front -panel graphics
that tell you what each channel's three pots
excitement for boxes asking many times the
do. Like the MX30, the MX40 gets by with few
cost because the cheap stuff shouldn't be
knobs: TRIGGER FREQUENCY, THRESHOLD and
encouraged or even acknowledged in pro
RELEASE. All channels are identical.
circles. Well, I'm sorry, but I am, again,
Trigger frequency (50Hz -8kHz on an
extremely impressed by what Drawmer has
octave Q) works with a FILTER IN switch and KEY come up with for the job, here, and I don't
LISTEN, while Threshold scans from -60dB to
really care how much it costs; the fact that it is
+20dB. Release time is fully variable from 10ms
cheap is yet another achievement. I was
to 4s clamping down to switch selectable
knocked out by the performance and simplicranges of -90dB and -20dB. The whole section
ity of the MX30. The MX40 is not four channels
can be bypassed, but the unusual inclusion, at
of DS201 for beer -and- peanuts money and
this end of the price scale, is a I'e.AK PINCH
you shouldn't kid yourself that there is anywhere near the precision
switch. This puts a rocket
up the leading edge of the
and control available.
However, what the MX40
envelope causing it to UK: Drawmer, Chanlotte Street.
become more pronounced Wakefield, West Yo rkshire, WF1 1UH
does do is present accessible, effective and, most
and dramatic. It's a process Tel: +44 1924 201 089
that
Drawmer
has
importantly, reliable and
precficlahie gating results with a minimum of
employed in other units and, of worse, USN has
also pioneered the cause with its own ADE sysfuss and drama. For a lot of people this will be
tem, interestingly enough also implemented on
all they need for the mundane majority of
its own less budget Opal series gate (see review
tasks. The dilemma is that they might still
in this issue).
expect to pay more. Try it.
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choice of four separate frequency
packages in 100MHz bands.
The IFB 1624 can be used with Garwood's
standard size 16- frequency receiver or with a
miniature bodypack featuring two independent volume controls. The LV2 miniature
receiver weighs less than 70g with battery life
of over 3 hours from a single AA cell.
Garwood. UK. Tel: +44 171 328 1211.

A &H GL3300
The 8-group GL3300 sound reinforcement
console, like the GL2000 and GL4000, is a
dual function mixer, allowing it to be used
in FOH, monitor roles, or combining both
tasks simultaneously.
GL3300 builds on the GL3000, the most
notable additions are 4 mute groups, group
mute switches, direct outputs on all channels, an 8 group out option on a D connector, groups 1-4 inserts, +6dB boost on auxes
and matrix sends, and the choice of different mono /stereo input configurations.
GL3300 is available in 16, 24, 32 and
40 channel frame sizes.
The MixWizard Series WZ14:4:2 is
designed for live sound and recording applications and is also a dual function console.
It has 4 -band EQ, 100mm faders, vertical
PCB construction, nutted pots and MSP
(Minimum Signal Path) architecture.
Allen & Heath has extended its Contractor Series with the GROS, a four -zone mixer
featuring 2 mic inputs and 3 stereo line
inputs, with front panel level control on all
inputs and outputs. Mic inputs are on
balanced XLRs and have rear gain trims,
3- colour LED meters and EQ specially
designed for speech.
A number of internal jumpers and trimmers, which the installer can use to create a
custom package for each installation, con-

i

figure resources such as phantom power,
pads, filters, routing matrix, priority ducking, and ganging of multiple zone outputs.
A &H, UK. Tel: +441326 372070.

Harbeth 30s and 40s
Harbeth's Monitor 30 and 40 are the results
of ground -up redesigns of the BBC 135/8
and 519 monitors. Both retain roughly the
same dimensions of the original models
allowing continued use of stands and ceiling
cradles and both are available as active
models. Harbeth claims that coloration has
been dramatically reduced across the range
by the use of its patented cones and
advanced computer modelling.
The HL-Monitor 40 is the company's fast
3-way system and uses a 300mm woofer
and Radial midrange cone. It boasts a large
'traditional' box with classic BBC components like a thin -wall cabinet (here with ten»>
sioning rods), complex network and

»
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1953 AKG
standard in valve microphones.
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Shock mount suspension
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Following an extensive
R &D program designed to
make this legendary
technology available to a
wider audience, AKG are
now proud to present the
SOLIDTUBE.

"The best value microphones manage a

fine balance between character and

combining the latest
solid -stare manufacturing
techniques with traditional
AKG tube technology, the
By

colouration, offering slight flattery without
deviating too far from flat, and the
SOLIDTUBE has this flavour in
abundance
and you could be investing
in tomorrow's classic."
Dave Foister

-

SOLIDTUBE recreates the
classic, warm sound of
the C12, but at the

Studio Sound

breakthrough price of
£799 Inc VAT,.

A full compte rient cf
accessories, including flightcasa
and psu, is included
with ever/

s

SOLIDEEM

SOLID TUBE]
Distributed exclusively in the

U K

by ARBITER PRO AUD 0

A division of ARBITER GROUP PLC, Unit 2.

Bcrenamwooa inaustrei Park,

Rowley Lare. Borehamwood. WD6 5PZ
Tel 0181 207

5050

Fax.

207 4572

Web www.akg- acoustics corn

Audio-Technica AT4049, 4051,
4053, 4033a

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

««<

an 'unmistakable' British monitor

b:d:uice.

Harbeth, UK. Tel: +44 1444 440955.

Updates to its 40- series mark Audio-Technica's pursuit of the
professional mic market. Dave Forster checks them out
SINCE FRIGHTENING the competition

with the 4033, Audio-Technica hasn't
stood still for a moment. The surprisingly smooth and classy all- rounder was followed by a multi- pattern model, the 4050,
which quickly found favour in high places.
The range expanded last year with the 4041, a
long thin cardioid with a similarly disproportionate quality and range. and in the same way
this has now been augmented with a multi pattern modular system, the 4051. If only A -T
could explain the logic of the numbering system joy would he complete.
In fact. this is not strictly a new model; it has
been reintroduced after an absence from the
A -T catalogue of a few
years:
although it
never had a particularly high profile first
time around. The fact
remains that the timing of its relaunch fits
well with the development of the whole
range, and is hound to
attract more attention
following the success
of the other models.
The new series is

The case also includes a simple foam windshield as standard, which is probably just as
well as I found the cardioid capsule I was
using for voice to be particularly susceptible to

blasts. The only other standard accessory is
A-Ts own rugged metal -based stand mount,
making for a slim convenient package in an
adequate plastic case.
The only control on the microphone is for
bass roll -off (6dB per octave below 80Hz); no
pad is thought necessary as SPLs of 143dB can
be handled within 1% distortion figures.
The three available capsule heads are the
4051 cardioid, the 4049 omni and the 4053
hypercardioid, all clearly identified by white
graphics of their patterns printed on the side.
In the case of the cardioid and hypercardioid
this is virtually the only visible difference, but
of course the omni head lacks the grille slots
in the sides, and, consequently, is unmistakable. All perform extremely impressively, with
a notable neutrality both on and off axis whatever the pattern.
The cardioid will find itself the usual all rounder, and could make itself so useful in its
own right that it will be harder to sacrifice it
when one of the other patterns is needed. Its
principal characteristic is clarity, with the
expected HF extension matched by a comcentred on a body mendable warmth at the other end. Signifi(which is quaintly referred to in the literature cantly, the sonic character remains more or
less constant right across all the capsules,
as a handle) containing the preamp electronmaking it particularly easy to switch to hyper ics. on to the end of which can he fitted a
choice of three capsule elements. This is, of cardioid when circumstances demand it.
I found myself selecting this head more often
course, in the style of the AKG 451. Blue Line
and 460 series. the Neumann KM80s, than I expected, knowing that the improveSennheiser's K6 models and others. The prin- ment in spill rejection would not be comprociple is well established, and the criteria are the mised by sacrifices in the sound. The omni is
same-given a good audio performance. How particularly impressive, with all the openness
and smoothness you need when a microeasy is it to change heads, and can it be done
frequently without damaging screw threads? Is phone is giving you all the room ambience.
Any one of the three passible microphones
it truly a modular system where patterns can
be changed as readily as on a switched -pattern
in this range is a strong contender in its own
right; put the package together as a complete kit
model, or is it a set-and -forget arrangement
where you buy the bits you want and leave and it becomes very attractive indeed. The only
danger is that you'll want to use all the heads so
them mated semi-permanently?
often that you'll end up buying three bodies.
In the case of the 4051 the answer can he
[ill not resting on any laurels, Audio-Techguessed at by looking at the overall mechaninica has also upgraded the
cal quality of the parts. This is
model that began it all, the
no cheap lightweight; the
US: Audio Technica, 1221
established 4033. According
body is machined brass,
Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224.
to A -T this was prompted
plated with black chrome.
Tel: +1 216 686 2600.
not by any adverse comwhich gives it a reassuring
Fax: +1 216 688 3752.
ments from users or
solidity and weight. The
UK: Audio Technica, Technica
reviewers but because they
heads are built to a similar
House, Royal London Industrial
standard, and mate to the
found themselves able to
Estate. Old Lane. Leeds LS11 8AG.
improve a couple of areas
body with a substantial screw
Tel: +44 1132 771441.
and wanted to pass the
thread which for once
Fax: +44 1132 704836.
upgrades on. The result is
inspires confidence. ChangEmail: sales @audio-technica.co.uk
the 4033a, with a higher
ing heads is no 'kid gloves
SPL handling capability and
and tweezers job, and the
a greater resistance to mechanical noise. Certhreads look likely to survive many changes
-even hurried ones- without stripping. The tainly nothing has been lost in the changes; the
new version remains as impressive a performer
carrying case for the microphone has inserts in
as the original, and will no doubt continue to
the foam for all three heads, making it clear
win friends.
that they are designed to be changed at will.
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Weiss DS1
The Weiss Gambit Series de-esser- compressor- limiter is based on the design of the
EQ1 equaliser and uses virtually the same
user interface differing only in the array of
processing controls.
It can operate as a frequency selective
compressor or broadband compressor the
latter being set from linear to limiting with
adjustable predelays, auto release and soft knee transfer function. The frequency
crossover is implemented using ultra -steep
linear phase FIR filters.
Weiss, Switzerland. Tel: +411940 2006.

Tascam MDs
Tascam has introduced two additions to its
MD range. The MD501 a mid -price 2 -track
recorder-player designed for radio, live
theatre and installations while the MD301 is

budget version of it.
The MD501 has balanced XLR I-Os, a
PS /2 PC keyboard connector for disc and
track naming while a port for fader or event
start allows remote activation. Auto ready
and program play make the unit suitable for
broadcast while an SRC converts incoming
digital to 44.1kHz and there is digital level
control and programmable fade.
The MD301 offers the same playback and
a

o

7.11.
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'
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editing facilities with coax and TOS optical
digital l -O but unbalanced jack connectors.
Tascam, UK. Tel: +44 1923 819630.

Millennia mixer
Offering full compatibility with the GML
HRT-9100 mixing system, the Millennia Mixing Suite claims audio excellence and modular flexibility. With an expanding selection
of input and outputs options, the mixer is
intended for critical location recording, submixing, MIDI rig mixing and multisource
mastering. Mixers can be combined for a
total of 80 inputs. Employing circuitry simi¡sr to that found in the company's mic preps, the Mixing Suite is almost entirely DC
coupled without the addition of servo
amplifiers.
Millennia, US. Tel: +1 916 647 0750.

Digital clocking
Sync DA allows a digital studio to be

clocked from one device and can resolve
word clock and 256 superclock from any
AES -EBU signal in addition to distributing
word clock to six devices.
It is used to distribute the clock of Aardvark's low-jitter master clock generator the
AardSync II and can distribute from DAT.
>
DAW or digital mixers. Front panel

»
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Behringer
EURODESK series
has already received rave reviews
with the MX8000 as regards dynamics,
translucency and versatility. Now let your creativity run
wild with the MX2442, while still keeping a tight grip on things.
Full featured Mix-B section, eight busses and six auxes in the MX8000
or four busses and six auxes in the MX2442 give control and flexibility to you,
whether live or in recording. Our robust 19' power supply units and the monufactring
under IS09000 guarantee an exceptional and reliable performance.
mine product range and the Interactive World of Behringerl
Hotline' +49(0)2154-920666, Internet http://www behringer.de

Get more information about the

BEHRINGER France S.A.R. L
BEHRINGER

Espana

Si

TeL

Tel

-

+33 (0)4 - 7804 4416, Fax 7804 4429
BEHRINGER INTERNATIONAL GmbH Tel. +49 (0)2154-92 06 0, Fax - 42 85 23
BEHRINGER UK Ltd Tel +44 (0)1483 45 13877, Fax - 45 8822
+34 (9)1- 766 1398. Fax - 383 5052
BEHRINGER AG Tel. +41 (0)56 210 9555. Fax 210 9556
BEHRINGER Austria GmbH Tel +43 (0)7752 85181, Fax -7752 86707
(0)73 513 0000. Fox 5F3 0778
364 2244, Fax - 364 3888
BEHRINGER China LW Tel. +852 - 2808 8050. Fax - 2873 3911
SAMSON Technologies Corp .1 516

BEHRINGER Benelux b y. Tel. +31

Korg SoundLink 12121/0
,

I

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The -0 options offered by a new -0 card make Korg's SoundLink
I

I

workstation

a

Dave Foister reports

hot prospect.

us with the
digital mixer, it was clear
from the SoundLink badge that
conthere was more to come. Outboard A
venors and DA convertors were available to
accompany the mixer, linked via ADAT- format
8-channel optical interfaces, and the scene
was set for a broad -based system of integrated
units, now joined by the 12121 -0 card for the
Macintosh (and others).
This PCI -bus card derives its inspiring
name from the fact that it offers 12 channels
of input and output in various forms to the
computer. Eight of these use the ADAT interface, augmented by a stereo SPDIF interface
and two channels of analogue. Without the
ADAT optical connector it's hard to see how
so much could have been fitted on to the
edge of the card, and a few extra measures
have had to be taken to squeeze it all in.
SPDIF is on a mini-DIN with a breakout cable,
and is backed up by wordclock in and out
the spec for the card is pretty comprehensive
and intended to help it integrate into any
environment. The wordclock connections are
on another special breakout lead, alongside
an ADAT sync input which will allow suitable
software to become an additional transport on

a multimachine system.

WIIEN KORG SURPRISED

Analogue input and output is unbalanced
on TRS jacks, but can cope with +4dBu or
-10dBu levels. Jumpers on the card alter the
operating level, which can be set independently for inputs and outputs.
A single floppy disk carries both the installation software for the card and a comprehensive utility package allowing various basic
functions to be carried out with the card separately from any full-blown audio system. A
single window carries controls for a surprising
range of parameters, making the card a useful
toolkit and problem solver in its own right.
Any input can be routed to any output. and
each channel's volume is independently
adjustable; even phase reverse is provided.
Analogue input trim. clock source and sample
rate are all controlled from here. and the utility can handle multiple 1212 cards. This setup
allows control of digital bouncing between
ADAT machines, copying of SPDIF sources to
a pair of ADAT tracks and vice versa. and
even simple mixing perhaps for monitoring
purposes -multiple sources can be routed to
the same output, although the lack of either
panning or built-in headroom means it can
hardly be called a mixer.
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LEDs show the exact sample rate.

Aardvark, US. Tel: +1 313 665 8899.
The UK Office. Tel: +44 1442 870103.

Micro amp
The updated Micro system from ARX
includes the MicroDrive amp which is a
3-channel unit with on -board speaker processing. It contains all the circuitry of the
MicroPro loudspeaker processor plus amplification to power one or two MicroMax
speakers per side. MicroMax on -board processing provides phase correction EQ contour, crossover to sub functions and
Interactive System Control which monitors
the amp output level and protects the speakers. Extra outputs permit slaving up to other
amplifiers while Enhance circuitry creates
the dynamic impact of a much larger system.
The LSP2 dual-channel, dual-band loudspeaker processor supplies Band 1 (low frequency) and Band 2 level control, variable
HF EQ trim and ISC fail -safe speaker pro>
tection. Designed to complement

»
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C -1

compressor

is

the

C -1

Dual Valve Compressor

channels of soft knee,
variable ratio compression
I Wide band width (better than
40kHz)
I Ultra low -noise
a Frequency response 20Hz to
40kHz +0/ -1dB
a Balanced mic and line level ins
a Balanced line outputs, ( -10dB
or +4dB operation)
a Stereo front panel auxiliary
inputs with gain control and
sensitivity switch
a 48v phantom power
2

industry standard compressor. Why?
Because nothing matches the rich audio

quality and superb flexibility.
Chris Fogel (Engineer - Alan's
Morissette) "I was amazed at
what the C -1 did for the track.
The bottom end was warm and
solid and the high end was clear
and open."

a

Sidechain insert points for

frequency conscious
compression

a Continuously variable Input

t
a

Gain, Threshold, Attack
Release times, Compression
Ratio and Gain Make Up
Unbalanced jack I/O

connections
Program dependent
compression characteristic attack and release times
automatically adjust in
response to program material

®
a 'Stereo Link' mode - gangs
Threshold, Attack, Release and
Ratio controls for processing
stereo signal sources
a 90Hz high pass filter switch
(12dB ! octave). Applies to all

inputs
a Illumirated VU meters allow

a

monitoring of either output
level or gain reduction
Very high quality build

'999

Ex VAT

E1174 INC

In USA S1375

n nnnnnnnNH
nls AAA nnCH
Eo-2 Dual Parametric Valve Equaliser

PA-1 Dual Pentode Valve

ht Amplifier

MOM MIPIRE
EO-1 Dual Valve Equaliser

VI-I a Channel Valve Interface

ThAUdIo
Worldwide distribution:
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700
Web: http: //www.tlaudio.co.uk

SASCOM
DIRECT
Canada d USA:
Tel: +1 905 - 827 9740
Fax: +1 905

- 469 1129
Web: http: //www.sascom.com

be mixed alongside a single transport as a
The key to the next step is the panel :ilr
completely integrated system. The SPDIF and
Sound Manager routeing: any two inputs and
analogue -O alloys aux sends to be set up
any two outputs can be nominated as the
within the computer if required. and the use
Mac's primary audio interface for the Apple
of a combined audio-sequencing package
Sound Manager. This means that any Mac
allows the 168 to be automated via MIDI. On
application that deals in sound in any way.
a simpler level, Korgs 880 A -Ds and D -As can
even for beeps and alerts. can use the 1212 for
be interfaced directly to the workstation. probits -0. allowing. for instance. SPDIF to he fed
ably offering a significant improvement over
directly to the computer and +adliu analogue
outputs to be obtained from it. There are sev- those previously fitted. and including a few
phantom powered microeral dedicated audio packphone inputs. As with the
ages. such as Adobe Premier
Sound Manager setup. telling
and Bias Peak. dealing UK: Korg UK. 9 Newmarket
the workstation software :o
purely in stereo via Sound Court, Kings-.on, Milton Keynes
use the 1212 as its interface is
Manager. and these can be MK10 OAU.
a simple set- and -forget opergiven considerably more Tel: +44 1908 857100.
routing
:although
ation.
functionality by routing in Fax: +44 1938 857199.
remains flexible and compreUS: Korg USA, 316 South
and out via the 1212.
hensive.
The ultimate goal of Service Roac, Melville,
The latest development is
course is integration with a NY 11747 -3201.
that the card now also works
Tel: +1 516 393 8520.
full -blown DAW. and several
on the I'C. Windows drivers
familiar names now support Email: soundtracs @korgusa.com
are already available from
the card. Logic Audio v3.11.
Korg.s Internet site and will he hurdled will
Digital Performer y2.II. Deck II v2.6 and
the cards shortly. Software support from sevSteinberg \"SL v3.5 can all use the card's full
eral major workstations will not be tar behind.
facilities. giving all kinds of enhanced operabringing full ADAT digital interfacing to yet
tion. >laterial can lx digitally transferred hack more familiar packages.
5v irds and forwards between the DA \\ and an
burg's decision to go whole -heatedly tilr
ADAT system: the DA\1' and its :issnri lied
the AD:\T format as the foundation fin- an
MIDI side can lx synchronised seamlessly
Hl of equipment was a INcld one.
entire
with an ADAT system. becoming effectively
another transport with the same format digital aril the concept has clearly been used image
natively. This card makes sense of the whole
output: and the workstation's audio can be fed
SoundLink system. offering true and compredigitally to the Korg 168 mixer for real hands hensive integration of a wide range of equiTh
on digital mixing. Since the 168 has two sets
nient in a simple and highly flexible firm.
of ADAT optical inputs. the workstation can
1

the company's Concert Series Loudspeakers, the LSP2's operating parameters
are preset by a range of plug-in model -specific modules for each of .ARNs products.
ARX, Australia. Tel: +61 3 9555 7859.

Cheap effects
Digi Lech studios 5100 is an affordable dual
multi-effects processor that can be configured in series, parallel or combined. Effects
include stereo reverbs, multitap delays,
chorus, flange, tremolo, detune and parametric EQ with 99 factory programs and 99

user presets. The device
footswitch controllable.

is

MIDI and

DlgiTech Studio, US. Tel: +1 801 566 8800.

Phase check
The Turbosound TPC -1252 Phase Checker
Set is designed to check the acoustic phasing and electronic polarity of multiple loudspeaker arrays. The set also performs a
variety of other test functions, including
cable continuity, cable polarity, locating
lines in multicore cables and verifying signal
flow through components in the audio path.
It consists of two units: the TPG -12 Pulse
Generator and the complementary TPD -52
Pulse Detector. The TPG -12 plugs directly
into a power amplifier, electronic crossover,
mixing desk or other input via an extended
male XLR connector (no patch leads are
needed) and generates a unipolar pulse.
The rugged, hand -held TPD-52 detector
caries a condenser mic for measuring
acoustic phase, and a female XLR for electronic polarity. The microphone's low sensitivity ensures that ambient noises will not
affect the detector. It senses the positive or
negative leading edge of an incoming pulse
to determine its polarity, and displays this
information with either a red or a green LED.
The TFM-330 is a high specification professional active floor monitor that
»>
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The worlds

first

"software- only"
audio codec!
Real -time and file transfer with MPEG Layer 2 and 3, GSM, ADPCM, Musifile. BWF
Connects to Audio Codecs (e.g. CDQPRIMA) and PCX Card based Systems
No additional hardware required, software only, supports ISDN, PSTN (Modem) and GSM

System requirements: Windows 95 or NT. Pentium -PC

Get MAYAH

and get your audio everywhere
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Rode NT-1
nit feeding- frenzy is beginning to calm. Instead
Dave Foister is finding a generation of rational microphones

The 1990s

made must be the
Since there is nothing on the microphone to
envy of the microphone world. To have
adjust, there seems little point in producing a
achieved such success with its first two
manual for it: nevertheless, Rode has managed
models -the NT-2 and Classic mics-is quite
to write a longer Instruction Guide than some
remarkable. and a testament to the Australian
manufacturers provide on far more complex
company's ability to spot a gap in the market
models. The result is an idiot's guide to conand fill it with something special.
denser microphones, most of which is sound
When
reviewed the original NT-2, I was
enough; although it does contain one strange
puzzled as to what had
exhortation. Rode asks that all connections
happened to the NT -1:
should he made to the NT -1 before power is
had it, perhaps, been an
applied. and that it should never be disconunsuccessful design pronected while powered. i know no -one who
ject scrapped in favour of
switches phantom on and off while rigging
what finally appeared. or
and striking like this, and if it were really necwas the numbering simessary it would be a major drawback. The
ply intended to make
closest i've come to having to worry about
Rode look more estabsuch things was a dodgy old concert hall PA
lished than it was? (A
console whose preamps were liable to expire
l'ommon trick in record
if a microphone was plugged in with the
catalogue
numbering).
phantom on. which everyone regarded as a
Neither would seem to be
real pain. I have to admit that without thinkthe case. as the NT -1 is
ing i disregarded the instruction concerning
now with us, slotting in
the NT -1 a couple of times. with no disbelow the NT-2 in ternis
cernible ill effects: if there is a reason it
of facilities and cost.
requires this special treatment it should be
which was. perhaps. the
made clear, and if not then the manual shouldidea all along.
n't ring the alarm bells as it does.
After the sojourn into
The reason the NT -1 has no controls is the
valve territory with the Classic. Rode is hack in
fact that it is a single- diaphragm design and
transistorland for the NT -l. Straightforward
therefore operates only a cardioid pattern. Not
solid -state circuitry sits in a straightforward
long ago. a big side-fire microphone with only
solidly -built Ixxl. which itself owes nothing
one polar pattern was something of a rarity
to either of the existing models. Gone is the
-such simplicity was the domain of smaller
satin finish of die other two in favour of a batend -fire models -more recently. though. sevtleship grey paint: gone t(x) is :my attempt to
eral have appeared from a wide variety of
flatter by imitation a familiar standard. Instead
manufacturers. Yet almost every major player
the body has simple elegant lines with a heavy
now has one. presumably on the grounds that
wire grille over the capsule, producing a
lots of people rarely use any other polar patshape halfway between the classic imprestern and therefore can't justify paying big sions of an ice cream cone and a shaver. The
microphone prices for double diaphragms and
sleek contours are unmarred by any kind of
extra switches. it's certainly an attractive way
switches or controls. and even the Rode badge
of offering your wares, and introducing their
is surprisingly m(xlestly printed.
benefits. to a new audience.
The arrangement for stand mounting is
This, then, is what Rode has done, in a
unusual and effective. The attachment consists
microphone which although styled very differof a swivel -mounted ring which fixes to the
ently embodies the same essential character as
body at its hase. locked on with a knurled
its more complex precursor. Here again is the
screw collar that allows for
overall smoothness with a soft
rotation of the microphone in
presence
nothing too
the mount. The swivel is
colourful or brash. but enough
UK: HHB Com munications,
secured with a large knob. and
to help a vocal poke through
73 -75 Scrubb s Lane,
the whole thing is quick to
effortlessly. It's a good deal flatLondon NW10 6QU.
adjust and very solid once set.
ter than some of the comparaTel: +44 181 962 5000.
It doesn't offer any kind of
bly- priced competition. with a
Fax: +44 181 962 5050.
shock protection. so a shock
class to the sound that appEmail: sales@ hhb.co.uk
mount (the SM -1, presumably
roaches the familiar favourites.
US: Event Elec tronics,
the same as that used on the
its looks are a lot less pretenPO Box 4189,
\T -2) is available as an Santa Barbara CA 93140. tious than some of the new
optional accessory. No form of Tel: +1 805 9 62 6926.
would -be stars, but it still looks
windshield is provided or availsubstantial and reassuring
Fax: +1 805 962 3830.
able separately. even though
stick it in front of a singer and
Rode recommends using some sort of protecthey won't feel short- changed (always half the
tion when recording vocals: in practice the
battle to my mind). And you won't feel shortexisting grille seems to do a pretty good job.
changed by the sound: everything that put the
keeping blasts out more effectively than some
NT -2 where it is can be found in the NT -1.
other models in a straight shoot -out.
which must surely follow in its footsteps.
TLIE SPLASH Rode has

I

lift-

.

-
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incorporates a custom designed flinch voice coil, 15 -inch low frequency driver and a high power 2 -inch high frequency
compression driver on a custom waveguide.
The HF horn pattern is designed to give
essentially the same response when used
very close to, or standing hack from, the
monitor.
The THL-811W is a 2-way passive full
range loudspeaker enclosure designed for
use in professional sound reinforcement
applications. it incorporates two custom designed front -loaded 10 -inch mid/low frequency loudspeakers, matched via a
third -order internal passive crossover network to a high efficiency, high frequency
compression driver loaded with a wide dispersion horn.
Turbosound, UK. Tel: +44 1403 711447.

Zeus intercom
l'he RTS Zeus 2400 DSP intercom is aimed
and stadium installations,
broadcast and simulator situations and military and industrial applications. The system
is designed to give 24 channels of better
than CD quality audio in a 2U package.
Heart of the system is a TDM ASIC for audio
switching and mixing in the digital domain
at auditorium

which works at 20 -bit, 44.1kHz.
Zeus -Edit, a Windows -based configuration package. is included for on -line and
off -line user defined configuration capabilities. It ships with a library of presets All
channels are compatible with existing Telex
matrixing keypanels and 4 -wire I-Os for
programme and IF14 feeds. Zeus offers eight

nn

GPI inputs and outputs to trigger external
devices and a serial port is provided for
connection of Telex accessories.
Telex, US. Tel: +1 612 884 4051.

Monster monitors
Described as the world's largest control
room monitors', the Alderson Acoustics
AA15(1288) is a soffit mount system capable
of very high SPLs. Each cabinet measures
44 inches wide by 92 inches high by
20 inches deep and weighs 6501bs. The cabinets are divided in to two sections for ease
of mounting and positioning with the driver

component consisting of four 15-inch
woofers, twelve 7 -inch low midranges, eight
2 -inch

dome high mid ranges and eight
-inch dome tweeters per cabinet. Cabs are
fitted with ten 1500W stereo amps and two
4 -way digital crossover-equalisers.
Frequency response is claimed to be linear
from 25Hz to 19kHz, and the system is said to
achieve an SPL of 125dB continuous at 5m.
Less hairy chested is the AA412 (444)
freestanding monitor for large mastering
rooms which is built up of four 12 -inch
woofers, four 7 -inch low mich
»>
1
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inspired

With the arrival of the

TASCAM DA98

now there's an ever faster track option for

recordirq

With full forward /backward playback and record compat bil ty with ti c
TASCAM DÁ88 and DA38 recorders, the DA 98

dimension to

DTRS

brings

a

whole new cperational

systems offering superb performance Ore-mums

from the world's professional MDM format.

the DA98 can operate as the master, enab inç

ft.11

Full on -board sync and chase capability, ready and

advartage of software based control opeaticn to be

armed to just plug in and go. Full support for SMPTE

accessed.
20 -bit x 64 times

/EBU formats, referenced to internal or external

clock; MMC and MTC and Sony P2 protocols.

Improved master controller capability, with full

DTRS

configuration incorporating just

TASCAM

5

a

single DA98,

c

patchbai

AI oversampling A/D convertors

Off tape Confidence Monitoringm", additioral read

and 20 bit x 8 oversampling

provides audio check ahead of record head, and

144.1 and 48kHz

ERROR and signal peak read-out.

T-DIF

61:1)/A convertors

sampling rate operation). 24 -bit

digital input capability; noise shaped

16-bit data

onto tape, retains benefits of high resolution input.

software driven menu control replacing all
hardware /internal switch options. In any multiple

nternal programmable electron

Full scftware driven menu control, replacing al

hardware /internal switch options.

Optional rack-mount ears with handles.

Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts, WDI BYA. Brochure Hotline 01923 819633

Calistan Solutions Wave Safe
/

I

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The audio security offered by DAT can now be extended

to your PC's audio.
DI

Dave Foister reports

PITE the head start enjoyed by the

\lacintosh. the PC as an audio tool is
coming of age. Besides the big high end workstations, there are more and more
applications dealing in audio, and thanks to Mr
Gates the de faro standard for audio files. from
little beep beep noises to full CDs. is the .\1AV
format in its various permutations. Like any
other format. audio files are prone to errors in
transfer and problems with hardware. perhaps
more so because of their enormous size. and
had or missing data can render an entire file
useless. Unlike most dedicated audio storage media.
a PC's hard disk incorporates no error correction
whatsoever, so a tiny dis)l
crepancy that corrupts the
overall structure of the file
can be ftal. In particular.
difficulties can arise when
various
using
backup
media. from CD-R to DAT.
where media problems can
&ow
1
w°
lead to errors in the
1

restored file.
Help is at hand in the form of Wave Safe
from Calistan Solutions. In a sense. adopting
the role of a dedicated audio medium's error
correction. this remarkably simple and inexpensive package can store enough details
about an audio file to reconstruct it in the event
of subsequent damage. recovering as much
data as is physically possible given the nature
of the problem. Three versions, from Shareware
to Pro. are available. a nd it is the capabilities of
the full -blown (hut remarkably inexpensive)
Pro version we shall be looking at here.
Wave Safe's operation is a 2 -stage process,
beginning with a step to protect the file (or
hatches of files). or in other words to log its
details in a database for future reference.
Three degrees of protection are available,
trading thoroughness against speed: the most
detailed version takes twice as long to do its
work as the medium version. hut has substantially more potential to deal with problems
should they arise. On a

Pentium
regarded

90,
as

seemingly
entry -level

these days. even the most
thorough option does its

wave

Safe's demo examhad data very
near the start, and what

s.+
We

....,......
_..... AN

hies

has

follows

is completely
unusable.
producing
unpleasant
garbage
Wow.;
when read into a standard editor. Fixing it
41,9
J means of the protection
file gives a few millisecmds of glitch. the unrecoverable
overable error, followed
by perfectly useable audio.
Another scenario is the occassional corrupted byte here and there, which may otherwise escape detection. although the audio
integrity will be compromised. Wave Safe will
find and report these, providing the opportunity to read a backup again after, say, cleaning

A,,.. MASS

W..,

Owe

1

k
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*CC.( ranges, our 2 -inch dome high
and four 1 -inch dome tweeters per cabinet.
It is said to be capable of an SPL of 110dB
continuc.us at
Alderson Acoustics. US.
Tel: +1 212 691 0027.

PortaMonitor
PortaMonitor complements the company's existing product line and uses three
DSPs for a wide variety of measurement
functions and analysis. It provides level
indicators as peak or vu, an audio vector
scope, a correlator, an AES-EBLU status monitor (showing all the starts and data bytes)
and a a,;- octave analyser. A surround option
helps the depiction of 3:1, 3:0 or 2:1 signals
in a special display mode on the vectorscope and when used in this mode the
device calculates the Lt and Rt stereo signals
to examine the stereo compatibility of the
surround mix.
The PortaMonitor uses a 320 x 240 pixel
TFT colour display for measurement
results, bar graphs and figures and is
distinguished by high -contrast images and
a wide viewing angle.
RTW. Germany. Tel: +4E 2 21709130.
R1'\A''s

c

the heads.
Perhaps the most powerful of many features exclusive to the Pro version of Wave Safe
is the Rescue function. Sometimes, thanks to
damaged backup media. power problems or
other catastrophes. files can be so badly damaged or truncated that Windows can't even
recognise them as useable files, never mind
load them into an application. Even in these
cases Wave Safe Pro is able to put the pieces
back together. as was graphically demonstrated with a deliberately -scratched floppy
disk-simulating the kind of damage found on
a crashed hard drive or a damaged optical
medium--which appeared to be beyond
redemption. Wave Safe

Calistan Solutions
PO Box 17550, London NW2 5ZA,
UK (sae for shareware version).
Fax: +44 171 691 7823.
E-mail: sales@calistan.demon.co.uk.
Net: www.calistan.demon.co.uk

job remarkably quickly.
certainly fast enough not to
deter a user from bothering. As an idea of its power.
if one byte in a 50Gb file has been changed.
the full protection will find it. The protection
process generates a database file which is tiny
compared with the original audio file. and the
software can deal with multiple databases for
different projects.
Once a protection database exists for a
WAN' file. it can be checked against the original data at any time and any corruption will be
reported. The check will find both damaged
and missing data. and report both their exis-

38

tence. and their positions. within the file to
within a fraction of a second. The full significance of this is only apparent when you
realise that bad or lost data are likely to affect
the structure of the file. where the bytes
appear to begin and end. for instance, turning
anything after the problem into unplayable
gibberish. If such difficulties are encountered,
the next stage of the process is to fix the
file. This probably won't correct the actual
damaged area. but it will restore the subsequent structure so that the rest of the file
becomes playable. One of

-;

reconstituted a recognisable file in which most of
the audio was as good as

new. In all these contexts,
this could make the difference between saving and
losing that great solo, or
between a small vocal
patch and a complete new session.
With .WAV files becoming ever more central
to computer-based audio, the vulnerability of
conventional media is bound to become more
of an issue. Audio generates particularly large
files. making it statistically more susceptible to
problems as well as less likely to be routinely
hacked up. Wave Safe would like to see itself
become indispensable in this environment,
and it would appear to have the power, the
speed and the ease of use to succeed.

Valve bias
Biasking is a simple but accurate diagnostic
tool designed to read current flowing
through the output tube of an amplifier. It
works on most octal socket tube amps, is
small enough to carry in a guitar case,
requires no power source other than the

amp it is plugged in to, and can be used to
match tubes into pairs.
Svetla,a, US. Tel: +1 415 233 0429.

ISDN remote
The ISDN remote audio router control uses
the auxiliary data facility available on many
ISDN audio codecs to control an Audionics
audio router at the far end allowing full
remote control over which audio feed is
sent on the audio codec's return line.
It can be used to remotely monitor studios around the world from a central position or from anywhere where an ISDN line
and compatible codec are available. Engineers can monitor the audio paths around
distant transmitter sites, remote access can
be provided to programme material for
redistribution or editing and outside broadcast presenters can select their reverse feeds
without intervention at the studio end.
Rather than being stored locally, the
source names are received in real-time from
the matrix. This means that for each matrix
accessed, the remote module will display a
new set of available source names, exactly
same names as those shown in
»>
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DX-5050
FOR DECADES OTARI

HAS PIONEERED THE
ART OF ANALOG

&

DIGIT

MULTITRACK RECORDING.

WITH HUNDREDS

OF

2-Channel MO- Recorder & Editor
Inexpensive 1/4" 2 -track replacement special broadcast features
with familiar tape -like interface
records in standard PC WAV -file
format compatible with most PC
based editors portable and
lightweight design

THOUSANDS OF
MACHINES INSTALLED

8- Channel MO- Recorder & Editor
Fully self- contained with dedicated

WORLDWIDE, OTARI

2- Channel MO- Recorder & Editor
Comprehensive editing many DSP

IS CLEARLY THE

no external computer
ideal for post production & broadcast
timecode synchronizer easy to

controller

functions the ideal timecode master
machine for studios 20 bit A/D -D /A
converters

BENCHMARK
IN RECORDING

edit

on screen waveform display

with DSP

20 bit A/D -D /A converters

TECHNOLOGY. IN THIS

PD-20

SPIRIT OF INNOVATION

A NEW GENERATION
OF LEADING EDGE

DIGITAL RECORDERS

u

®

HAS EMERGED.

THE OTARI FAMILY OF DIGITAL RECORDERS FEATURING THE

PD-20

DX-5050
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3,5" MOD - FORMAT
Otan Inc., Japan
Phone + +81- 101424 -81 -8626

Fax + +81- 101424-81 -8633

Otari Corporation, USA
Phone + +1 -650- 341 -5900

Fax + +1 -650- 341 -7200

Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd., Singapore

cccc

crrr

Phone

c' Or1.

+ +65-

84 -7211 Fax + +65- 284 -4727

Otari Deutschland GmbH, Germany
1

Phone

+ +49- 1012159

-50861

Internet wwwotan corn

Fax + +49- 1012159 -1778

Introducing the

««<

the studios at the far end. Although
envisaged that iSDN lines will be the
most popular way to use this system, it can
also be used with any digital data line that
supports RS232 transfer.
The MCXI series of lU audio switchers
offers 24x1 mono or 12x2 stereo switching
facilities. An 8 digit alphanumeric version
which indicates each selected source is available and the source names can he custom
configured to suit user's needs before it
leaves the factory. An update service is available to allow for future changes to a system.
Typically the MCXI series can be configured for transmission selectors, outside
source selection, monitoring panels or as a
workstation selector.
Audionics, UK. Tel: +44 114 242 2333.
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Audio Industry
Recognition

Hi -bit

awards

STUDIO SOUND will host the first Audio Industry Recognition (AIR
awards during the course of the Amsterdam AES Convention May 1998.
The Studio Sound AIR Awards, or SSAIRAs as they are the already being
)

referred to, are the result of repeated requests from the industry for the
world's leading international and longest established professional audio
publication to put its weight. reputation and integrity behind an awards
system that recognises the technical achievement of the industry it serves.
The selection process will be democratic and unbiased and will allow
Studio Sounds readership to vote and judge the outcome.
The SSAIRAs will combine product category awards with wider industry specific awards.
The months leading up to May will see nomination and voting forms
appear in the magazine and only registered readers of Studio Sound will be eligible to vote. although theoretically anyone can nominate a product for
consideration within a category.
Manufacturers will be free to nominate product but will not he able to
vote and this will be policed through the requirement of all voters to
include their unique identification number, which is included on the
address label of the magazine, with any correspondence via mail or
Email. This unique number contains information on. among other things.
its owner's employment and job function so security, authenticity and the
avoidance of duplication are ensured.
Only products launched at and after the AES Convention in Munich 1997 qual-

worth pointing out that only those that are deemed
by the Studio Sound editorial team to be in a deliverable state by May 1998 will
ever make it through to the final selection process. Studio Sound is not interested in perpetuating software myths: either a product exists and can he
bought or it waits for the following year's SSAIRAs.
The first stage of the process is the nomination of products for categories so look out for the form in Studio Sound and the precise details of
what to do. This will he followed by a voting form of the nominations in
ify for inclusion although

it

Is

the magazine and on the Studio Sound web -site.
The winners will he announced at an Awards ceremony during the
course of the Amsterdam AES Convention in May.
Anyone wishing to discuss the nomination procedure should contact myself or
Zenon Schoepe

Tim Goodyer at Studio Sound.
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convertors

Developments of established Prism convertors, the AD2 and DA2 are 24-hit 96kHz capable A -D and D -A convertors respectively.
Included in the AD2 is a synchronous
sample rate convertor along with a stereo
peak- reading bar graph. Many of the features
are accessible via a menu system and an LCD
while a range of stored configurations can be
selected using dedicated selector buttons.
The DA2 has up to seven inputs supporting 96kHz and other high sampling rates with
double speed and 2-wire AES3 -type interfaces. An 'exceptionally' stable PLL has high
jitter attenuation and the unit's digital outputs
can provide a dejittered digital feed -through
for reliable digital transfers plus a master
clock mode in which the effects of incoming
clock jitter are eliminated completely.
Prism, UK. Tel: +441223 424988.

Multipurpose box
Audio Centron 's CE6 multipurpose enclosure features a 6.5 -inch polypropylene long
throw woofer with rubber surrounds and an
extended voice coil. For the top end it uses
a 1 -inch impedance transformer dome
tweeter which produces a claimed nominal
frequency range up to 22kHz. A rear
mounted threaded template accepts a variety
of omni-mount, wall mount or ceiling mount
adaptors. The optional CE6MSM permits the
cabinet to he attached to a mic stand.
Audio Centron, US. Tel: +1 314 727 4512.

Acoustic modules
and LAS-D1 are acoustic modules
for the low- priced acoustic optimisation of
IAS -A1 /A2

smaller studios. The modules are accompanied by general installation instructions free
of charge. An alternative to on- the -spot consultation is the measurement CD which can
be used for simple measurement of reverberation time in the rooms which can then be
evaluated by the acoustic engineers of IAS.
The modules are extremely flat in design

and provide absorption of resonances and
the optimisation of reverberation time. The
Al is a low /mid frequency absorber, the A2
a broadband absorber for reverberation time
correction while the D1 is a diffuser for mixing the generated sound energy.
IAS, Germany. Tel: +49 2241 62918.
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State of the Art

The

Dream Series 96kHz A/D and D/A converters for music
DA-2

AD-2
96KHz 24-BIT ADD

96KHz 24-BIT DMA

CONVERTER

DA

State of the art performance with Prism Sound's proprietary

State of the art performance with Prism Sound's proprietary A/D conversion system

Full 24 bit processing for all inpu

Dual digital outputs allow (for example) simultaneous 44.1kHz, 16 -bit noise shaped and 96kHz

s

CONVERTER

conversion system

avoids truncation distortion or extra dithering

24 bit recordings

Comprehensive range of interface formats:

Built -in digital to digital synchronous sampling rate converter with

SNS noise

TOSLINK, SPDIF, SDIF 2 8 AES ports with both 2 -wire

shaping

and 2x speed 96kHz formats

system for high quality down conversion foi (D

Interface jitter effects 100% eliminated with clock master mode,

Comprehensive range of interface formats
TOSLINK, SPDIF, SDIF -2 8 AES ports with

both

2

plis proprietary high attenuation triple Pll system

-wire

and 2x speed 96kHz formats

Independently floating, transformerless balanced outputs
High quality internal master clock plus proprietary high- order, high attenuation triple PLL system
to eliminate external clock jitter without incurring long

lockup times

7

-way multi format source selector, with feed through digital output

DRE

Fully impedance and voltage balanced trarsformerless inputs

decoder for hi bit performance using
16 bit recording media

DRE

encoder and decoder for hi -bit perfornance using 16 bit media

Dream
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The Super-Noise- Shaping (SNS) system is a

reduction with

a

dithered re-quantizing system for digital word length

brood range of spectral weightings to suit all music types and preferences

Typical applicotions include 24- to 16-bit conversion for (D.

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS

BUILDING

AL.
,

\

-16

(OWLEY ROAD

MOUNTAIN LAKES

CAMBRIDGE

NEW JERSEY

01046

CB4 4WX

UK

USA

/

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS LTD

WILLIAM JAMES HOUSE

115 ROUTE 46

TEL:

+1 973 299 1190

TEL

+44 (0)1223 424988

FAX

+1 913 299 1159

FAX:

+44 (0)1223 425023

E

-

B

IN(.

-mail: sales@prismsound.com

/

Web: http: /www.prismsound.com

E -mail: 100612.1135@compuserve.cam

/

Web: http: /www.prismsound.com

TO UNDERSTAND the passion with
is
outboard
which
vintage
regarded is to witness the manifestation of a primeval instinct present in most engineers. It can he
distilled down to a yearning for simpler
times when choices were fewer and the
mind and ears were better able to concentrate on fundamentals and basics.
Most engineers could eventually be persuaded to admit that they believe vintage
equipment had a contributing effect in a past

make buying on the open market an exercise
only for the brave and informed. The rest are
best advised to buy from reputable vintage
gear specialists.
should not be forgotten that
It
there are some modern equivalents to established classics -even AXIS Neve is now
remanufacturing the 1081 mic pre EQs after a
lay off of many years-and anyone seriously
considering vintage originals who has not
investigated the modern alternatives is not
being scientific in approach.

Audio manufacturer Tony Larking Professional Sales.
Mark Thompson, Funky Junk: 'We're slightly different too others in that the only equipment that
interests us is equipment that does a job and
does it well - were not in the antiques business. When we sell vintage equipment we
have engineers go through it. set it up. line it
up. replace capacitors. so that its working to
modern standards. We don't sell Hitler bottle
ntics because they're a load of crap and not
usable. We have stuff like that in our museum.
TL

With commonly known
like the Fairchild
products
wonderful sounds on the
and Pultec the essence of
great records of the 1960s
the sound lies in the output
and 1970s.
transformers rather than the
like
'round'.
Vlürds
valves. Therefore if you get a
have
'smooth' and 'thick'
Fairchild with stuffed output
now become standard terms
it is no use to
transformers
the
used when describing
because you
beast
nor
man
performance attribute of the
can't get the originals and
vintage and it is surely not
you've got big problems.
by chance that they repreOur service department
sent rough antidotes to the
repair everything but
can't
'sharp'. 'harsh' and 'thin' that
we know a man who can
is now equally well cliché('
unseal those output transin the description of digital.
formers from the epoxy and
There is also mythology
rewind and put them back
vintage
associated with
together.
equipment. mythology that
'Buyer beware is the
is so strong that people feel
because with a lot of
advice
comfortable to expound on
you're payequipment
this
they
though
even
its virtues
a premium for the fact
ing
might never have used it
that it has investment value.
much in the same way that
That investment value is
you don't have to have even
only worthwhile if it is in
sat in a particular classic car
good working order and
to lust after it. Indeed
completely original. The
increasingly this is the case
moment a part is replaced
because the true vintage is
with something non -original.
rare. probably getting rarer.
while it may still be perfectly
is
and as a consequence
good. its investment value
prohibitively expensive for
goes. People should only
likelito
the
this
most. Add
buy through a reputable outhood that of those who have
let that will give a warranty
used vintage outboard there
for the units condition and
will be a percentage that has
its pedigree and authenticity
encountered ragged and
- there's a lot of stolen stuff
unserviced units and you
about, for instance - and
uncover the origins of the
will give a service backup.
for
reputation it can have
point in spendbeing unreliable but brilliant Not just a polite word employed to mask the obsolescent and What is the
ing 31.10.000 upwards on a
work.
when it does
it breaks clown
Its emotive stuff driven the unusable, 'vintage' generates a very definite response Fairchild if
ten days later and there is no
fashion
undoubted
an
1w
when used in connection with outboard processing.
service backup?
element that brings outboard
realities and practicalities of ownership
The pool in the world Of
units in from obscurity. ele- Sound asks about the
like the Fairchild is not
units
vates them to hit maker. and
than 1000 mono comless
they
matte
it
large:
that
u,r
the
is
that
\ point worth snaking
then either places them in an enduring
3000 stereo. We have this
about
pressors
and
\image
of
to
a
lot
contributes
transformers
on
and
then
or
sprinkles
dust
favourable light
year sold five stereos and four monos and that's
gear's sound. an incredible irony as it was the
consigns them back to the history from whence
of
probably a lot more than anon else as there
search
in
the
transformers
from
away
move
they cane.
may perhaps be 20 or so changing hands in a
of
the
much
consigned
that
sharper transients
Predicting these trends is a difficult game
year. which is why they attract such a premium.
old generation equipment to the skip and from
but there remains an unchallenged super 'Perfimn: nce -wise there are other things
Still
it
place.
first
status
in
the
vintage
to
there
league of processors that are always in demand
-EAR and Fairman -that compare. \Wc do AB
now seems criminal that so much equipment
and always well regarded and these among the
tests for customers with Fairchilds against the
was trashed. dumped and broken apart in the
most desirable pieces of rack filler around.
EAR compressor. Half can't tell a difference. half
lesson
in
name of progress. Perhaps there is a
Ignorance is the biggest obstacle for anyone
can hear a difference in the bottom end and of
amen?
tape
Analogue
this.
using
the
looking to buy vintage equipment.
those half prefer the Fairchild and half the EAR.
and
continents
für
the
SiHdiu SUIIRd asked
stuff is simple, and this is because you really
Tim de Paravicini at EAR hand winds all his
specialvintage
l'h
-based
of
three
experience
elecold
and
your
your
gear
need to know
transformers and its what sets his stuff apart
service
facilities
with
large
its
ists: Funky Junk
tronics to spot a good piece. You also have to
from the other tube manufacturers.
vinin
operators
active
one
of
the
most
and
as
to
make
market
of
day's
grasp
the
good
have a
'There are a lot of things that people
Sounds
specialist
equipment
tage gear: used
an informed guess on whether a unit is worth
haven't heard of like the Gates coniIncorporated: and used gear dealer and now
what it is asking. These issues conspire to
life to the creation of the

Vintage outboard
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Compact Disc Recorder
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA. AWA LTD
n
9898 1135
Contact Aliste

'el. 02 9898 7666 r

.

BELGIUM: EML N.V.
011 23 2355 Fax 011 23 2172

Tel

Contact. Erik Gysen
CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD

416 867 9000 Fax 416 867 1080
Contact Dave Dysart

Tel

CZECH REPUBLIC: AUOIOPOLIS

420 2 322 552 Fax: 420 2 323 069
Contact Martin Vysusl

Tel:

DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
0000 Fax 39 46 0040
Contact. Finn Juul

Tel 39 46

« «<

pressor.. a cotttentpor ry of Fairchild.
and certain motels are beginning to attract a
lot of attention. The Lexicon POI t? delay is
attaining classic status in than they're going
horrendous prices even though they're a digital device.
1'o1.1 have to separate the myth from the
reality. A lot of it is Cashion. \\e have a separate department that specialises in vintage
keyboards and two or three years ago there
was :I big vogue for many of the earlier analogue keyboards. That has pretty mulch ended
now. l'art of that is down to the manufacturer.; wising up to the tact that people were
after these sounds and produced modern
units than gave a -cry good approximation hut
with modern facilities and specs. \\e're just
about to get invok ed with the Fairntan range
and we're sole stockists of EAR in the 1.1:
which perfi>rl . as well .i. the originals. It
stay well be that %we are reaching a peak with
the vintage ;tuff.
'The list of most desirable units reads
Fairchild. Pultec. the original L ongeyin stuff.
the original Telefunken Ior
Siemens) V-2 and \ -((. and
some of the Roland
Series rackntount stuff
in
which includes the Dimension D. phaser. tlanger and
ycotder. \'oud also have
to include the early Nine
EQs and compressors but
that ties in with what vy;u
saving earlier as A
has started to rentanufat
ture the 1081. I don't think
that will effect the value r d
the originals because of
their investment value. The
new one stay du the same
job and sound similar. but
people will always claim
that the originals sound better.
One of the things that concerns btu is that
we do get units through from top studios and
guys who swear blind it.s the best thing since
sliced bread and you put it on the bench and
the valves are gone The sound is appalling
but they've teen shoving vocals through it
because its a Fairchild. \ \c'ye seen an LAZA
in which the opto- isolator had gone and
theretOre the thing hadn't actually been doing
anything at all even though the meter claimed

ti

i

I

\h

-
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limiting. All the
Ila(1 been doing
was warming up the signal a little hit by valve.
\ lot of it is hull. with some people going
to mad lengths to use all this wonderful
equipment an(I then mastering onto I)AF. \'ou
do need a (decent mic preaunp and to me the
\eves are the hest I know of. People come in
saving they %w:utt to warm up their sound and
we tell them to go out .i buy a nice second
hand analogue tape recorder. a Studer
Alit) or even a R-- and master on that. It its
properly set up you're not going to get noise.
run at 30ips or 1SÍp. with Dolby .\ and its
likely that that will give you the degree of
it was

warmth you're kx)king for.
AVe spend more time trying to persuade people not to spend money on the esoteric stuff.
Yes. if they know what they want or are after a
particular thing then well lend them stuff to try
and if it dins the job then fine. The reality is
that getting the sound that Led Zeppelin had in
I9-2 is not necessarily a question of spending
.25.10), it's a question of having the sung. performing it well. and the ears of the guy behind
the desk are always going to
be the most
important
investment. It may well be
LA
that mining out your patchbay. mastering analogue.
go
mic pres. for the sake
of ai(H -. 010 is going to give

Tel.

Contact Uwe Seyfert

Tel 01

674 8514 Fax 01 674 6384
rhinos Kolikotsrs

Contadt

HOLLAND: TM AUDIO HOLLAND 8V
030 241 4070 Fax. 030 241 0002
Contact Peter de Fouw

Tel

HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

0343 Fax. 2 366 6883
Contact Wilson Choi

Tel- 2 721

IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
01 662 3411 Fax 01 668 5253

Tel

Contact. Julian Douglas
ISRAEL: BAND-PRO FIMNIDEO INC
Tel 03 673 1891 Fax. 03 673 1894
Contact. Ofer Menashe
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT

039 212 221 Fax. 039 214 0011
Contact Donatella Ouadno

Tel.

KOREA: DAIKYUNG VASCOM CO LTD
Tel. 2 745 6123 Fax. 2 766 8504
Contact: Dae Hyun Han

Tel.

MEXICO: LOLA DE MEXICO
525 250 6038 Fax: 525 250 6038
Contact Carmen Juarez

NEW ZEALAND:
Tel 09 378 8778

FATS

LTD

Fax 09 378 8776

Contact John Bicknell
NORWAY: SIV. ING BENUM A/S
Tel. 22
39900 Fax 22 48259
Contact Wenche Gronvold
1

1

PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM LDA
01 356 0563 Fax. 01 57 2981

Tel

is

the
valves :Ire changed when
they need replacing. if
capacitors are changed on
discrete stuff. then its
incredibly reliable. It was
built to a standard. not a
price and the fact that its
still Itere iU wears later is a
testament to its reliability.
But if yon were to buy a .0x) TI. Audio
Indigo valve compressor there's no reason
why it shouldn't still be working in 20 years
as long as its been subject to proper routine
maintenance.'

1

GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS

You the result woo want.

properly maintained.

1

GERMANY: MEDIACOM
05451 94690 Fax. 05451 946919

Tel.

>I

'If vintage equipment

FRANCE: MILLE ET UN SONS
46 67 0210 Fax. 47 89 8171

Contact Didier Rupin

We've seen an

which the
opto-isolator had
gone and therefor
the thing hadn't
actually been doin
anything at all
even though the
meter claimed it
was limiting

FINLAND: HEDCOM
358 9 682 866 Fax 358 9 682 8489
Contact. Jarmo Roivas

Tel

Contact. Jorge Goncalves

SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD
Tel 065 748 9333 Fax. 065 747 7273

Contact Helena Lim
SOUTH AFRICA: E.M.S. LTD
Tel 011 482 4470 Fax 011 726 2552

Contact Dennis Feldman
SPAIN: LEXON
4804 Fax 93 205 7464
Contact. Alejandro Palencia

Tel. 93 203

SWEDEN: EM NORDIC AB
603 2300 Fax 46 8 603 2390
Contact Mats Mansson

Tel. 46 8

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel 01 910 4141 Fax- 01 910 3544
Contact. Roland Beech!

Tel 02

TAIWAN: NAT TAWAN
516 4318 Fax: 02 515 9881
Contact' Honton Sze

USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
310 319 1111 Fax 310 319 1311
Contact: David Beesley

Tel

Nick Ryan, Sounds Incorporated: Fashion is
more than ío - of il
somethings tend to
stay in for longer. \eve "11 Series Fc )s. and [Mc
;unes aie always popular as arc Puttees and
t rei
l l-Its. ;Ind Inn finding mure
»>

»

HHb
HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 60U UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E-Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk
Visit HHB on line at http: //www.hhb.co.uk

FIRST WE MADE
CD RECORDERS

AFFORDABLE

NOW WERE GMNG
AWAY THE DISCS
No other pro audio CD recorder sounds better.

discs. absolutely free. That's more than 12 hours

No other pro audio CD recorder is easier to use.

free recording on the most advanced

And no other pro audio CD recorder is backed

Prthalocyanine, audio

-

optimised CD -R discs that

money can buy.

by HHB's award winning technical support.*

There's never been

No wonder the HHB CDR800 is so hot.

a

better time to record

And it's about to get even hotter. Buy an

your work on CD. Call HHB about the

HHB CDR800 CD Recorder and you'll now

CDR800 today.

receive

a

'

pack of 10 HHB CDR74 Gold blank

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

HHB Communications USA

Winners of the Professional Recording Association
Award for Technical Achievement.

73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NO/10 60U. UK
E -Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk

Fax: 0181 962 5050

626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401. USA
E -Mail: sales4hhbusa.com
Fax: 310 319 1311
Tel: 310 319 1111

HHB Communications Carada Ltd 260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada
Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080 E -Mail: hhocan(istar.ca

http: / /wwvv.hhb.co.uk
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people asking for Telefunken valve
are other items that
people ask for but don't realise what they're
going to cost.
'Virtually everybody is interested in vintage
gear because even someone with a Yamaha
nj,,

.ops. Then there

02R can make it sound
a

hell of

a

IN sweeter

if they put the outputs

.... DSA -1
AES /EBU interface test

system provides unique

generator and analyser
capabilities enabling the

most comprehensive
assessment of AES /EBU

interconnections.

For example. the DSA -1 can

10,4004

measure differences between

source and cable jitter. or
can

its

it

simulate either sort with

signal generator.
SVSTUMS

To

101,0

find out more, call or fax

us now for a

full information

pack, or look up the latest
DSA -1 V2.0 specification at

our web site.

SPt1 iOL
1.0.004
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PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS LTD
WILLIAM JAMES HOUSE
COWLEY ROAD
CAMBRIDGE C84 4WX. UK
TEL: 44 (011223 424988
FAX:
(011223 425023

.Ilp: /Iwww.
100812.11350com
r ,I
....Oprlm.ouod

cam

you'll get your money
!lack. That's a Ixtnus

IT

ES

JAPAN

they're tensioned. I've
worked in studios where
we had three identical
plates in perfect condition
and all sounded quite dif-

these days.

in

terms of future classics, units like Tube
Tech spring to mind. Basically anything that is
built with quality and soul. Budget units are
likely to always remain budget units.
The list of most desirable units includes the
Nevi' IO -i. Puttee EQP1A, Telefunken
and V7), Fairchild 670 (if were kx)king without budgetary constraints). and the Teletronix
LA2A.'

V''

Tony Larking, Tony Larking Professional Sales:

There isn't .1 lintiticss supply set the olcl gear
around and there arc certain things that everyone wants to get hold of but can't. We do a bit
of used gear now but it can be so hard to find.
'The for most desirable pieces of vintage
outixlard are the Fairchild hip: old Neve EQs
that have been repackaged like the 1(181s: Puttee EQs: the dbx I(1) is always sought after:

and. of course. IL Audit EQs!
'With regard to effects units there are certain
things that donne hack into fashion and then the
price rackets. I remember wean ago we collected loads of stuff from
\like Oldfield that he'd finished with, like keyboards
Funky Junk
and effects. and we had a
Tel: +44 171 609 5479
lot of trouble selling them
Net: www.funkyjunk.co.uk
yet now they'd be worth a
Sounds Incorporated
fortune. Its very trend driTel: +44 1892 861099
ven.
Net: www.soundsinc.co.uk

ferent.
'From the serviceability
A wen' important point
Tony Larking Professional Sales
aspect many of the biggest
with used equipment is
Tel: +44 1462 490600
problems exist with inure
that anyone will sell it to
Net: www.tlaudio.co.uk /used.htm
recent equipment like early
you even though they're
Audio Toyshop
Lexicons and Eventides as
not a specialist and might
Tel: +44 1225 447222
the chips are no longer
not know a lot alxtut it. Si)
Email: toyboys@audio- toyshop.co.uk
readily available. Anything
it's always worthwhile buythat is discrete is fine but
ing front a reputable deader.
anything that's combined into an EPROM or
There are many myths. People talk about
op-amp. you can be well and truly stuffed.
lassie gear and classic consoles such as the
The old gear can interface comfortably with
Trident A range. The thing is that Trident only
modern studio equipment and levels. One of ever built 13 of them. In those days the marthe most important p( tints is that while the
kets were much smaller.
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A discrete and
valve products around
as well as state of the
art solid state stuff. If
you're going to AB
then you have to recognise that the new stuff
will he quieter because,
even if you're following
the old -style circuitry.
advances have been
made in improving
noise. You also have to
be aware of the cost
because some of the
vintage gear is going
up. but it gives you the
sound you want and
when it comes to selling it the chances are
Class

through a couple of
\"'2 Telefunken nlic
pres. It brings up the
low frequencies and
seems to put the hits
hack where they ought
to he in the upper end.
Many buy vintage
gear to make digital
sound more acceptable. They buy the old
stuff for "rounded"
sound which they
associate with quality.
\V''ye all listened to
the old records and
asked how they got
those
sounds.
\\'e
know it had to be the
partly due to the
equipment hut. of
course. there were the
players. the acoustics and the engineer. People forget that in those days there was no such
thing as outboard equipment. you had a desk.
compressors. fairly basic EQ. and if they
wanted echo they used plates. natural room
revert) or tape. That approach made the engineer concentrate rather than he confused by a
plethora of effects. You have a fantastic choice
available these days and by taking away that
choice you are lorded to concentrate on the
essentials.
There is interest in old delay and effects
units but people seem find that they are actually quite limited and suited best to certain
tasks. These were early attempts :t technology
that has since been lettered) whereas compressors have always attempted to du the satire son
of thing but come in different flavours.
Plates are not in great demand because
when people discover how wonderful they
are they then have to he fortunate enough to
have the r(xnn to accommodate them. They
can vary very widely depending on how well
they've been I(r)ked after.
cleaned and how well

The Prism Sound OSA-1

major manufacturers like SSL and A \IS Neve
produce very high quality products. they are
nevertheless built to a budget because everybody has to watch their budgets. Although the
nlic amps on those desks are very high quality
they do not compete with the specialist items.
There are some very
high quality modern

eom

tom

Audio Solutions
We'll help you put the pieces together.
Audio testing requires specialized solutions.
Audio Precision offers three lines of audio analyzers.
ATS -1

Analog audio test system - 2 channel
Advanced LCD front panel display and controls
Smart GPIB interface w /HP 8903B
compatible mode
High performance,

System One
The Recognized Standard for analog
+ versatile and fast

:

PC
-

cost effective:
Residual
Noise 1.5)1 v,

T9* ,4ß

22Hz -22kHz
System THD +N
5_0.0025 % +3u v

System Two
new standard for today's digital
and analog systems
Analog and digital audio testing
Digital interface testing and measurement
PC /Multimedia audio testing
Reduced bit -rate codec testing for audio
& telecom
Digital converter testing
Analog residual THD +N 5_0.0004% (5_- 108dB)
Digital analyzer noise 5_- 140dBFS, wideband

--

-

=

or

GPIB

&

digital audio

interface

for Windows 95TM
GPIB drivers for
APWIN

National Instruments
LabView /LabWindows
High speed FASTTRIG
synchronous multitone
testing on DSP versions
Dual DomainTM version
includes digital I/O
Total analog system
THD +N residual
5.0.001 % +1.5µv,

A

22Hz -22kHz

Thousands of customers worldwide choose
Audio Precision analyzers because we offer
a complete family of audio testing solutions.
Our worldwide force of Audio Precision
representatives will be pleased to provide
further information and help you find

solutions for your audio testing.

Audit

precision
P.O.

Box 2209

Beaverton,

OR 97075 -3070
(503) 627 -0832, 1 -800- 231 -7350
FAX: (503) 641 -8906
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JBL Studio Monitors

the Sound of Yesteryear,

tailing back
in 1936, when

Next Year and Every

James B. Lansing
won an Academy

Award for
Technical Excel-

Year in Between.

lence, JBL has earned a legendary
reputation for quality, reliability
and innovation.
The pioneering work done in
the theater industry was extended
to the

professional
sound

community
in general.
In the early
1960s,

through an arrangement with
Capitol Records. JBL developed
the

432( and quickly became

a

force in

monitoring
systems for
recording
studios.
Today.
more studio monitors sold worldwide come from JBL, than any
other audio manufacturer.
No other manufacturer offers
wide
a range of solutions for
as
the demands of modern audio.
That's why. from the smallest
rooms to the largest. most exotic
installations in the world, JBL
remains... the speaker
of the house.

JBL
PROFESSIONAL

Continuing the tradition
of innovation. JBL Professional is proud to introduce the
LSR32 Linear Spatial Reference
Studio Monitor. The LSR32
combines JBL's latest in transducer
and system technology with recent
breakthroughs in psychoacoustic
research to provide a more
accurate studio reference.
The Linear Spatial Reference

(LSR) philosophy is based on a
set of design goals that carefully
control the overall performance of
the system in a variety of acoustic
spaces. By incorporating LSR into
the system design requirements.
the workspace placement rules
where the engineer. producer
and artist make critical mixing
decisions are relaxed. a more

stable image is maintained
and off-axis coloration is

minimized.

JBL Professional
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329
www.jblpro.com

ti

A Harman International Company
Copyright 1997 JBL Professional

LSR is the underlying design
philosophy that explains why
speakers that measure the same.
sound different. By going beyond
simple on -axis frequency

measurement, LSR techniques
define the ultimate performance

specifications of our monitoring
technology-what it will sound
like in your room.
LSR uses a technique of
measuring a monitor over a sphere
that encompasses all energy
radiated into the listening room in
every direction. LSR techniques
expose flaws in systems such as
resonances, poor dispersion and
other off-axis colorations.

From the confluence of
R &B and rock, Barry

Beckett has had a hand
in dozens of seminal rock
recordings and ventured
into country. Dan Daley
finds that the way to be
prolific is to take it easy
\(, THE RECORDS he
has produced and played on in a
career that spans four decades
-and counting -Barn Beckett's
office is relatively free of the son
of buddy photos that adorn Nashville's Jlusic
Rory offices. There area couple of shots of
hint and Bob Dylan at a formal dinner table.
a young Beckett k (king somewhat uncomtitrtahle in a tux and somewhat envious of
Dylan. \-ho looks relaxed in a knit Dred cap
and jeans. Beckett's hair. moustache and the
neatly trimmed thatch beneath his Tower lip
are all silver now, but he still has the natural
mxxlesty that comes with a Southern upbringing, and neither his walk nor his demeanour
would suggest that he has a discography that
would put this writer tvell over his word
count. including Bob Dylan. Paul Simon. Etta
James. Bob Seger. Dire Straits. Glenn Frey.
Jason N: the Scorchers. Joe Cocker. Elton John.
Lvnyrd Skynrd, Phish. and a host of country
acts from his current Nashville hase, including
Tammy Uncut.. Neal McCoy. Lee Roy Parnell. Hank Williams
ns Jr and Alabama. And if he
had to suns up all of it in a single phrase. he
says they all have, 'that hack porch kind of
feel'. And that's just what an afternoon with
the avuncular Beckett is like.
Beckett's career was nurtured in that small
corner of niral North-Western Alabama-the
Quad Cities area comprised of the little towns
of Muscle Shoals. Florence. Sheffield and Tuscumhia -whose geographical insignificance
belies their cultural importance. This is where
proxlucer- publisher Rick Hall sited his Fame
Studios (FAME was an acronym for Florence.
Alabama \lusic Enterprises), which produced
hundreds of seminal KO. rock 'n' roll and
soul records in the late l950s and I960s. The
studio attracted the cream of what was a
surprisingly deep poxtl of natural talent from
the surrounding area. people like bassist Norben Putnam. keyhoardlists Spooner Oldham
and David Briggs. and guitarist Jimmy Johnson, who formed the protean hacking hands
for literally hundreds of recording artists. from
the late Arthur Alexander to Aretha Franklin.
A guitar player in local hands as a
teenager. Johnson started working for Hall as
an engineer at the t -track studio in 1962. hut
three years later he went hack to the other
side of the glass to join former Del -Rays
handmate drummer Roger Hawkins as a session guitarist. David Hood came to the group
as a trombonist, but transitioned to bass
when Norbert Putnam moved north to
Nashville to open Quad Recording Studios.
where he would produce \ßÌI Young. I)an
Fogelberg and Bob Dylan. \,u.hville Skyline.
Birmingham. Alabama I1.10 \ Beckett. who

l!t
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had been playing keyboards in various hands
in the panhandle of Florida (another (Kid
music bathed that also spawned Lam Butler.
who produced Kenny Rogers The Gambler and
became the only Nashville producer ever to
win a Grammy). carte north to Muscle Shoals
to cut tracks \with DJ- turned- roxlucer Papa
Don Schroeder. whose hit 'I'm Your Puppet
by Jaunts N Bobby Purify in I966 was the first
of hundreds of Top lu hits that Beckett
would play on. And it was at th.a session that
Beckett met Johnson. Hawkins and Hood.
Within months. they had asked hint to wore
to Muscle Shoals to stay. and Beckett
replaced Oldham as the premier keyho:rdist
for what had become known as the Muscle
Shoals Rhythm Section.
'I remember that I tried to figure hots much
it would take for me to make the move.' Beckett recalls. I had a new baby. figured that
could make it on about Slut) a week, which
would have been two sessions back then:
Two sessions a week \\ as hard,v what
Beckett got: the Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section is credited in the Rolling Shore Encyclopedia of rock 'n' roll as having played on
more than 5(N) records. probably nuore than
any other formal studio session group. (The
I

I

only other potential contender is the crew at
American Studios in \lenuphis during the
saute perk xl.)
Within a year. the prolific Ilall had turned
his first production chore over to Beckett
-The Wallace Brothers on Jewel Records.
It was the start of a to mg pouducti ni career.
but one built upon the solid t(xtndation of his
decade -plus stint with what was then the
\\url(I's \lost Dangerous 13an(I. 'IFamel \vats
where learned) how to go through a song
and understand it.' sans Beckett. it was where
learned things like the numbered ntusic
clan system. The sessions were done to
)-track. so we tried to get the song in an
entire take. even doing the lead vocal at the
sane tinte. Fame's recording rotor was ,loot
1, feet by 30 feet and playing in that place
day after day. we got very. very tight as a
hand. We all set up in the soot
was playing a Hammond \II. a baby version of the
B3-and the lead singer was the only one in
an isolation Ixwth. which they would put
together whenever they needed it. It was me,
Roger. David. and Junior Lowe on guitar and
sometimes Jimmy would) play guitar. sometimes he would) engineer. depending upon
what the song needed.'
I

I

-I
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Left to right: Bruce Hinton chairman of MCA Records: JP Pennington, artist formerly with Exile: and
Barry Beckett

« «<

Beckett sans that he was not a technically inclined producer then. nor is he now.
Rather. he relies on engineers to handle those
chores while he concentrates on the music and
the :mist. II also allows him to play a lot on sessions he produces. something he says he tries
to do as often as the situation allows. He does.
hrnyever. like to mix himself. an art he learned
while working sessions for a trio of producers
who used Fame often: Jerry Wexler. Arif
'lardin and Tom Dowd.
Jerry. Tom and Arif had been coating to
Muscle Shoals for a while: they knee about
us. and we all learned a lot front them.' he
sans. 'What influenced me more than anything
think was learning to mix records myself.
I

One of these

panning. but he also showed
else: how he could make a mix
more listenable by taking the stereo mix
to in taught me

nu something

down to mono. When you take the stereo mix
down to 01000. the instruments that you've
panned left and right will tend to jump off the
mix. which is vent' useful thing considering
that radio was still pretty much mono in those
days. So we always did a mono version of the
mix. What you had to do was to set the lead
vocal back a bit from where it would otherwise Ile. and if it sounded great in mf >no. the
stereo mix was guaranteed to sound amazing.'
Jerry Wexler taught Beckett something less
tangible. but just as useful. 'terry showed me
the power of the song. and how to make an

artist comfortable in the studio. and how to
get them to interpret a song' he recalls. He
taught me the psychology of the studio. Jerry
needed Tom and Arif to communicate with
the musicians on their technical level. but he
was the one who could communicate directly
with the artists like no one else. And I consider myself lucky to have seen him doing
that and learning something about that.'
The Muscle Shoals experience was the
equivalent of a shingle hung outside an office
door. Beckett's dance card as a producer
rapidly filled up with artists looking to capture
the magic of Muscle Shoals. Each of the four
session musicians went on to become
producers (Johnson nude records with the
Amazing Rhythm Aces and Levon Helm from
The Band: Hood for Wayne Perkins: Hawkins
for Canned Heat), and each often would use
the others on sessions and credit them as coproducers. Paul Simon's 1973 There Goes Rhtmin'
Simone was one such collaboration. Beckett
tracked it at Muscle Shoals Sound -the studio
the Section had opened in Sheffield after they
left Hall's orbit -using his Section -mates on
the basics. then brought it to New York City
and A&R Studios, which was then part-owned
by Phil Ramone, who engineered the overdubs. The record spawned two hit singles:
She Loves Me Like a Rock' and 'Kodachrome.'
'1 remember 'Kodachrome' well because it
was so different than anything we had ever
done before.' says Beckett. 'It was a real challenge to come up with parts for that.'
Bob Seger s Beautiful Loser in 19-í was the
first record the Detroit -based artist would do

he key to ä door..

...the other is the key to recording success.
Schoen: GmbH

Spitalstrasse 20
D -76227 Karlsruhe
Germany
Tel : 4t 21) 943 20-0
Fax:
5750
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The new CCM -L series is the latest enhancement of the outstanding CCM series. Now
fitted with a purpose designed, balanced, tri -axial Lemo connector (or "plug" as we
say in the trade); you can pick and choose the cable most suited to the job in hand.
Fit a rigid cable for suspension and fixed installation work or an ultra compliant cable
for the ultimate lightweight boom microphone. Whether you are recording in Antarctica
or The Albert Hall, you can be assured of the results you need. Sonic excellence just
crammed into a tiny space - good job they don't need any room for improvement.
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with the Silver Bullet Band. It gave Seger a
regional hit in 'Katmandu'. But the Beckettproduced Night Mores three years later put
Seger over the top. with hit singles in '\lain street and 'Rock and Roll Never Forgets'. as
well as the title song. Beckett was also there
in in 1980 for Agaiuu the hind. Seger's only
\o.I album.
Beautiful Loser was done at Muscle Shoals
Sound. co- produced again by Beckett and the
Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section. which traded
off tracks with the Silver Bullet Band. Becken
was particularly pleased to work with the
maniacally perfectionist Seger. to the point
where he says. 'I remember that my fingers
were in constant pain anytime worked with
Bob. That's how hard we played. It t\ as a
great way to let off steam and pressure. We
played that record and the others as though
we were in a live situation-the 5 -piece hand
set up on the floor. and Bob playing and
singing. We cut Night Molts in Miami. at
Criteria. Funny thing was even though it ryas
a very piano -based sound. the piano that we
used at Criteria was kind of a joke. It was very
small and hard to keep in tune and we had to
keep the lid shut on it and mie it from within
to keep leakage out. We had to use a lot of F.Q
to make that piano sound as big as it dons.'
Beckett had been making his records at
líips without noise reduction. a practice that
dated back to the Fame days. At one point. he
and engineer Jimmy Johnson experimented
with 30ips but Johnson suggested they go
back to !Sips to keep the low end punchy.
'We were making some pretty noisy

it

I

Left to right: Paul Nelson, songwriter at Sony ATV -Tree Publishing: Barry
Beckett. his son and professional manager of the Beckett Music Group

records by today's standards. but we didn't
care,' Becken says. Tape hiss was the glue
that held a lot of those rerorels together.
used to play on a Wurlitzer electric piano
and it had this huge hum. It drove the engineers crazy. but didn't care -that hum was
part of the sound to me.'
Beckett worked with Joe Cocker on
In I9
Lraun yún Can Afford and the next year with Boh
Dylan on Slow Train Coming. In both instances
Beckett was faced with eccentric vocalists :nc
put to good use the lessons he had learned
from terry \\ xler a decade tense.
With high of them. you had to get them on
a single take: says Becken. 'especially with
Dylan. The timbre of his voice changes
throughout the song. We were getting maybe
I

I

-8.

Beckett and Matthew

two. three takes the moist out of him. and we
found that we couldn't splice parts of vocals
from one take on to :mother because his vocal
sound changed so much. But Dylan was fast.
We usually got the song clone in a couple of
takes. which is the way I prefer to do it anyway. Thais part of the magic we had at Musfound myself just
cle Shoals. With l)vlan.
sitting back and steering him very little. But it
still t(xfk Bob three or tint!' clays. while we
were cutting. to even trust nie. When he finally
did. he let inv. knots with :I Very slight smile.
or something like that. to s.tv was okay.'
Becken had come into the Cocker project
with the basic tracks already done. by Allen
Toussaint, \vho had left the project in midstream due to creative differences.
I

I
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"The detail
provided by the
valve circuity
means that the
Ea-2 only ever
seems enhance."
-

Studio Sound

£1299

Ex VAT

E1526 INC

In USA $1775

he TL Audio EQ -2 equaliser

is

quite

simply the ultimate in valve equalisation.

Nothing beats the flexibility, the supreme

audio quality and valve sound of the

EQ -2.

Andy Jackson - Pink Floyd
(Sound engineer)

-

All the lead

vocals on the "Division Bell" album
mix were run through the EQ-1
and the new EQ-2 is probably the
best all -round EQ I've ever used."

PA 1 Dual

Pentode valve Pre Amplifie

EQ -2 Dual Parametric Valve Equaliser
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

t
t

channels - each with 4 bands
of fully parametric valve EO
Wide band width (better than
40k -1z)
LE band variably. 30Hz to 3kHz
LM band variable: 30Hz to 3kHz
HM and variable 1kHz to 20kHz
HF Land variable: 1 kHz to 20kHz
All bands s 15dB of gain and
variable Q between 0.5 and 5
Channel EQ bypass switches
Con.lnuously variable high and
low cut filters (12dB oct) with
bypass switches
2

MOM
C-1 Dual

valve Compressor

t

Ultra low -noise
48v phantom power
Low cut filter variable from
30Hz to 1kHz
I High cut filter variable tom
1 kHz to 25kHZ
t Output level control giving +. 15dB of Vim
t Peak LED indicates degree to
which valves are being driven
a Balanced mic &line level inputs
with variable gain control
t Balanced line outputs,
switchable -10dB or +4dB

t
t

t

Line Inputs & outputs

duplicated on unbalanced
Jacks
it Front panel dual

g,,'

Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600

t

keyboards etc)
Insert point on each channel
(between mic pre amp and EO
section)
Status LEDs on all function
switches
Frequency response 20Hz to

t

40kHZ +0 -1dB
Very high quality build quality
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revoke

around his
guitar playing. He was
always
concerned
about his sound. Mark
is a very touch -type
player.
Event'
little
nuance

about

the

sound and the feel has
to he right. It takes
time to get those
things right. And me.
I'm a spontaneous sort
of producer. I like to
get things in the first
couple of takes. In
tact. if you can't get it
in the first few takes.
then you're probably
not going to get it.
\lost :mists hit their
stride on a song in that
time Right or wrong.
mistakes or no mistakes. that's where the
magic in a track is. The
moment is gonna happen on the second or
third take every time.
So the problem for me
was to keep Mark
magic through all the
takes. The thing is.
Mark believes
that
how
he played would
Barry Beckett with RCA country artist Lorrie Morgan
determine whether the
«< Cocker's idiosyncrasies also were a track was gooxl or not, so you just had to sta
test of Becket's coolness as a producer.
with him until he got his playing and his
'lie Was an awesome singer. he recalls.
sound to where he wanted it:
'I've never heard a singer that good. As
The Communignc experience. perhaps.
strange as he might seem on stage. he c.as
t ested 13eckett's limits. if not his limitations. It
very straight in the studio. While he Was
underscored to him how used he was to
singing. he would look straight at Inc in the
I icing in control of the music tracks, a state
control 11X )111 and I could never tell if he was
t hat harkened hack to the Fame days when
uncomfortable or trot. On one song. he broke
t he sanie session players guided even track.
into a Vocal that [was so incredible that I just
But through the early 1980s. Beckett watched
sat there listening. enthralled. And I forgot the
music change. Even Muscle Shoals had now
structure of the song as it was going by. So at
I )ecome a disco haven. Phil Ramone asked
one point in the song. he just stops singing
I tint to come
to New York and work with
and stands there. looking at inc. I don't
I tint
there. but Beckett disdained what he
exactly know how Io react. Iles just standing
ails the drug scene of New York in the Yupthere. not singing. I stopped the tape and
aified early- 198Os. LA was equally uninterasked him what wan Wrong and he says.
esting to hint because he saw it becoming a
'Nothing. Tltat s just where the solo is ". To
postproduction city where sound supported
this day. that's my biggest weakness as a prot
film
and television instead of music. Surprisducer.
think: being nervous in front of the
i ngl
for an Alabama buy. considering
artist. Because it I'm nen'ous. I cant put the
Nashville as his next more seemed to he
artist at ease and get the performance I want
rcsult of a process of elimination rather than
out Of hint.'
conscious decision.
Dire Straits was :as much a vehicle for its
' \We always tried to play so un- country in
guitar-playing guru. lark Knoptler, as it was
Muscle Shoals. he says. 1We didn't care for
a true hand endeavour. On Cowunuigat. prot hat safe, conservative approach to staking
duce(' by Beckett and Jerry Wexler at Comrecords they had up there. \
were usually
pass Point Studios i Ti the Bahamas. Beckett
I nusy staking fun of it.'
was aware that Knoptler [was the dominant
But Nashville was changing; younger.
musical torce in the hand. but seems to appreedgier country artists like Rodney Crowell and
ciate that Knoptler didn't unduly impose that
I ohn Anderson caught Beckett's car. and took
dominance during the making of the record.
stinte of the sting out of staking the more to
Rather than being emboldened by the massive
Nashville. which he did in 19Si. Nashville's
success of their first record. which Was uncle
s enti- feudal hierarchy cxas initially opaque to
in 19-- in 12 days for S25,000, Knoptler night
I 3eckett: membership in the Nashville club
have felt the sophomore pressure that often
Wan not a Southern birthright. But he did not
follows successhul first ventures.
taro a problem[ literally starting over. Which is
\lark Knoptler was always trying to make
essentially What he did. playing ni song
his guitar sound and playing perfect. says
I lemmi is for
huh DiPiero and others as
Becket of the record. Time whole track would
I lis entree to the Nashville systent.'The strict

«
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traditionalists who Were still pretty much running the business in Nashville were not about
to hire a rock 'n' roll piano player to produce
their records.' he observes. But I knew that
there were people in Nashville and in country who liked rock 'n' roll and that it was
going to be part of country music at some
point or another.'
Jim Ed Norman. a Los Angeles producer
who had migrated to Nashville several years
earlier and was now running Warner Bros
Records there. was responsible for bringing a
number of other LA expatriates to Nashville.
including producer Jimmy Bowen. who
would eventually run Capitol Records there
and who brought digital recording and loud
drums to country music with an evangelical
zeal. Norman gave Beckett two things: an
A&R job at Warners and Hank Williams, Jr. a
rowdy redneck who was a perfect fit for
rocking up country music. The pairing
worked. garnering Williams a C \IA award
and giving Beckett the kind of credentials
Nashville requires.
While his discography has become pre dominantly country in recent years. the artists
tend to he soulful ones. like Delbert McClinton and T Graham Brown. But Beckett has
kept his bow fides in the pop camp. as well.
producing Grateful Dead- manque I'hish's second record. an experience that seemed to
leave him almost bewildered.
'I didn't know much about them except
that they spelled their name weird.' he says.
sounding every bit like a member of
Nashville's own aristocracy. But that illusion
Lasts only a moment. I went to hear them play
in a theatre up in Burlington (Vermont) and
the place was packed shoulder to shoulder
and filled with marijuana smoke and I said to
myself. I haven't seen anything like this since
the 19'Os! This is great!'
Beckett was initially confounded by l'hish's
tenuous song structures. which often include
a verse and chorus only as dressing for protracted solos. 'i knew that. unless I had the
most amazing engineer on earth. and did lots
of looping and editing. I would not be able to
make a single with them. and I told them and
the .&R person that.' he says. And they said
lets do it. so we did. And there was no single. and that probably hurt the record's sales
a hit. But they're the kind of band that builds
itself steadily. album by album. not single by
single. It was an experience:
Beckett travels enough. preferring to land
in Toin Hidley roosts wherever he goes. and
prefers vintage Neve consoles. like the Flying
Faders -equipped 8068 that he used at Muscle
Shoals Sound (Fame had a Itiversal Audio
console); although he admits he prefers the
.convenience' of SSL's automation system. He
has started two new independent record
labels. one for blues -rock artists and one for
country. and while he would not dismiss the
idea of studio ownership once again. he states
flatly. 'There's just no stoney to he made in
the studio business.' He splits his engineering
work in Nashville between Pete Green. whom[
he uses for the more bombastic projects. and
Csahaa Petccz. whom
Beckett calls more
nuance -oriented'.
'1
defer to engineers technically. Always
have. But I still trust myself e\ ht'It it t'7 ittcs t
the songs and the artists.
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"For music recording
better.
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I

believe that analog sounds

prefer BASF SM 900 maxima because it represents

the best balance of virtues available in an .analog tape.
SM 90C has a good tone to it and the sound sticks to it

better than other tapes I've used.

Its that

simple. 17

Grammy winning producer /engineer Richard Dodd's credits
include work with Tom Petty, George Harrison, Bob Dylan,
The Traveling Wilburys, Francis Dunnery, and Edwin McCain.
a high- output analog tape design-d
specifically for multi-track recording and mastering. with
extra wide dynamic range. low noise and low print through

SM 900 maxima Is

.

c) BASF

EMfEC Magnetics
cmapnetics.com
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OOK AT then yo-yos, that's the way
you do it Play the guitar on the
MTV That ain't working. that's the
way you do it /Money for nothing and
your chicks for free.' And they may
very well give you an award as well.
The 1997 MTV Europe Music Awards were
held on 6th November at the Ahoy Stadium in
Rotterdam. the Netherlands and broadcast live
to an estimated audience of one billion. Recipients of this year's baubles included Jon Bon
Jovi, Will Smith, The Prodigy (who picked up
three awards) and Oasis, with Backstreet Boys
picking up the Select Award for being the
choice of the viewers on MTV's interactive
juke Ix)x selection (see side bar for full list).
As if in answer to Mark Knopfler's barbs
about the MTV generation, the station proved
that it has a social conscience with the Free
Your Mind Award. designed to highlight
humanitarian issues and encourage people to
break away from intolerance and prejudice.
This year the award was presented by counterculture cult hero Dennis Hopper and went to
the Landmine Survivors' Network. It was
accepted on behalf of the organisation by Plamenko Priganica, a Bosnian landmine survivor.
Now firmly established in the roster of such
ceremonies. the MTV Europe Music Awards are
unusual in that they are broadcast live: even
nine years on from the infamous UK Brits
when everything fell apart, many organisers
and broadcasters are wary of leaving so much
open to Murphy's Law. But the satellite station
courageously ignores both the dictum If anything can go wrong. it will and OToole s
Observation ('Murphy was an optimist') and
relays the whole event as it happens, recording
it as live for Ix)th its own later transmissions
and those of terrestrial services around the
world (which usually air it a few days later).
Despite the trepidation with which such
events are viewed, those involved agree that
there is a basic formula by which they are
done. This is very much the view of Andy
Rose, who has worked on the MTV Europe
Music Awards since their inception. He takes
the role of supervising sound supervisor and
in this capacity puts together the facilities and
crew for the audio production. Each year the
show moves around Europe. with a different
host nation each time, something that to a
degree. dictates the equipment and personnel
selection. We always try to use the local facilities of the country,' says Rose. 'it's a kind of
detente.' But he adds that this European fraternity has to he tempered with expediency,
using facilities that offer everything to do the
job. which often means taking them from

wherever they are aivailable.
In this instance. Dutch public service broadcaster NOB provided the vision scanner,
which also houses a +8- channel Studer console that was used for the overall production
mix. Although NOB has a SSL sound truck and
there are numerous recognised music recording mobiles in the country, Rose specifically
wanted mixing desks that were assignable and
resetable. 'I've worked in NOB:s sound truck
and it's very nice hut it doesn't have the recall
options that you need for a something like
this-and you have to have two trucks for
these events. Resetahility is vital because the
way we work is to record the rehearsals of
the live acts, spin those back and rehearse
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the interests of
internationality, Europe's
premier music awards show
tours the continent, making
each event a mix of
consistency and chaos.
Kevin Hilton signs in
In

The

way
ou
it
: ..
the mixes, storing the various settings.'
With this in mind. Rose settled on BBC
OBs' Rai -fader Calrec assignable MSC truck
(which worked on the Awards last year when
they were held in London) and the Euphonixequipped Fleetwood mobile. The British bias
continued with the choice of live sound company. an important element. not only because
the event is staged before an audience. but
because there has to be g(xxl communication
and understanding between those working in
the house and those in the TV trucks. This
year Rose contracted Derrick Zieha :s Dimension Audio. which is experienced in such television- orientated events (and worked on this
»>
year's BRITS). sub- hiring in a sound

»

« «<

system iron Britannia Row.

heavy: observes
Rose. and so it is useful if there is an overall
sound supervisor as the single point of contact.
I worked closely with Bob Lopez. the music
mixer for Brit Row. because having that kind of
interface is very important-everybody has to
know what is going on and when it is going to
happen.' The stage crew also included Dave
Morton and Steve Blinco on radio miss. ' \We
decided that we needed 12 wireless mies on
the show: says Rose. 'which meant that three
could break down but we would still have the
lead vocal on the same channel.'
I

IN

his

sho\\

is

very music

\ISC3, Rose was the stain music engineer. working with the i3BC's Simon
Scrivener and Gary Stewart. while Keith
Mayes was primary mixer in the Fleetwcxxl.
assisted by Tim \(organ. along with the
mobile's Tim Summerhaves. Mayes confirms
Rose's decision to opt for resetable consoles.
saying. 'There was only a potential of ten minutes between bands and there's no way you
could work it by just writing eyertthing down
at rehearsal and then setting it all hack up
again on the night. What you need to be able
to do is have everything come straight in. get
it on tape leach truck housed two 4S- track
digital machines) and then spin it back and
rehearse the mixes during down- time. This
gives the opportunity to fine -tune things and
then store it all:
The set and technical areas for this year's
Awards were rigged on the Monday.
rehearsals were set aside for Tuesday and
Wednesday, with Thursday being show day.
plus a dress rehearsal. Ten acts were lined up
to play on the night. nine of which were completely live (although some of the rap acts did
have backing tracks mixing in with the onstage instruments). while the Spice Girls had
live microphones. The first day of rehearsals
were used to rehearse all the bands going
through \1SC3. while Tuesday was Manes' day.
Of the 130 active splits on stage. the trucks
were sent -all lines. These were then evened
out between MSC3 (designated 'A') and the
Fleetwood ('B'). with +2 splits each. Additional compressor and revert) units were
installed in both mobiles. meaning that each
had pretty much the same equipment. 'Andy
set the style for the show.' says Mayes. 'which
mainly meant the way the audience reaction
was treated and how much was used. The
three mixers 'Rose. Mayes and BBC TV OBs
sound supervisor Tim Davies in the NOB
scanner( had access to the same audience
niics. The house style had to dictate whether
the reaction was to be open or close mitred:
there's no point doing it differently. This time
round we went for an atmos style:
On the all -important subject of audience

56

who are wen into the tt ..
reslnnlse. Bose adLis. 'I lie
things sound.
way I prefer to work with
Even though playing live.
applause is to treat it as part
sortie acts incorporated hacking
of the band sound. Keith
tracks into their performances.
and I would use our feeds
These there played in from a
while the bands were on
SADiE DA\1'. with a backup version held on
and Tini would just put up his two faders. At
DAT. with the two running as notch in sync as
the end of the songs. everything would go
was possible.
over to Tint and there would be a crossfade.
The start buttons were hit at the sanie
with the idea being that nolxxly would be
time. says Rose. 'and if the S.\DiE had failed
able to tell the difference.' Tim Davies confor whatever reason. the DAT would have
firms the approach. adding, 'We all had a feed
been faded up. There
have been a
of the same audience mix hut I had channels
slight gap. hut at least it gave us something to
of my own 'ginned' audience etiects [plated
fall back on in the event of anything happenin by grams operator Rick Simon from an Akai
ing. if anything had gone wrong. Rose said
DDI0001 and two mies over the tear pit at the
than everone would have had to cope with it
front of the stage where the die hard fans
but on the night. everything worked. The
were. It was relatively simple.
shots was totally tight.' he sas. 'although it
The atmosphere- sound style extended to
did over-run but that's \ITV's decision.'
the music. in keeping with TV director Julia
\While saying that eventhing worked for
Knowles' decision to shoot the slow using big
the live show, Rose and \laves admit that the
framed shots. The style was also influenced by
dress rehearsal did give them a few heartthe varying requirements of the bands and in
stopping moments. Unlike other 'live' awards
particular. the opening act. l'2. with whom
shows. these do not receive any audio post Rose has worked eight times this summer durproduction afterwards: if there were any
ing their Pop Mart tour. The have a yen'
repairs needed. these would be done in the
ambient sound anyway.' says Rose. 'anti that's
what the band )wanted. Bono in particular was
trucks rather than in a sound dubbing suite.
As well as the recordings of the rehearsals.
keen on the big. ambient. all -round sound.
while one truck was on air. the other recorded
Mayes adds. The vent' open sound worked
\well with someone like the Backstreet Boys as
the output onto 48- track.
well because it picked up
The stereo output of the two
ttu)hiles was fed to the NOB scanthe excitement of the kids in The winners
Best male artist J ort Bon
ner. coating up on the 36- channel
the crowd.'
Studer desk. Tint Davies also had
Mayes says that the direc- Best female artist
the audience feeds. the grams
tor's choice of shots to a cer- Janet Jackson
which additionally included two
tain extent dictated what Best group Spice Girls
Minilisc players for walk-up and
elements were given promi- Best song MMMB op, Hanson
\walk -down music and stings).
nence in the mix. 'Vie had to Best rap Will Smit h
eight hand-held stage ntics in case
cheat slightly in some cases.' Best rock act Oas is
Best live U2
any of the acts wanted to shout to
he says. With Blackstreet.
Best alternative T he Prodigy
the crowd after their appearances
Slash \was the featured guest
Best R &B Blackst reet
and a hand-held ntic for Boyzone
artist and the director used a
lead singer Ronan Keating. who
lot of shots of him and so Best video Breath e,
handled presentation duties. prewe had to favour him more The Prodigy
sumably after his success in this
in the mix.' Rose adds. Best dance The P rodigy
capacity at the Eurovision Song
'Bjork likes to have her Select MTV Awar d
Contest. There was an additional
vocals quite low in the MN Backstreet Boys,
for a voice-over artist. who
but because of the shots As Long As You Lo veMe
Beta
\w as positioned by the side of the
used. we mixed her up and Free Your Mind A ward The
stage. which caused some colmade sure that you could Landmine Surir s' Ne
oration on the feed. but created
hear the words more. it's a
the vile the producer wanted.
hit of a compromise sometimes.
Davies. who was assisted by a NOB engiOf band influence on what the mixers did
neer. ran everything through Nov compresduring the show. Rose says. All the hands
sors and limiters. with the complete output
had as much input as they wanted. Most sent
running via a Finalizer. of which he says.
a representative along to sit in the truck dur'I like the sound it makes. It gives 3 -band
ing the performance and they would pass on
compression and limiting and makes for a
comments. pointers and suggestions on what
punchier sound. From the scanner die proeffects they wanted. A few of the artists
duction mix of vision and audio was fed to a
popped in because they wanted to see the
near-by up -link vehicle and hearted back to
mobiles. The only ones who came in during
\ITV's studio complex in laondon.
the rehearsal mixes and contributed were t'2,

'old
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!Butch Vig, engineer,

producer, co -owner of Smart Studios

This allows me to place it exactly in the mix while maintaining

lot of presence and natural dynamics without sounding too

and the drummer for Garbage, relies on Summit gear for all his

a

work. Vig engineered the group's latest platinum album,
"Garbage," nominated for three Grammys this year, as well as

loud. This works especially well when the mix is very dense."

producing albums for Smashing Pumpkins, Nirvana, Soul Asylum

"Summit just keeps coming out with great gear. We can't wait to
get our hands on the new MPC -rooA Mic Pre-Amp /Comp- Limiter.

and Sonic Youth.

It is a high quality and great sounding input device that will

"Whether I'm working at Smart Studios or I'm on the road

further enhance our music."

touring,

I

always use Summit tube gear.

I

particularly like using

the DCL-200 Compressor Limiter for tracking vocals. It colors the

Hear the Warmth."

sound very subtly, while retaining its warmth and transparency.

Often I will compress

S

a

vocal performance quite a bit.

LL1L

Summit Audio, Inc

P.O. Box 223306

Carmel CA

Gregorian

Moods

FAI

Setting up in an abbey to record a selection of
Gregorian chants presented numerous challenges
to the Fleetwood crew -all of them complicated by
a television broadcast. Simon Croft reports
the Beneof
monks
dictine
Downside Abbey made
it to the No.1 slot in the
AST YEAR.

British classical music
charts with an album of Gregorian chants entitled simply
The Abbey. The follow -up album,
Gregorian Moods, hit UK high
streets on 10th November this
year, accompanied by a full -scale
television advertising campaign
from Virgin Records. There is
also a BBC television documentary, to be screened 21st December. Part of the Everyman series, it
covers the whole project from a
number of perspectives, including the recording from which
some of the broadcast soundtrack is derived.
Viewers are in for a visual, as
well as musical, treat. The word
picturesque' hardly does justice
to the Abbey, set as it is into the
countryside of Somerset: arguably
some of the prettiest England has
to offer.
Purchasers of the audio CD
need hardly feel short- changed,
however. As with The Abbey. Gregorian Moods

features alternating

tracks from the monks performing plainsong and a boys' choir
singing in polyphony.
All the material was recorded.
mixed and edited at Downside
Abbey by Tim Summerhayes and
Ian Dyckhoff of Fleetwood
Mobiles. The pair were also
responsible for

the

Ahhev

recording ilk Abbe) album the
year before. as a silver disc
on the office wall confirms.
Although the experience proved
invaluable. they decided to take a

The monks of Downside Abbey sen e

v

another Gregorian rrood coming on

slightly different tack this year. as

Summerhayes explains.
The Abbey was recorded on Mitsubishi 32- track. but we thought
we'd push the boat out on the
new one.' he says. 'The recording
was technically 8 -track audio, but
it occupied 16 data tracks on a pair
of Tascam DA -88s. Prism convertors were used to split the data
across a pair of tracks for each
channel of audio signal. in glorious 24 -bit resolution.
'For safety. we used a third
DA -88 to record the eight audio
tracks through its own internal
16 -hit system. As a result, we were
able to A -B the 24 -hit and 16 -hit
systems.' Summerhayes notes.
'There was a marked difference.
'The low -level, high frequency
detail was quite awesome.' says
Summerhayes, 'really very. very
good on the 24 -hit. I am not
knocking the Tascam system.
which is great for normal stuff. but
in this situation, you could hear
the difference.' His opinion is supported by Ian Dyckhoff, who
edited the material on a SANE
system. and also Simon Hayworth
of Chop 'Em Out, who was
responsible for the mastering
(see side bar 'Mastering Gregorian

Don't worry aboi'
the noise - once l've LQ'd
the life out of it. no one
roil notice...

iL-.'i..-.'.;_ -,.
.

-

,floods').

Before we enter into a discussion of the technicalities of the

recording. Summerhayes and
Dyckhoff recall some of the more
idiosyncratic aspects of the
Gregorian floods sessions: 'As you

go into the crypt for the power.
the doors creak open: say's
Dyckhoff. "to reveal all the
coffins and casks down there:
He says the experience was
'very strange'. adding. 'Hie
power was okay: :t must have
»>
been phantom power!

»
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LOADED CHANNEL STRIPS

MUTE ORE UPS

AND MORE

DC phantom
power is supplied
separately to each
mono channel.

NOW SHIPPING: THE WORLD'S BEST
LARGE -FORMAT CONSOLE VALUE.

Trim Canted.
-20cB to 4DdB line
gain, 0dB (Unity) to 60dB

-

-

mic Lain. (Mono chs.)

!why switch.
Aux sends l-4 tae.&

cautrel.

MACKIE'S

8 pre /post switch. Separate
level controls for each Aux.
Pre /post switch for Auxes -4
selects pre- fader /pre -EQ or
postJfader/post -EQ operation.

kw ads 5-8 level cater&
pa/past salt& Again,

Never before has so much

sepaete level controls for each of
5 -8. Different, though, is the

Auxes

5-8.

been so affordable.

you

can select pre- fader /post -EQ or

Using the automated

post fader/post-EQ.

- MHz

Shulvlq

IN

manufacturing processes

EH. ±15d13

of boost /cut.

-

and design expertise that

ISM EQ Sweepable from
S00ez to 15kHz, with a

1.5

established our 8Bus and

octave

bancwidth Separate controls for
31St B boost /cut and frequency.

SR Series,

(Fixed at 3kHz on stereo aux
return channels)

no -comp remise, 40x8x3

La Mid

we've created a

large-format live sound

E4

Sweepable from
45Hz to 3k -1z. with generous
octave bandwidth. Separate

1.5

controls for +15dB boost /cut
and frequency

FOR LIVE 0111;11_

AND 0111:11 RECORDING.

1

pre/aost switch. On Auxes

SR40B

console that's equally

suited for sound recording.

4 extra stereo line channel
strips for aux returns, which
include: 4 -band equalization with
12kHz Hi shelving EQ, 3.5kHz Hi Mid
EQ. 800Hz Lo Mid EQ and 80Hz Lo
shelving EQ, plus 150Hz fixed low
cut (high pass) filter at 18dB/
octave, low cut in /out switch,
other features same as mono
channels.
13 submix section bus strips
feature 100mm log -taper faders.
"Air' EQ controls. center & L -R
assign switches, pan controls,
mute & solo switches with LEDs.

5- 8 /Ext. /L -R,

talkback level

control, solo level control,
program level control, talk button.
recessed phones jack (there's one
on the rear panel, too), and 400
Hz /pink noise source with

separate level control (uses
talkback routing switches).

All inputs S outputs fully
balanced (except RCA tape inputs
& outputs).
Each channel has rear panel
XLR mic & TRS line in jacks, insert

with separate send & return
(balanced), & direct out.

center. (Fixed at
800-1z on
stereo aux

return
chs.,

11011z Ln

Shelving EU. +15dB

of toort /rut.

- EQ In switek

-

Law Cut Filter. Sweepable from
301-z to 800Hz, 12dB/octave
(Fixed at 150Hz on stereo aux
Iretem channels.)

Coutnnt-Isuhinss Pen

a

tied. For consistent signal

level across the stereo
panoramas whether it's cranked
hard left, right. or center.

Mrs been and LID. Mutes
channel and all aux sends. LED
lights when channel's in mute,
as well as when it's being muted
or previewed by Ultra Mute -.

Sink
Ass gn

the

1

-2,

l-8 salon

switelmea.
channel to any or all of

a

3-4, 5 -6

L-118 Costar

Ditto for

L

-R

and 7 -8 submixes.

an* switches.

and Center mixes.

N]8* log-ap.r daam&

Canter-muntad master
section includes fader link L/R
switc5, center master fader,
center solo « LED. L &R /L -R master
level faders. '- &R solo switches +
LED indicators.

Indapendwit L/R /Center bus
assignment.

Rip switch for stage monitor
applications exchanges the master
control of any selected aux send
with the corresponding subgroup
fader and routes the aux send to
the sub insert jacks. slide master
fader, "Air" EQ. and balanced
output connectors.

UfreMea section

On -board

snapshot group
muting with external computer
control caoa''ilities.
12x4 matrix erlxer w /Center,
& R input controls, matrix mute
button + LED, matrix master level
control. and matrix solo + LED.
L

40 (or 5G) mona channel
stripe with Mackie s renowned
high -headroom /low-noise discrete
mic preamps. polarity switches &
sweepable 30 -800Hz low cut (high
pass) filters at 12dB /octave.

mute groups and 99 snapshots
capability, mute select switch +
LED indicators, Store /Preview/
Snapshot /Clear /Do It switches +
LEDs, 10 -unit snapshot indicator,
group indicator, Mode /Up /Down
switches.

Talkbeck section includes
talkback mic input (phantom
powered), assign switches for
Matrices A -B -C -D /Aux 1-4 /Aux

friar. New

logarithmic faders
previde consistent fades
thnughort their travel, and
feature a dust -shielded super
smooth design

Sat batten

and LED.

193E Mackie Designs Inc. All

has 99

rights

www.americanradiohistory.com

Bait -in Clear-Cam"
complain Inle -te.& ties the
SR408 into any Clear -Com partyline intercom system, with ground
isolation, ignore switch. call button
+ LED, and a trick or two that even
Clear -Corn doesn't have.

Rear panel includes RS232 data
port & M'DI In and Out jacks, as
well as an exhaustive list of
balanced inputs, outputs,
throughputs and snotputs.

External 400 -watt power
supply with redundant power
ca pahilit'
».

4 -ris XLR lamp sockets and

dimmer.

'There were two rows o'
monks.' Sununerhaves recalls
\\e had a pair of 87's covering
the two rows of pews. or isericords tu use the correct terni. For
the soloists.we used a t'-t -.
\\e hunched the monks
together as close as we could.
\\'e had another pair of distant
mirs !Neumann h \Il iiIsi h) the
altar looking into the choir area.
For the big reverhs we used the
distant mies that were for the
boy's choir. in a different kKation

Organ Loft

m

Q

O

O

Organ Console

O

Nave

O

Boys'
Choir

Monks

in the nave.
The choir was abxnt halfway
down the second section of the
nave. against one wall. we used ^J
that soli' \\ all behind them to
S
reflect the sound. \\e used three
close mies. Schocps C\IC-1 car(holds. We also used a stereo
Sch( ))5 at about 3ttft -3íft. That
Was the stain microphone. The
cluse sties were used simply to
get sonie definition. And we used

Downside Abbey church plan

««<
The mastering of

Gregorian Moods
Heyworth, director and
chief mastering engineer, at
Simon

Chop 'Em Out recalls, The only
difficult thing was the ambience

because there wasn't really
enough of it (in terms of
duration).
think they couldn't
leave the mics open as long as
I

they would have liked.
'lt was the end of term and
the boys would tend to make a
noise before the ambience had
had to
really finished, so
I

construct it out of what there
was. Other than that it was fine:
it sounds great.
'I used the Sonic Solutions. It
for mastering
is
popular
because it sounds better.
Whether 24 -bit sound better in
the end depends on the material
and if dithering or noise shaping
is applied.
think used either
the Sonic Solutions Turbo.
I

I

4

or Super Bit mapping.
'Turbo Dither is not as simi
as pushing a button. There are a
number of parameters you have

to adjust and there is the
question of whether signal level
or bit resolution is the criteria.
prefer bit resolution, which is
slightly different.'
Heyworth also points out that
the quality of 24-bit recording
depends greatly on the A -D
convertor. He transferred the
edited master to 1630 format.
I

There was actually a
power rut, caused by a thunder
storm in the middle of the week.
when the whole village lust its
electricity for :thou; two hours.
So it \vas hack into the refecum
for more teat: recalls Dyckhoff
with some affection.
' \\e also had to work around
the monks' various services..
Sumnerh:oes explains. They
gave us a timetable and there
Was no tvav we could infringe on
those. \ would just k-.tve even thing set. Although it \\ as open
to the public. it was lair) secure.'
Both choirs were approximately 211 strung. although it varied slightly from session to
session. The tronks' choir was

\r

headed by Father Dunstan
O'heef. while the buys' choir was
led by David Lawson. the head of
music at Downside Abbey.
Dyckhoff points out that the
lx)ys were actually '20 strapping
lads' who were nut adverse to a
night on the tiles. as it was out of
tenu tine. 'The next clay they
would be lying around. all black
coffee and sure heads,' he
remembers.
They were very disciplined
when they were working on the
actual sessions.' sans Sununcrh:n-es.
'I think David Lawson put the Fear
of God into then- litertllv.'
Summerhayes makes no limes
alxtut the fact that his first attempt
at a hiking plan during the
recording of The Abbey last year
a bit of a disaster: t put in

tyhat I thought would he the right
rig and it was appalling.' he
admits. 'Fortunately. that was just
a test dan so we went hack and
worked out Plan B. which went
quite swell. t sing basically two
pairs. we captured the diction and
the presence. as well as the ambience with a pair of outriggers.'
This year's recording used a
miking scheme evolved from the
lessons learned last year.
Two sections of the .Abbey
were used for recording: the
all of the choir area for
north
the monks and the central section
for the boys' choir and the organ
(see diagram above). All microphones were on stands. rather
than suspended.

OIL
gm

.

two distance sties IAKG ills) at
admit 31ft along the nave. to get
the revert. which was awesome.
I
don't knots what the reverh
time ryas. probably seven or eight
seconds. It was a fantastic sound.'
The I(K:tiun of the choir \\as in
grisly
choice.
some ways a slighth
situated as it \vas next to the three
lead boxes of the remains of Oliver
Plunkett. the Archbishop of

>»»

7

shouldn't worry about
- no one's got a system
that'll pick it up anyway...
I

the noise

ng on SADiE inside the mobile

P
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know, Prism seemed to come out
on top.' says Summerhayes.
'I had never used them before
but they are considered the best
by many people. They came
down and set their systems up.
They were very helpful indeed.'
The specification of the convertors is exceptional and Prism
managing
director
Graham
Boswell states. 'No other company can better our A
and
D
through -path for performance specifications. to the best
of my knowledge.
'On the AD side, we were the
first to exploit the new monolithic oversampling chip sets in
hybrid configurations to achieve
extended performance.' The
AD -124 is quoted as having a
120dß dynamic range. while the
DA -1 is quoted as having a
112d11 dynamic range and a distortion figure of 0.0005%. And
yes. upgrades to 96kHz operation
will he available.
'I get the impression that
8-track. 24 -bit is an unusual way

A

Amargh. who was hung.
is in

drawn and quartered. His herd

Ireland.
'The conductor was between
the choir and the organ console,'

Summerhayes continues. The
choir was in a semicircle around
him in three rows. We had a spot
soloist mie in the choir. That was
Nlikrofon NIKE -13M
a Russian
that we had an demo from
Ravencourt. The guy who was
doing the sound for the Everyman documentary just happened
to have a few about his person.
'It was very quiet, very clean.
It sounded a bit like a K.M84 if
anything. It's solid brass and you
could run a truck over it
really
heavy -duty construction.
'On a couple of items we had a
couple of solo monks singing with
the Ions choir. WCe positioned
them just by the altar and that
worked out quite nicely in stereo.
Again l'+ "'s tirr that:
The organ was a problem at
first. requiring the attention of a
repairer in order to minimise
squeaks and rattles from the pedals. Screens were set up to minimise noise transmission.
A shotgun microphone was
initially :tinted at the organ loft
but proved to be unneccssanv.
after liaison with David LIw son.
to establish the correct balance.
The signal chain w'as straightforward. with the microphones
fed to the preamps of Fleetwood's Euphonix console and
then directly to the convertors.
without equalisation.
The convertors chosen were
Prism AD -12i A
and DA -I

-a

D

1)A. 'We originally thought of
working 20 -hit because I had
heard that
From the top. 1: The choir assembles.
2: David Lawson and the choir.
3: Right. production engineer. Tim

Summerhayes with Mike Christie.
executive producer.
4: Prisms for 24 -bit.
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the Tascam system

would do that.' Summerhayes
explains. 'I phoned Tascam and
there seemed to he all sorts of
"ves. huts" so lacy said, 'Why
don't we do it 2 t -hit?
'Asking around people we

D

of working.' says Summerhayes.
although
Dyckhoff
notes,
'Apogee has got their 2-t -hit.
8-track unit out now,' Which
would suggest a trend towards
the format. Not everyone would
have elected to use multitrack at
all for a recording of this type.
'I never considered going straight
to stereo because every straight to
stereo recording I've heard seems
to leave a little hit to he desired'

Sununerhaves declares. 'I can't see
how you can do it really.
'When the MD comes in and
says. "That's great but can you
just raise the trebles a little hit?"
The answer is going to be. "Sony.
I can't ". It's already gone to tape
like that and you're screwed.
'There are so many had classical recordings out there,' Summerhayes says, more than a little
contentiously. 'Last year, when
we did the first one, we did a fair

hit of homework. I bought a load
of Gregorian chant records and
I just could not believe what I
was listening to. One was a compilation and there was only one
track out of 15 or 16 items that
sounded even half decent.'
Summerhayes reckons that
some of the European labels that
have made the most noise about

their superior recording technology are responsible for some of
the worst sounding releases.
'I don't know how they get
away with it: he says in exasperation. 'Technical excellence is fine,
but if you don't put the mics in the
right position, what's the point?'

Mixing Gregorian Moods turned
out to be a question of panning
the channels to reflect the origi-

nal position of the microphones.
With the exception of removing
the redundant shotgun microphone channel, levels were left
almost as recorded
'It did pretty much look after
itself. which I suppose is an argument for straight to stereo, but
I wouldn't feel safe,' Summerhayes
notes. According to Dyckhoff, not
all the participants had the same
opinion of the mix. 'When you talk
to the monks, they all want more
of them in it, and when you talk to
the boys. they want to be louder
than the monks.' Perhaps it was
just as well they didn't have a
drummer. Questions of balance
were handled primarily by Sum-

merhayes, David Lawson and
Father Dunstan.
When it came to editing, the
cooperative approach was again
used. Dyckhoff used a SADiE system to edit the music. 'All the
people were there and we could
pick the good bits out of each
take,' he explains. "Because
everyone was locked into the
project it was all very familiar.
You didn't have the problem of
getting hack into it at a later date.
'The SADiE is a very good system for editing that material.
especially as it can handle
24 -hit,' Dyckhoff considers. We
actually used v2.6, which is very
good and very easy to use.
I
reckon v3 is even easier
because of its rock 'n' roll cueing, which you can't do on the
earlier version.'
Dyckhoff says he made extensive use of crossfading to obtain a
seamless result. 'You had to use
very long crosfades on some of
the cuts because it had such a large
revert on it, so you can find yourself editing into reyerbs,' he notes.
Editing a rappela choirs is very
different from working with material that has a strongly defined
beat, although even plainsong has
a rhythm to it, despite the fact that
it is scored without bar -lines. 'You
have to use a vocal "ess ", or some
other sound, as a reference point,'
Dyckhoff suggests. 'Gregorian
chant isn't especially clear, and it's
all Latin. of course.'
The edited material was transferred hack onto two tracks of
Hi -R. again to 24 -hit resolution.
Then the tapes went to Simon
Hayward at Chop 'Em Out, who
compiled the master over the
course of two days. Recording,
mixing and initial editing had
taken a total of eight days-and
left a lot of positive memories.
'It was a great week. the first
week in July. It is a beautiful
place: and we were working
with lovely people,' says

Summerh:nr'
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N euer

It's Christmas time and

new James Bond film has been released.
But the real hi -tech action behind the resourceful British spy is
off-screen, as Simon Croft discovers
a

ONI) IS BACK. And his new production has some of the best techno -toes
a boy could wish tor. We're not talk ing about half a kilo Of stun potatoes.
watch with self- dispensing garrot ing xe ire or even a jet black stealth ship here:
although there is one in the film Rather. this
Bond is brought to you via a collection of
Ili-tech that includes beta -version Dolby Drives and the first 2t -hit Digidesign Pro Tools
sold into the UK. The plot hinges on a media
mogul who decides u) trigger \Xòrld War Ill in
order to boost the ratings of his global
empire. Cue lots of international satellite conferences using ;giant video walls.
Suffice it to sac. the film is visually. :15 well
s sonically stunning. with locations ranging
from the South China Seas in the East. to the
latest incarnation of the Bond set at Pinewcakd
Studios. west of London-also scene of all the

B

Tomorrow Never Dies Music editor Dina Eaton

es

editing and dubbing. Chris Munro was location sound recordist. A long -time champion of
the DAT format. these day he is using his
Fostex PD --t in favour of the earlier PD -2. He
also recorded multitrack, as he explains:
'When have a lot of mie:s up. I mix them on
the tly as you would normally. but I also leave
all the direct tracks onto Hi-8 unmixed so that
if it has to be remixed, it can he.
\\e might have three or four radio mies
and a Ixxmi.' he notes. The multitrack he uses
is a Sony PCM -8(t). because of the balanced
connectors. 'It's the lest value machine you
can ever buy. Munro enthuses. The thing
alxwt Hi -8 machines is that they are only
,i2.000. They're incredible.'
Munro worked closely with computer and
video supervisor Justin Owen. He was
responsible for on- screen video ranging from
tiny monitors showing loops of what were
apparently other areas of the stealth ship to
huge video walls which included -+2 -inch
plasma screens driven by 40 or so sources at
I

'

:my time.
'It could have been a disaster, but its
worked out very well. saes Munro. One of
the things that helped is that before Justin got
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involved kith films he worked in the corporate sector-not just video. but lighting and
sound. so we can talk the same language.'
The conference scenes used live actors on
set. playing against other characters who had
been pre -shot with ENG -style cameras to get
the right I()ok from the video screens.
'For our purposes. for playback on set. we
would only need relatively lw-quality audio.
purely for a guide.' Owen explains. 'But we
would have our time code and the sound
department's time code in sync with each
other. Their DAT recording would then be
used further down the line. for the postproduction part of the process. So they would
use our audio as a guide track:
So far so g(xxl. but the setup was not without its complications. However consistent
they may be actors are not robots. so Owen
needed to be able to re -cue the video and
perhaps re -edit the sections. at the drop of a
hat. To this end Owen. who reckons he will
soon own around f 2u 1.000 of equipment.
enlisted 12 hard -disk video players running
on 2001Hz Pentium PCs. These sere a small
fraction of the 80 or so computers used on set
in One guise or another. but sufficiently
specialised that they are almost impossible to
hire. So when he needed more sources. Owen
)

resorted to DWCA11

WT

its.

minor complication e'as the sound trop
the videos. used for cue on set. but unwanted
for the actual dialogue recording.
'Sometimes. depending on the scene.
would mix the sound live, to take the
video sound Out. knowing that we can overlay it later.' Munro reveals. 'On other occaA

I

sions eve used gates. so the live sound gated
the video sound:
Another complication was a variable
amount of delay -typically around four
frames --on the live video feeds. caused by
the fact it was going through a video mixer
and having various effects applied. 'It's doing
it as fast as it can.' sans Owen. 'But there has
to be a certain amount of processing time and
so it is very difficult. And the bigger you get
the more noticeable it is:
A trickier problem was caused by the tact
that interlaced video monitors can show a bar
across them unless their frame rate and that of
the camera are in sync. Often this reams cranking the camera up to 2 fps. then back to 2-tfps
for standard replay. This causes a similar situation to when the camera is nun at nonstandard
speed for special effect. as \loom explains.
'Because the picture is replayed at
24 frames. ate end up with out of sync sound.'
he notes. \We then have to very accurately
adjust the speed of the sound to the camera.
That is a lot more complex than it first appears.
'Before we were into digital sound and
before we were into nonlinear editing systems,
like the Avid. they just used to record sound
unto 35mun nag, running the nmag machine at
25 frames and play- it back at 2a frames: sans
Munro. Okay, the pitch would he lower. but
they would put it through a Harmonizer and
get it as close as they could.
Now we can't do this Ixcause there is
much greater accuracy in editing. with nonlinear and time codes.' he notes. So we have
a DAR SoundStation Sabre as part of the
sound department. \We take the original sound
cue recorded and we stretch it exactly to the

camera speed. We also pitch correct it at the
same time. using the Time Warp facility.
So we end up with a new master that is
absolutely pitch and sync corrected.'
As with many other areas of production.
this correction process was done on a continuous basis by the sound department. rather
than handed user to postprexluction for them
to sort out later. A major reason for this was
the relatively short time between the end of
shooting and Toruorrou N'eor Dies' release: just
11 weeks.
This impacted on other areas. such as
music recording and editing. The first part of
the score-composed by David Arnold -was
recorded at Air Lyndhurst hack in May (see
side bar 'Knowing The Score'). but sluxxing
finished in September.
Stirred. but not shaken by the music is
music editor Dina Eaton: 'David Arnold is the
most terrific composer to work with. and. of
course. that makes the whole Assistant
thing so much easier as well.' music editor
she says.
Dominic Gibbs
Earlier in the year 'easier'
was an unlikely word to apply to the music
editing. Air's Geoff Foster was particularly
keen to keep the music at 211 bits. Dina Eaton
and Dominic Gibbs-who has been working
with her on music editing -were particularly
keen to stick with the Digidesign Pro T(x)ls
systems they were familiar with. At the time
Pro Tools 2 didn't exist. Problem.
Fortunately. Digidesign has come up with the
g(xxls and the pair were able to use the new
2a-bit capable system at 21I -bit throughout the
editing process. But does it sound any better?
'Yes it does.' says Eaton
The orchestra
emphatically. 'We were at Air Lyndhurst
saving. "what's the differunder the baton
ence between 16 -hit and
of Nick Dodd
u

20 -bit ".

but
quite by
chance there was a 16 -bit version of one
piece of music. so we were able to compare them. just as an exercise.
'I turned my hack. Dominic played one
section and I just went. "that's the 20-bit ". and
he said. "you're absolutely right ".
was
amazed. I thought I would be straining to
hear the difference. It was a 'olune thing. a
richness a "bigness" that was terrific:
Gibbs is a seasoned Pro T(x)Is user and he i,
equally enthusiastic. 'It is superb,' he
1

'
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confirms. 'It's very like analogue, but
without any noise.'
Gibbs had only one reservation before edit mg began. no -one had used the new system
in anger' before. As it was to be used as the
plavout format for music in the dubbing theatre. the thought of it crashing worried him a
lot. It need not have.
'The backup from Digidesign was great and
it runs really well. It's excellent -which is pretty
much the same as ever,' he says. 'There are a
'w added functions. The SMPTE Slave Driver
!

started work, had a foundation of
original sound.
Then, when a reel was completed they'd give
me an OMF Composition, which is a bit like an
EDL, but the advantage is that you don't have to
go through the conforming process. It literally
finds the right bits off the disk. The advantage is
that it is quick and flexible.
'There were a few unknown factors compared
to previous jobs. The picture Avids were going
through a hardware and software change. In its
own right, it wasn't an issue, but we had not
worked with that combination before, so there
were quite a lot of tests transferring to our
systems. They are on PCI now, whereas the
sound equipment is still NuBus.
'Theoretically, there was no problem, but we
had to test the bridge between the two. We
worked everything out down to the routine for
assigning tape names, so that we never ended up
with duplication or ambiguity.
'Apart from that, the main concern was just the
So before

John Cochrane (above) was dialogue editor on
Tomorrow Never Dies. While the picture was
edited on multiple Avid Media Composers with
shared storage, effects and dialogue was edited
on Avid AudioVision systems. As each editor
tended to have a unique selection of material, it
was decided that a networked approach woulc

not be particularly beneficial.
Formerly an employee at AMS and SSL.
Cochrane was involved in the decision making
and testing process that proceeded the
mammoth editing task.
'Going back to the beginning of the year, we
decided to look into everything that could
possibly go wrong. Bearing in mind the way we
were going to work.
'We've done this with a common foundation o'
media which started at the rushes stage.
Everything which was selected, was digitised into
the picture Avid system and we cloned the disks.

I

I

has been replaced with the Universal Slave Driver, which means it will lock to the biphase
they use in the dubbing theatre. It won't run

backwards. but it probably will soon.'
Gibbs is also appreciative of the 24 -track
architecture of the Pro Tools system. The
music tracks are mainly mixed as five orchestral tracks-corresponding to LCR and two
surround -plus three tracks for synthesisers
or the oriental instruments. Chequer-board
that little lot and 16 tracks are already
accounted for. And there has been a lot of
amount of storage that we needed. Previously, we
had worked with a couple of 9Gb drives and that
would be it. On this we knew we would have to
clone all the media whether is was used or not.
So there was massive amounts of storage which,
in practice, we had never hung off the end of one
of these systems before.
'Connected to my system, I've got 80Gó of
storage -that's for picture and sound. As finish
walk into Theatre Two
a reel of dialogue here,
with a removable drive, with just the edit data,
I've preprepared myself with a duplicate set of
disks in the theatre. The effects premixes go a
slightly different route: onto Hi -8 and then onto
Dolby drives.'
Cochrane mentions the need to digitise the
picture into AudioVision at 25fps separately from
Media Composer which runs at 24fps.
'The media is becoming very closely entwined
but we are still going through a transitional stage
where we need to massage the system a little.
I

I

But its not a problem.'
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music editing to do because the film has been
evolving as the picture is edited.
We did reel one in May. which is the opening sequence where Bond gets into the situation.' says Eaton. Then in Reel 2 you get into
the titles and setup. That was all very exciting
because it was back to Big Bond!
That reel has obviously been cut a lot over
the months. which is why the Pro Tools was
so fantastic.' Eaton explains. We were able to
constantly keep up with the editing and get
away with murderous cuts which you probably couldn't do on magnetic -which is where
I come from.
you have a piece of music and they've
made 42 cuts in the reel, you have to work
out how you can start off where the music
starts and still have the Bond theme come in
where there is that particular bit of action.
That's the tricky part.'
Editing of effects and dialogue were done
at Pinewood (see side bar 'Data-flow and Dialogue') using Avid Audio Vision systems,
while picture editing relied on Avid Media
Composers. Audio editing alone required
around 10 Avid systems.
'It is very expensive, hut the reason we had
to do this was because the schedule was very
short. and because it is a very complicated
soundtrack,' offers Martin Evans, supervising
sound editor, or sound designer as he would
be known in the US.
it is not so much that the time is compressed. it's just that there is so much more to
do in that time. I believe that Diamonds Are For
Ever [vintage and all-mag Bondi had the same

if

schedule as this.'
Evans worked on that film, too. but he was
just an assistant in those days. The film was
completed quickly. and no changes were
made. In comparison, Tomorrow Never Dies has

involved a 'huge amount of recorded sound'
which has needed to be edited and
re- edited to follow changes to the picture. In
order to cope with the workload, effects premixes have been done in Theatre One. while
Theatre Two handled dialogue premixes.
Because of the sheer number of edits in the
film -reckoned to be the fastest -paced Bond
film ever-Avid systems were not used in th(
dubbing theatre. John Hayward is the film's
dubbing mixer. or rerecording mixer to give
him the US title. He says that Avid systems
'can do the most wonderful, amazing things'
in editing, but that the combination of slower
lock -up times than mag machines. and the
inability to play backwards meant that they
were not the best choice in the theatre for
Tom orrou Never Dies. Even Tascam DA -88s were
not going to provide the palpable lock that
Hayward got from sprocketed mag film;
although they were used for effects premixes.
'In the old days. there used to be brown
stuff that these guys would lay and that ran
backwards -forwards with instant pickup,' says
Hayward. 'It was on the line, controlled by
the holes down the edge of the film.'
In the event. the final mix used a combination of traditional mag machines. Pro Tools 24
(which Gibbs says benefits from very fast
lock) and Dolby Drives.
>
Pinewood managed to secure two
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premix the dialogue. and then premix the
effects that sit on top of that.'
Despite the demands of a tight schedule
and the challenges of new technology, the
pair have no doubt that the introduction of
digital recording is an advance.
'I would say at least 50% better.' Hayward
estimates. Its got to be, because you never
have to worry about transfer. If everyone did
their job right. there was never any problem
with brown stuff,' he qualifies. But people
would sometimes ask you to use secondhand
stock because it was cheaper and you'd get
oxide pile -ups on the heads.'
Secondhand. for Bond? Never. Mind you.
there is a line that begins, 'Mr Bond. I don't
think you realise the predicament ou arc

Watching old films, one is sometimes struck
by the simplicity of the soundtrack. Because
adding another layer of effects meant yet
another mag reel -most of which would be
was not a decision edifull of spacer film
tors took lightly.
Both Hayward and Evans feel that the ease
with which editors can now add more effects,
sometimes leads them to over spice the whole
recipe. In the case of Tomorrou. Never Dies. Hayward sometimes found himself removing
material if it clashed with the dialogue.
The reason for that is because the schedule is so short that the dialogue premix has
been going on in another room and John has
been mixing the effects.' Evans explains.
'Because of the schedule, we couldn't get the
two in one theatre. Normally John would
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Knowing The
cen
knows his Bond, as
his success with the Shaken and Stirred album
proves. His score for Tomorrow Never Dies was
.a big production. Geoff Foster, chief engineer at
AAir Studios, explains the scale of the recording.

Pinewood's Theatre One. the SSL desk
a fairly conventional. 3- operator
setup. From Left to right Richard Pryke: John
Hayward and Michael Parker. Michael Parker
has been handling effects and the Dolby
8 -track dubber. Richard Pryke has dealt with
more effects and other inputs.
In

is used in
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Dolby drives. one of which was used
to download from DA-88, and the other in the
final mix. Hayward says that the Dolby Drives
have finally given him back the speed of lockup he used to enjoy a few years ago. The mag
dubbers were used on this film 'purely
because the Dolby Drives are only in beta at
the moment. They haven't got enough
machines for me to mix on.' But he adds.
'1 must say. they've done the business for me.'
Hayward describes the full range of source
material for the final mix. 'I've got four 6 -track
effects premixes. I've got a 6 -track Foley and
a 6 -track dialogue. Then I've got a -t -track
Foley. and a 4 -track dialogue. and an 8 -track
Dolby mix on some reels. and 8- tracks of
music. So were using a full complement of
faders, about 60 inputs for the final mix.'
The fader automation of the SSL is used,
hut Hayward says equaliser automation
would find limited use, due to the work that
has been done at the nnorix stage.

We had a lot of Japanese drums,
synthesisers, a band and a full orchestra, so for
about a third of the film we were running a
96- channel mix. It is a 72 -channel board, and. as
it is an in -line, you have 140 returns, but, of
course, you also have the reverbs and other
effects to accommodate, so it got quite hairy.
We have an Allen & Heath that we normally use
for headphones, but we used that sometimes as
a supplement to the Neve VR.
'For orchestral stuff, tend to use a Decca
tree with TLM5Os on it. Then tend to use AKG
C12VRs as outriggers. That is 90% of the
1; orchestral front -mix sound. Then you have a pair
of discrete mics. Different people use different
things. use TLM170s which are set up in the
',gods behind the conductor, and above the
orchestra. which then gets sent uniquely to the
surround and creates, hopefully, a phase ,coherent thing that sounds as if the orchestra's
around you.
'It's a relatively purist approach, but I'm not a
have
purist by any stretch of the imagination.
no problems with putting out spot mics, to the
point of one per string player. Indeed it happened
on some places with the score.
'The orchestra and the bulk of the band were
¡irecorded onto analogue 48, with Dolby SR at
G15ips. The synth and percussion we would have
'preferred to record onto analogue, but we talked
it through and the sheer mathematics of it said
that digital was the more realistic choice. Some of
!
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the digital tracks were submixed back to the
analogue to give it that warmth. The digital
was a Sony 48 -track recording at 48kHz.
'Because it was going for digital
release, mixed the whole thing in 5 -track
surround. haven't bothered with the sub bass -the .1 of the 5.1- because there
are a number of ways of encoding it,
depending which system gets used. They
are different versions of a block -off at
I

I

Air Lyndhurst: Left to right. Geoff Foster.
David Arnold and Nick Dodd
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around about 120Hz.
'I tend to mix to the five speakers only,
bearing in mind that with the Surround
speakers there is always a danger that it
will get pulled because it's upsetting the
DS4 matrix. So anything that you definitely want
to be in the film should be in the front three.

in...', which sounds faintly familiar.
mÿ experience, sometimes there are
elements that become an issue because they
get in the way of dialogue, or because they get
confused, in a fight sequence for instance, so
you end up with a load of percussion stuff that
sounds like punches, but is out of sync with the
real punches.
'Because of that gave Dina Eaton a separate
set of five tracks which had just the orchestral
elements on it, and then another set of five
tracks which had all the band elements.
'There are two advantages to doing it that
way. One is that come the dubbing stage John
Hayward will have the percussion as a separate
element should he need to duck it or raise it. The
other advantage is that Dina can edit the various
orchestral takes in 5 -track mode, instead of
having to edit 10 tracks, including the ones that
are not wanted. From a housekeeping point of
view, and from a memory space point of view, on
the Pro Tools, that makes life a bit easier.
'I mixed to a Genex, the reason being that
could record at 20-bit to time code. The time
code is relevant to the picture. With the earlier
stuff, the picture wasn't locked when we
recorded it. Dina has had to edit it and move it
about to make it fit the picture. From Reel 9
onwards, the picture was locked when we
recorded, so she basically puts it in, locks it up
to the same time code as the video that we were
all working to, which is in itself locked to the time
code of the actual dubbing stage. They hit Play,
and there it is.
'There was a certain amount of uncertainty
when said, "I want to do it 20 -bit, can you get a
20-bit Pro Tools ?" At the time the 20-bit Pro Tools
hadn't come out but a few arms were twisted.
'Everyone was saying, "Oh, you can't hear the
difference and this is quite a lot of money." But
everybody that then heard it said, "Oh. you can
hear the difference ". So it's going to be a superb
sounding score.'
Foster has two valuable tips to prevent reverb
from collapsing into the centre or surround
speaker when music is encoded for analogue
Dolby Stereo.
One is to keep, for instance, violins and cellos
hard left and right respectively, with two discrete
reverb channels with identical settings. The
other is to rerecord real ambience with as near
to point source miking as possible, rather than
I

I

I

use digital reverb. Foster has found the real
thing to be more phase coherent than the

artificial alternative.
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on all our 48 track digital machines...

giving us consistently lower error rates,
precise tape tracking, and a smooth tape pack.
Barry Bongiovi is the general manager of Right Track Recording,
one of New York City's busiest recording facilities... studio credits

include albums with Alice in Chains, Metafltca, David bowie,
Pat ,,: _..any Group, Jon Bon Jovi, Toni Braxton, The Fugees,
and Vanessa Williams.

EMTEC Magnetics
For more information contact BASF plc
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an IEC compatible tape for DASH. PD and
g. DM 931 is mechanically robust for signal

xceptlonal coating smoothness for minimal
after hundreds of passes.
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0181- 9088340, or visit EMTEC's web site at http://www. miec-magnetics.com
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A NEW NAME IN

Total Supplier Solution
A Natural Transition
1998, EMTEC Maÿl etics
launched
as the UK distributor for
UK Ltd well be
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STOCK RESISTANT HUB -LOCK MECHANISM

Kohcp's business activities extend from
telecommunications and magnetic storage media
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Behringer, even our 'smallest" mixers are designed to
make your music sound bigger than life. Our EURORACK
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brand new facility has raised the profile of the Greek
Capital on the world's recording scene. Tim Goodyer
explores a mix of local culture and international appeal
A

SIITING ([1ST OUTSIDE the immediate area commanded by Athens
Acropolis is one commanded by the
audio business. The building programme here is younger and less
visually impressive than that of the ancient
Greeks but it embodies aspects of science
they would certainly have applauded. They
would also have commended the lengths to
which this studio community has gone to
serve a market made almost exclusive by its
language. Located on and around Messogion
Street many of Athens' studios. postproduction and mastering facilities, and a number of
the record and media companies they serve
-this coalition provides for almost all of the
country's musk production needs.
Right on Messogion Street in the basement
of a modern building a completely new music
studio was Zorn. Called Odeon, this is a
2 -room facility offering Euphonix and Otari
.

consoles. Quested monitoring, a modern
acoustic design. separate machine room and
comprehensive patching of audio. sync and
MIDI. The facility is primarily the result of
three peoples' efforts: Makis Matsas. head of
the Minos -EMI record company now based in
the Odeon building: John Smirneos, veteran
of the Athenian studio scene: and Takis Heliotis. studio designer and technical expert. All
have enjoyed prior relationships in the city's
recording history. hut today sees them
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John Smirneos (left) and Takis Heliotis

runcentr :ring on making Odeon the jewel in
Athens' crown.
Finished earlier this year and funded by
Gema SA, Odeon is really the confluence of a
number of individual concepts and ambitions.
John Smirneos and Takis Hehotis had been
partners in previous projects spanning some
20 years. Studio general manager. technical
adviser and sound engineer Smirneos owned
and ran Athens' Polysound studios for around
25 years during which his relationship with
Minos-EMI flourished. A graduate of New
York Institute of Technology and now dividing his efforts between studio design work,
equipment support and development of the
area's fledgling digital telecommunications
infrastructure. Heliotis takes credit for the
design of Odeon.
with Mr Matsas about
'1 had discussions
building a studio that was better than
Polysound.' recalls Smirneos. 'There were
good studios in Athens, hut there was nothing
so up -to -date as this. I suppose this is one of
the lest studios in Europe at this time: there is
certainly nothing else of this quality in Athens.'
'It took quite a long time.' continues Heliotis. 'because Mr Matsas has been in the record
business for a long time. and could appreciate
the value of a large recording area and a comfortable control room. Of course, more room
means a bigger project and greater investment
and we had to find the best balance.
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«< I think it was a good marriage of our
ideas. and the impression so far is that it is
one of the hest studios around.'
The early concept was to run Studio 1 as a
fully commercial room and for Studio 2 to be
a Mackie -based MIDI programming suite.
Somewhere down the line, however, Studio 2
also evolved into a commercial room. Minos,
son of Makis Matsas comments. 'I'm a composer so I'm here as a customer. That's life.'
Having seen Minos complete an album
project and a number of outsiders come
through the doors, the verdict on the facility
seems unanimous: When you build a studio,
it's first the sound and the technology, but it's
also about the atmosphere it has,' Minos says.
'When you play music, you must feel at home
and it feels very friendly in here. And the
musicians who have used the live rooms are
very pleased: they hear their instruments in an
extraordinary way because of the acoustics.
We've had two Greek folk music projects
through, and the music for a film is the next
project. I am happy with the results and more
importantly, the others are happy.'
'There are a couple of Hidley rooms, there
is an SSL console and there is a Capricorn at
The Music Hall so I can assure you that it is
the best studio in Greece.' says Heliotis. 'More
sophisticated equipment is not the only way
to achieve success'
'I am very. very pleased with how it's all
worked out.' Smirneos adds. The desk. the
monitors... Believe me. it's very good.'
With the location chosen. the assembled
team set about designing the studio.
The desire to make Odeon a thoroughly
modern facility meant scouring magazines and
touring European and American trade shows.
Choices were carefully made to reconcile the
quest for excellence with the budget -leading
to the selection of a 56 -fader Euphonix CS2000
over an equivalent SSL 9000j.
'I prefer the MCIs I had at Polysound to the
other SSLs.' Smirneos comments. 'The sound
of the 4000 is very hard; it's just my opinion.
but I don't like the sound quality. The
Euphonix is very good sounding and vey
quiet. And the musicians seem to like it.'
The improved Studio 2 was awarded an
Otan Status console and Quested H208 midfield monitors. Quested HQ210 main monitors
and VS2108 close -fields were chosen for
Studio 1 and 7 Tascam DA -88 multitracks
were ordered for the machine room.
'I prefer the PCM3324, of course,' says
Smirneos of the tape machines, 'hut the Tascam is a very efficient solution. For us it will
fill the gap between analogue recorders and
hard disk. until hard -disk recorders are better.
For, perhaps. a year they will be the bridge.
'There are two or three other studios with
big digital multitrack machines.' he continues.
'Others still have analogue and many have
ADATs. hut I think they are not very good for
the sound or mechanically; I prefer the Tascam.
We are alone in using it for music just now
-postproduction studios in Athens use it but
one or two modules only, not so many tracks.'
In keeping with its programming brief.
there is also an Alesis ADAT assigned to
Studio 2 and this is destined to have a further
four machines join it to bring in more work
from local project studios.
'The Status has automation and is a little

NI
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more professional than the Mackie.' Minos
says of the console selection. 'But compared
to the Euphonix it's night to day: first of all it's
the sound. If you record on the Status and
then record in here it's totally different-the
Euphonix is more soft and human. Then. of
course, you have a huge number of options
like MIDI control and the dynamics. And the
Euphonix is actually very easy to use: it's like
a computer game. Perhaps for someone who's
not familiar with computers would find it hard
to begin with. but it's easy to learn.'
The first problem facing the designer,
meanwhile, was that the studio had to he
accommodated in an area adjacent to the car
parking space. The first obstacle. then. was to
include sufficient acoustic isolation in a
limited ceiling height.
We had some restrictions.' confirms Heliotis. 'We had to build the whole studio in an
existing skeleton, so this skeleton is completely isolated from the rest of the building.
'Having the restrictions in dimensions we
have had to take advantage of even' inch of
available space. We had to work very efficiently to make the sound isolation and the
sound treatment work well. There was not
much space. for example. to put in large bass
traps. So we searched for very efficient elements to put in. We used elements related to
the structure to help the acoustics-for example, the diffusing wall in the live area is also
a load -bearing wall floating on another hase
around the floating floor. We did not want the
slightest vibration coming in from the car
park.'
The preparatory work took a year to complete and involved endless revisions of the
plans to optimise use of the building space.
And the careful decisions made in the interests of the isolation of the rooms provided a
start when the acoustic treatment was begun.
But first the shell was measured and the
required treatment was calculated. The aim
for Studio 1 was to produce a moderately live
recording area and a diffuse control room
with a 0.2 -s reverberation time.
'We had already used materials that gave
good acoustics themselves and we had to put
with them treatments that would give us good
and predictable reverberation times.' Heliotis
explains. 'I had seen RPG at the Paris AES and
knew that their panels are really efficient -the
elements are very good looking. so you don't
have to use special fabrics on top and you can
order them in the colours you want. They are
also very easy to install.'
While the room measured well as cornpared with the calculations, it was with the
bass that most problems lay
particular
complication in a confined space.
'Again the RPGs were very efficient
indeed,' comments Heliotis. 'although they
weren't the only bass traps we used. The
Helmholtz resonators in the control room are
custom built and there is another huge bass
trap behind the mirror in the live room. We
also used bass traps in the monitor wall
-there is plaster at the front, then layers of
absorption, and then RPG traps to prevent
any bass entering the recording room. There
is also a space in the centre to have a centre surround speaker or T\' monitor if they
decide to have one.'
»>
'On the rear wall there are wick
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And on the performance of the new NT1, The Mix had this to say:
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The other thing Heliotis claims to have
been particularly important is the right choice
of cables.
'The microphones have to he some way
from the console so you must take care of the
signal. I cannot tell you how many miles of
cable we used, but they are Mogami cables
throughout for the audio path. They are very
well screened. have low handling noise and
excellent phase stability. For the mains distribution we have used a special custom -made
industrial screened cable that I have not seen
used in the audio business.'
The mystique that surrounds hi -fi cabling is
not what is at issue here: 'We put a coil of the
mains cable around a mic cable to test it and
we found it very clean,' he assures-and that's
not all...
'When we were setting up the remotes for
the machines we called Tascam and asked
them how long the cables could be and they
said. I think. Thom 15m. but that we had to

wall and in the corners.
With the monitors, Heliotis wanted a big listening area rather than a small sweet -spot,
bass traps behind the
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and seems to have achieved it.
'The producers we have had in have said,
"I do not understand. I'm working all around
the control room and the sound is exactly the
same ".' he says. 'With some designs. when the
producer is working he will have to squeeze
in next to the engineer to hear what he is
hearing. This was where we have got it better
than we thought possible when we were
designing it:
Installing the main monitors involved seeking advice from their designer Roger Quested:
'He recommended we install the monitors as
solidly as possible. so the nest of the speaker
is isolated using a material used for x-ray isolation -it's thin, but very massive-and
around this is a small patch of neoprene. It's
all airtight.'
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worldwide. We gave one each to the producer
Edwyn Collins, the engineer Edwyn Collins, and

the artist Edwyn Collins, to see what they thought...

"Mm. very uallrugnrerrrd..
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read

work °Pare"

...all three agreed
THEY'D NEVER KNOWNA MIC LIKE THIS BEFORE!
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of producers, engineers, and artists

-It produces outstanding results"

use their own cables. Because we had a session on we made a cable up out of top -quality computer cable. but the engineers in
London were right
would not work. We
were sad because it was a very good Greek
composer we had in, so we tried making a
remote control cable using Mogami microphone cable and it worked with no problem.
We now have the Tascam cable because our
cable snake was too thick. but it was interesting that the cable that was meant to he dedicated to audio worked when the broad -hand
computer cable did not. And I think the
cabling is one of the secrets of this studio.'
Although only recently finished, plans for
the next stage of the studio have already been
laid
only loosely. These include the construction of a mastering room and for a third
studio in an adjacent area of the building.
'We're not going to build anything for a
couple of years,' Smirneos says, 'but we
already have a place for a mastering room and
we will have another bigger studio to handle
a bigger choir or an orchestra. We have work
now for cinema scoring and the composer
likes to work with about 20 musicians and this
room is only for 15 or 16 instruments. Sometimes we need to have 24 or 25 and at the
moment we have to do that by overdubbing.'
More immediately, Smirneos is awaiting the
arrival of Euphonix' 11007 which will give
control over MIDI units and all the control.
including for the DA-88s, from the desk itself.
The hunt is also on
for an Otani MTR90
with Dolby SR ut Odeon Studios, Gema SA,
Messogion Street 253,
improve
media
15451 Athens. Greece.
compatibility with
Tel: +30 1 6727 954 -5.
other facilities.
'There is more
than enough work out there to keep us busy,'
Minos asserts.
'The studio will handle any sort of music
productions,' says Smirneos, 'hut its only for the

(()

Greek market at the moment -unfortunately.
We have very good and very interesting music
but the language is strange for everyone else in
the world. We need someone to become
internationally successful, or for people to
come from Europe, or anywhere else. to see
that we can mix local tradition with the
demands of a top professional recording facil-
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You've built your business
on your reputation for quality
work, good service and

dependability...
So has Switchcraft.
When it's your name on the
line, it's good to know you
have the trusted Switchcraft
name behind you.

Switchcraft has set the
industry standard of quality
for over 50 years. While our
customers are sometimes
tempted to stray to other
sources, they always
come back with the same
conclusion... there is no
substitute for authentic
U.S. quality... exclusively
from Switchcraft.
We've expanded our product
line to be your one -stop
source for all of your audio
needs... from connectors,
adapters and plugs to patch
cords, audio panels and

Q -W

Audio Connectors

Industry standard
All metal housing
Satin nickel or black finish
Gold contacts available

Audio Plugs
Shielded handle
Large cable clamp
One -piece tip rod

Audio Adapters
housing
Multiple configurations available
Shielded
All metal

Patch Cords
6.35mm or MIDI
Overmoulded or assembled
Nickel- plated ends
TT,

Audio Patch Panels
Steel frame nickel -plated jacks
Gold switching contacts

Offset ground terminals

much more.

When your customers are
counting on you, count on
consistently
Switchcraft
excellent since 1946.

-

Raytheon Electronics
Switcheral`t"

..

........ . ..........
.........

Switchcraft®

c/o Raytheon Marine Europe Anchorage Park
Portsmouth P03 5TD United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1705 661579 FAX: +44 (0) 1705 694642

www.switchcraft.com

Switchcratt -Consistently Excellent Since

194654

"Audio Signal Processing that isn't gated,
divided, or limited by convention"
-77,7
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FCS SERIES GRAPHIC EQUALISERS

BSS

Audio

Audio, Linkside House, Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts., EN6 3JB, England
Harman Pro North America Inc, 1449 Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37217, USA
WWW: http://www.bss.co.uk

BSS

Il A Harman International Company

Tel: +44 (0)1707 660667
Tel: +1 (615) 399 2199

Fax: +44 (0)1707 660755
Fax +1 (615) 367 9046
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The Hit Factory Control Room A2. New York

The demands of equipping a studio control room for multichannel
recording and mixing stretch far beyond console buses and joysticks.

Tim Goodyer sounds out the acoustics of surround
)MMITTING TO MULTICHANNEL
audio working is not a
to be
aken lightly. The realisation that you
have 'graduated' from using a single
pair of loudspeakers located some In front of you. to needing up to eight
of the damned things littered around the nx>m
is just the beginning. Even accepting the
necessity of more buses on your mixing console and the limitations of your existing
impressive -rack of 2- channel outboard
processors is to miss the full impact of surround sound production. The real deal begins
with the fact that the room in which you're
going to be working probably hasn't been
built yet -even if there's a stereo studio there
already. and you're accepting bookings for
surround projects.
Although the application is fundamentally
different. a surround acoustic does not
involve a significant departure from the basic
tenets of gox)d stereo monitoring. Indeed. an
appropriately- designed discrete surround
roxxn should give equivalent performance
when a stereo mix is delivered from the surround monitors alone. However, the first
thing about discrete surround working is to
recognise is that you've left the cosy world of
phase-encoded surround systems that simply
require a mono surround channel to excite a
diffuse soundfield -the kind of thing that's
regularly dealt with by wheeling in an odd
pair of additional speakers. In fact. White
Mark's David Bell believes that there is much
interesting work still to be done in the Dolby
Stereo field in the area of rear -facing (surround) monitors addressing wide -hand diffusion treatments.
Tomorrow's surround systems cam up to
eight discrete full -bandwidth channels plus a
suhchannel. And they require an acoustic
design capable of delivering the output of
these speakers to the listening position. Its
also time to let go of the idea that the centre
channel requires anything less than fully fledged. full -bandwidth reproduction-you're
no longer creating phantom' images. you're
using a discrete centre channel that may be
called upon to deliver audio every hit as
demanding as the LR pair. The same is obviously true of the speakers all around the room.
Until recently, almost all of the studio
design development work had been based
around 2-channel. stereo monitoring-with
the notable exceptions of a few facilities such
as Andy \lunro's Air Lyndhurst and Neil
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Grant's designs for Whitfield Studios in
London. and the Hit Factory in New York
where an early decision was made to install a
centre monitor channel into the monitor wall,
and allow for a single -channel rear surround
source as an option. In the case of the
Whitfield and Hit Factory facilities. Grant
points out that the centre channel made little
difference to the design of the room -the for ward side walls and ceilings were splayed to
minimise and control early reflections. rear
side walls are hard. reflective. and splayed to
multiply returns into the diffuser integrated
with the room's back wall. increasing the
reflection density of this wall, and the density
of the overall decay of the room. The diffuser
ensures that no later returns are specular
-that is. not phase coherent with the initial
monitor arrival. and are thus not recombined
destructively with the monitor signal. but reintegrated by the ear.
These designs are intended to accommodate
the LCRS format made familiar by Dolby Stereo.
Discrete digital surround systems raise the
stakes quite considerably. however. Consider
five or seven full -bandwidth reproduction
channels focused on the centre of the room: the
traditional listening sweet spot. Where a pair of
forward facing speakers can legitimately be
regarded as originating sound in one sound field and presenting it to another, surround necessarily finds multiple speakers addressing each
others' originating soundfields. Previously. the
acoustics of the originating and receiving
»>
soundfields could he used as compie-

»
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mentar' aspect of a single system. Now
they must be regarded as interactive aspects of
separate acoustic systems.
The demand for multiple channel monitoring formats has forced designers to reappraise
the conventional stereo approach completely
and take on a multitude of new considerations- from our 15dB hearing discrepancy
between front and rear sources to problems
with mutual coupling between the speakers
serving separate channels. And while the filin
industry has already become conversant with
multichannel rooms, there are few lessons for
the audio industry here since film mix rooms
have the LCR monitors located so far in front
of the console that the listening position is
well into the reverberant field. while the surrounds are considerably closer.
A suitable 5.1- format audio room possesses
significantly different proportions to film
rooms and requires the designer to integrate a
2- channel 'surround' pair. and a single channel
'effects' source fed from a low -pass filter. in
addition to the left. centre. and right front
channels. It is important to specify centre and
rear cabinets to the sanie level as the LR pair
to maintain consistent dynamic range. frequency response. and headroom. Previously.
we had only been concerned with maintaining
a stereo image at an acceptable height in front
of the engineer, and making a reasonable
trade -off between console reflections, ceiling
reflections, and image height; now panning
around and across the room are key issues,
and lateral image height is as important as forward image height. Given that early reflections
break down the positional information cues
"'the Hit Factory Control Room M4. New York

The control room space is roughly square giving an even distance between the monitors and the
listening position. The monitors are closely matched except that the front 'stereo' pair is capable

of delivering higher power levels than the remainder of the installation, in keeping with the
requirements of the room in conventional usage
its surround configuration. the total level is
obviously the product of the output of all the monitors.
Front and rear walls are similar in nature with the loudspeaker enclosures set into a dead wall
with wide -band absorption. The rear areas of the side walls and the equipment racks provide the
reflective areas required to liven the listening environment giving the slightly dry acoustic favoured
by the studio. Because of this tibsorbent quality, the levels required from the monitors are higher
than would otherwise be necessary.
When used for stereo mixing, the use of diffusion elements in the central portion of the rear
wall tends to spread the image; it also increases the perceived depth of the room in both stereo
and surround configurations.
Future development of the room involves the fitting of RPG diffractai units and a programme of
measurement and consultation with the studio's clients.

-in

coded onto the original arrival.

it is now just as
important to control reflections around the
whole of the room, as it was around the front
of the room when we were dealing with a
stereo pair. Having learned how to sustain a
smooth pan from left to right, designers now
have to deal with panning across the rear pair,
and between the rear and forward sections of
the system in a similar fashion.
In domestic installations. dipole rear speakers are commonly used to create the illusion of
space and depth in the soundfield. Dipoles are
particularly well-suited to this application as
they display a marked lack of energy normal
to the main speaker axis. It is safe to assume.
however, that in almost all control -room applications. all of the speakers used will be monopoles. and should match the stereo pair.
As an integral pan of the monitoring environment. conventional techniques can be
used to predict early reflections, and acoustic
treatment used to absorb where necessary,
and provide later diffusion and reflection control as necessary'. This leads to a room with

distributed acoustic treatment around the
perimeter, alternatively absorbing. reflecting
and diffusing. A number of such rooms have
been designed by Harris Grant Associates and
are being successfully used already. But there
are limitations to the spread of an acceptable
image that can be achieved. If a room is being
used by a number of people: production staff
and assistants over and above the engineering
staff, for example, then it is necessary to
attempt to 'displace' the rear 2- channel pair
acoustically, in order to prevent the listeners
localising on the direct field from the monitor,
and distorting the image created. It is possible
to do this by reversing the speaker into a
broad -band 2- dimensional diffuser and creating a virtual source outside the bounds of the
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room. This not only very successfully removes
the apparent source in time and space, but
also provides exceptionally smooth panning
between the sources. and greatly increases
the monitoring stage. the first of these was
Grand Central Studios' Control Room Four,
which is used for film and video postproduction, voice -over. clubbing to picture. and ADR.
Alternatively. Philip Newell recently
observed that the requirements of a multichannel listening room seen to he pushing us
toward a more dead environment than we've
become used to. Among other things. this
will. of course, bring with it the physical discomfort of working in old -style environments
from which we thought we'd escaped. But the
conflicts implicit in a single -room design to
meet all working requirements strongly suggest that it might prove necessary to use separate rooms for tracking and mixing. In this
eventuality then, audio facilities would be following the example already set by the film
sound community.
As music facilities develop multichannel
rooms, an evolutionary step should he
taken-these rooms will be being used by
engineers who have little knowledge. or
indeed little interest, in the film ancestry of
the formats. and will only be interested in the
effects available to them mixing in surround
sound. As a result, recording and mixing conventions will be derived for pure audio effect.
rather than because of the necessity of positioning an image against a large -format
screen. This is likely to lead to a new generation of mixes that will have real impact on listeners who increasingly have more
sophisticated reproduction available in their
domestic environments than many of the
major professional studios have in their control rooms today.
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HD -EQ high

a

definition

these professionals think so!
Al Schmitt
Hi -Def EQ: I love it, quote me! John Oram and his Sound:
love them lxth!"
(Sinatra, Steely Dan, Madonna, Quincy Jones, Jefferson Airplane.
7 Grammy's, 140 gold and platinum albums)

David Kershenbaum
"Hi -Def EQ lives in the 2-mix all the time. Oram Sonics® is the best."
(Tracey Chapman, Joe Jackson and much gold and platinum)
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Bob Rosa
"Loved his designs since VOX & Trident, l'vegot MWS, Hi -l)ef, Vu -mom:
Fabulous sound, nothing else out there. Does your automated analogue
board really have a Hi Def. EQ on every channel?
then want one!"
(Michael Bolton, Fleetwood Mac, Aretha Franklin, Kenny G, Whitney
Houston, James Ingram, Janet Jackson, Michael Jackson, Mick Jagger,
Grace Jones, Madonna, Manilow, Prince, Secada, Donna Summer)
I

Don Gehman
"Using Hi -Def EQ with Manley Comp /limiters in my 2-mix gets me just
the sound I love. (Like my VOX AC 0!) It also gets me platinum albums."
(Hex)tie and the Blowfish)

John Cale
"The 'High Definition EQ' really came into its own on live recording in
recently used it for recording a performance with
Euroi.x' and the US.
the Hudson Valley Philharmonic." (Velvet Underground)
I

Chris Boyes
"I wanted an EQ that would handle serious lows and smooth highs
for my latest project. Only Oram analogue does it"
(Sound Designer - the movie 'TITANIC', George Lucas' Skywalker Sound)

Ilk

4114011

Jay Burnett
"The manipulation of the mid -range of the 'I Ii -Def' is absolutely glorious!
The sound is extremely musical"
(Katrina and the Waves, Hall and (Nf, Beastie Boys)

ORAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
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-

Web site: http: / /www.oram.co.uk
Tel: +44(0)1474 815 3.0 E -mail: S. lesgoram.co.uk FAX: +44(0)1474 815 400
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FFT analyzer and
analyzer, the
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Professional Microphones and accessories the Microphones that are famous for keeping
their promises about superb transient response
- clarity - high SPL handling - low distortion wide dynamic range. If you want to learn
more about Brüel & Kjær microphones and

high- quality A/D and
D/A converters.
The DSA -1 is the only
hand -held tool that
measures carrier
parameters and data
content. With

microphone techniques
then get the new

programmable

catalogue.

go /no-go limits and Watchdog or Channel
Check modes it solves interface problems fast.

Danish Pro Audio ApS
Hejrevang 11
3450 Allerod
Denmark

For more information on Prism Sound range
of products, call:

Tel: +44

0

Have you seen the new catalogue
from Danish Pro Audio covering the
complete range of Brüel & Kjaer Series 4000

produces the DSA -1
hand -held AES/EBU

Tel: +44 (0)191 417 0057
Fax: +44 (0)191 416 0392
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Prism Sound
Your FREEcopy of the
latest Canford catalogue is
now available. Expanded to
user 800 pages and giving
detailed information on
over 12,000 products,
The sourcè is truly the
most comprehensive pro audio catalogue available
today. With several
European offices. FREEPHONE
numbers for Spain. Belgium, Sweden. Netherlands &
Denmark. plus distributors worldwide. Canford can
guarantee an instant response to a query from
anywhere round the Globe. Call us today for your
FREE copy or take a look at our impressive intemet
site for further information.

0

Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fax: +45 4814 2700

1223 424988
Fax: +44 (01 1223 425023
ON

E -mail:

msmicsrs'image.dk

William James House, Cowley Road,
Cambridge CB4 4WX

www.canford.co.uk'ndex.htm

smooth &creamy
VAC RAC
The modular vacuum tube system, with:

*Mic Preamp *Limiter *Step Equaliser
*Instrument Interface *All valve power
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Contact: Adam Hall Ltd

For information on John Dram's stunning
range of Consoles and Rack equipment,
ret am details or visit our Web she.

http: / /www.oram.co.uk
E-mail: saless@oram co.uk
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adam hall
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UNITY

Tel: 01702 613922
Fax: 01702 617168

Upper Wheeler House Colliers End
Herts SG11 1 ET T: 01920 822 890 F. 01920 822 892
e -mail: sales @unityaudio.co.uk Web: htlp: /www.unityaudio.co.uk

rs

The new October '97 Product Guide from FFD
is now available. 160 pages packed with 6000+
audio and video products.

the new
Harbeth

FFD distribute: Canare and Supra high quality cables
and connectors. Switchcraft, Neutrik, Edac, Hirose and
cannon connectors. Microphones and headphones from
Sennheiser, Beyerdynamic, Shure.
Carbon boom poles from VDB.
Plus much, much more. Get a copy today!

near -field
monitors
are
Outstanding
performers

Dealer enquiries welcome for the
Canare range of hgh quality
audio/video cables and connectors.

(sound on Sound)

Our showroom
for sale

www harbethcorn
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Rental Call

0181 964 3399

the number you require further
information about
2

Now available in the U.K.

tickle music hire ltd

Circle

an immediate response
either FAXBACK Rebecca

These precision-built devices are made in
the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those
who want the best. Their well -earned
reputation for quality and reliability is
backed by an impressive list of owners and
users on both sides of the Atlantic.
Want to find out why?

For Sales, Service

Fax:
+44 (0)1895 813701

1
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1

Anthony DeMaria Labs

Oxford Road

New Denham
Uxbridge UM 4DN, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1895 813730

O'

Reeves directly or mail to
Studio Sound, 4th Floor,
8 Montague Close,
London SEi SUR.

in Uxbridge also has
full range of used location
recording equipment
a

64

Worldwide
distributors
want-cl

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.,
01444 440955 fax: 440688

ORAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
(
Tel: +44 (0)1474 815300
Faw: +44 (0)1474 815400
\

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS,

se4ont

DPM1

UK:

Analogue Perfection

supply stage...giving you the power of
legendary tube technology for live
recordings, tracking, mixing, sweetening
and mastering.
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Professional Audio Metering
- the MSD Way!

Got- yov,ir Kew
RSA4

Cat-alo9 tAe

yet-?
Issue 8 of the Raper &
Wayman catalogue is
out now. 208 pages
of Pro -Audio for
Production &
Presentation.
Free within UK.
Export price f10.

D is a fully Digital "Direct to Disk" video recorder/ player designed
teplace any VTR. as a stand alone unit with front panel controls
amg log /shuttle. Added to CCIR -601 4:2-2. two digital audio tracks
!ull timecode are recorded and otter instant access from any edit
controller connected to the Sony 9 pin RS -422 ports or from the front
panel controls A proprietary Motion -JPEG compression is configurable
from 21 up to 34 t.
Doeeml Labs Europa
European Sales
Place J Bermond Ophira
06560 Valbonne France
Phone .33 4 93 00 43 30
Fax
x33 4 93 65 35 73
Email: 101637 2474compuserve con
URL
WWW DOREMILABS COM
MONTREUX TV SYMPOSIUM 8177

The Vt

:

Get the brochure and check out the

new models:

+44 (0)181 -800 8288

1

DK- AUDIO,

Slarielundvej 37D
IW -2730 Herlev. Denmark
+45
44
02
71
Fax: +45 44 53 03 67
lei:
53
dktiniline.dk
I -mail: DR- Sud i.

Raper & Wayman Ltd, Unit 3 Crusader Este!.
167 Hermitage Road, London N4 1LZ. UK.
Fax: +44 (0)181 -809 1515 r +w.proaudio @dial.pipex. cor
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Season's greetings from the evintageè
NEVE specialist

ell Rudolf, that's
all the Neve modules
moo\
checked off. Now all
;1ß0f we have to do is deliver
them for Christmas!
,hit,

MODULES in STOCK
1064

1081

1066

/

1073

/

31099/33114 33122/31102
2254 2254A
,'

2254E / 32264A

PRO AUDIO
Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364
Telephone International: 44 932 872672
Fax International: 44 932 874364

All equipment is owned by A.E.S. Pro Audio.
We will purchase your Neve / SSL and
collect anywhere worldwide.

1

1

advertisement contact:
Studio Sound (Classified),
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.,
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR. UK
Tel: +44(0)171 620 3636 Fax: +44(0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address
To place an

sound

classifie

(minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly.
Copy deadlines: contact Rebecca Reeves, Classified Advertisement Manager

RATES: Recruitment £35 per single column centimetre. All other sections £30

The
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Village

Studio Systems

Macintosh and Outboard Specialists

has now amalgamated

New G3 in stock.
Call Gavin Beckwith London's leading Mac guru.
Avalon - Focusrite - Lexicon - Summit
TC Electronic - TLA - Eventide Massenberg - Alan Smart AKG Solid tube in stock
Mackie Main Dealer

Call Nick Melville- Rogers
0181 440 3440

a

team \vith over 30 years of experience in

Studio design. construction, equipment supply, installation.

alter -sales service and maintenance.
-

It's our job to make all your projects happen. upgrades. mods'. or new facilities.
"From concept 1(1 completion and beyond"
Call Tim Jones at Studio Systems
w.,tudios.denuxt.co.uk
WATFORD U.K. (+44) 1923 267733
Does your studio need

a

visit from Doc* Humhuster? He's on call now.

HAPPY
CHRISTMAS

EXPERIENCED SOUND
SYNC OPERATORS
FIIll1Illi
A DIVISION OF THE TODD -AO CORPORATION

from all at Studio Sound.

Due to expansion of our post -production sound
department, Todd -AO UK are recruiting
experienced Sadie sound sync operators with a
thorough knowledge of film sound production and

Don't miss our Studio
Sound January issue.

post -production techniques.
Please apply in writing to Caroline McManus.

Call Rebecca Reeves on

0171 620 3636

Todd -AO UK Limited Hawley Crescent London NW1 8NP

equipment for sale
"Nick Ryan

is

the first person I call when I want quality

used equipment"

..._

Terry Britten, Producer
25 YEARS OF

-

Song Writer

EXPERIENCE COMBINED WITH FIRST

CLASS KNOWLEDGE AND PERSONAL

NICK RYAN

TEL
FAX

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

IS

ATTENTION

THE FIRST PERSON YOU SHOULD CALL

+44 1892 861 099
+44 1892 863485

WEB http: / /www.soundsinc.co.uk

STING. TREVOR HORN, ROGER -TAYLOR, CHRIS REA, PHIL COLLINS. OCEAN
COLOUR SCENE. THE COCTEAU TWINS. PETER GABRIEL. ALAN PARSONS.
JEAN MICHEL JARRE. VANGELIS. CHRIS DIFFORD. SARM STUDIOS.
METROPOLIS. FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDIOS. JACOBS STUDIOS.
PARKGATES. STRONGROOM, REAL WORLD, BRIT ROW. SONY MUSIC.
WARNER CHAPPELL. GREAT LINFORD MANOR. MCA. KONK STUDIOS.
STUDIO MULINFTTI. HIT & RUN. MAYFAIR STUDIOS. BEARTRACKS.

mastering

RPM

Mastering
CDRs from just £7.50
Copy Masters and Editing
CD

Repeat Performance
Mastering

Real Time Cassette Copying
CD

duplication

&

6 Grand Union Centre
West Row
London W10 5AS

Laser printed labels & inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

Tel. 0181 960 7222
Fax. 0181 968 1378
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THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
Real time & high speed loop bin duplication.
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.
TEL: 0161 973 1884
FAX: 0161 905 2171

Pro Tools &
Sonic Solutions

where sound advice counts
t

tÉ~
01992 -500101

.,.,,k

HILTONGROVE
Pro

Computer printed labels.
Solo, 'o reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division

www.repeat-performance.co.uk

fdephone: 0181 521 2424 hit-simile: 0181 521 4343

F,,

REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ

Manufacturing: 1000 c.£650

I)eF,na: nun.h,yrwe demon ro.uk

jbs records
MUSIC and SPEECH

.

kli

Editing & Mastering
Contact Chris
Tel: 0171 483 3506
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UNREPEATABLE SALE OFFERS
Description

List

Akai DR8 8 -Trk Digital HD Recorder - Demo
Akai 53000XL Digital Sampler - New
AKG C414BTLMKII Mic - New

-

List

Description

£

£

Sale £

2282-99

1995.00

HHB MCA1000 PORTADAT

Charger - Demo

42649

249.00

3632-99

1175.00

HHB PDR1000TCMS TC/Master Sync. DAT - Demo

47.4459

3575.00

3$48Y99

650.00

Lexicon 300L Digital FX (LARC) - New

4298.59

3495.00

99&99

595.00

Lexicon MPX1 Digital Effects Processor - New

4929.99

815.00

249.59

169.00

Lexicon PCM80 Digital Effects Processor - New

448849

1439.00

949.00

AKG C414-ULS Digital Mic - New
AKG C567E1 Tie Clip Microphone

Sale

£

New

4 -Bay

ATC SCM1OPRO Passive Monitor (Pr)

- Demo

79489

595.00

Mackie OTTO 34th Universal Auto. Gain Cell - New

4273.00

ATC SCM20APRO Active Monitor (Pr)

- Demo

269599

1950.00

Pioneer CDMW74 650Mb/74 Min. CDR Disc - New

44)

1.99

ATC SCM50APRO Active Monitor (Pr)

- Demo

47.6499

2995.00

Pioneer D9601 Hi- Sampling DAT Recorder - New

99949

699.00
410.00

Audio Design DMM1CASE Case for DMM1 - Demo

466-99

99.00

Quad 707 Power Amplifier - New

684-99

Audio Technica AT822 Stereo Condenser Mic - New

266,42

178.00

Rode CLASSIC Valve Studio Mic - Demo

99941

595.00

Audio Technica AT825 Stereo Condenser Mic - New

2424

239.00

Roland SDX330 3D Space Chorus - New

68899

499.00

DBX DBX274 Quad Expander /Gate - New

426-99

299.00

Sony SRPE100 Graphic EQ

2.644

149.00

42§59

325.00

Sony TCDD100 2-Head Portable DAT Recorder - New

Denon DN045 MiniDisc Replicator - New

474280

1325.00

SonyTCDD1OPROIl Portable DAT Recorder - New

Denon DN1100R MiniDisc Record/Player - Demo

4694.59

1050.00

Denon DN980F MiniDisc Player - Demo

446489

995.00

Denon DN99OR MiniDisc Record /Player - Demo

44264)

1495.00

Denon DMD1300 MiniDisc Record /Player

- New

Electrovoice RE16 Dynamic Super Cardioid Mic - New

38499

269.00

Focusrite BLUE215 Dual Channel Mic -Amp /EQ - Demo

2496-99

1795.00

Focusrite BLUE245 20 -Bit A/D Converter - Demo

2496.99

1795.00

Focusrite GREEN2 Pre -Amp /EQ - Demo

- New

69599

425.00

2669.99

1995.00

Sony TCDD8 2 -Head Portable DAT Recorder - New

51999

375.00

Summit TLA100A Valve Compressor/Limiter - Demo

437899

995.00

TC Electronics TC1280 Stereo Digital Delay - Demo

1133849

1099.00

Yamaha SPX1000 Digital Processor - New

3478.50

825.00

Not Only Unrepeatable But Also Unbeatable
Audio Design DMM1 4ch Mini Stereo Digital Mixer - New

;98&99

599.00

Fostex D25 4 -Head TC DAT Recorder - Demo

4.195,99

2995.00

Motionworks R2P2 Serial Machine Remote - New

Genelec 1031A Active Near -Field Monitor (Pr) - Demo

385699

1550.00

Genex GX2000 1.3Gb MO Disk Recorder - Demo

6996-99

1995.00

73 -75 Scrubs Lane

799.00

68899

375.00

Sony PCM7010 4-Head Prof. TC DAT Recorder - New

3995.59

1995.00

Sony PCM7040 4 -Head Prof. TC DAT Rec. - New /Demo

6896.99

4650.00

All Prices are Exclusive of Delivery and VAT

Limited Quantities Available
HHB Communications Ltd

469699

London NW10 60U

Tel: 0181 962 5000

Fax: 0181 962 5050

e -mail

saleslahhb co.uk

http: / /www.hhb.co.uk

Studio Systems
Ei's

Compressors/Limiters
ADL
ADL

1000
1500
2044

AVALON

EL
Focus RITE
Focu B RI TE
JOEMEEK
JOEMEEK

GREEN 4

RED 3

SC2
5C3
STEREO-MU

MANLEY
MANLEY

PURPLE

DISTRESSOR

MONO-MU
-

SUMMIT
SUMMIT
TL AUDIO

UREI TYPE LIM

TLA 100A
DCL200
C-1

TL AUDIO

IVORY 5021

TUBE TECH
VACRAC

CL 18
LCA 28
VR4000

VACRAC

TLM-

TUBE TECH

I

C1250
C2375
C3250
C1095
C999
£2195
C1250
L1999
C2425
C1425
CTBA
C1370
£2650
C995
C399
CI 450
£2395
£775
C585

AVALON

AD2055

FOCUSRITE

GREEN 2

FOCUSRITE

RED 2

MANLEY

EQP 1A

SUMMIT

EQF-220A

SUMMIT

EOF -100
EQI

E95

TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO

C55

TUBE TECH

ME1B

CTBA
C55
£100
C40
C15
£55
C90
£30
C25

TUBE TECH

TUBE TECH

PEIC
EOIA

VACRAC

TE01

C50
E90
C125
E45
C40
E85
E50
E75

FOCUSRITE

DB400S MSI
RED
RED 8

FOCUSRITE

GREEN

I

FOCUSRITE

1

I

SUMMIT

TPA200B

TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO

PA -1

TUBE TECH

MPIA

VACRAC

TM P-1

DW

VTI

FEARN

IVORY 5001

C1499
E1925
C1225
C699
C1895
C895
£399
E1595
C495
L1725

IVORY

5013

£695

C55
C75
E45
C30
C75
E35
C15

FOCUSRITE

GREEN 3

FOCUSRITE

GREEN 5

FOCUSRITE

RED 6

FOCUSRITE

RED 7

JOEMEEK
MANLEY

VC2

RFI

GAS COOKER

VOKBOK

-

SUMMIT

MPC100

TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO

IVORY 5051

TUBE TECH

MEC IA

VACRAC

TII -I

IVORY

25
E

L1250
C2695

IlIPKf-1t.MwM
AVALON
VT737

rile- 'r's's
CLM

E02

£3295
C799
C2195
C1300
£1995
C2150
C699
L999
C399

5050

C1295
C849
C999
£1495
C1495
£1499
£2495
£499
£1895
£399
£249
CTBA
£495

C150
E30
C85

C50
C75
E80
C30
E40
C15
C50
£50
C100
C25

L50
E35
E40
E60
E60
C60
E95
C20
C75
CI5
C10
CT BA

C20

TC ELEC

-

FINALISER+

TC ELEC

-

M2000

TC ELEC

-

FIREWORK

C1599
C1099
C1399

C60
E40

E50

-ALL WEEKLY HIRE PRICES ARE BASED ON A 3-MONTH HIRE AGREEMENT HOWEVER. ALL HIRE UNITS ARE BRAND NEW
AND IF AT ANY STAGE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE THE UNIT. WE WILL REBATE YOU 75% OF THE HIRE CHARGES UP TO
THAT POINT PLEASE CALL FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE. OR JUST FOR A CHAT. WE'D LOVE TO KNOW WHO
YOU ARE
DEMONSTRATIONS ON MOST UNITS ARE AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR USED
PRICES E1, UDC VAT AND SHIPPING
IUTBOARO PLFASE CALL FOR OUR LIST Al
I

SOUNDTRACS
SOUNDCRAFT

A&H

Call Tim on

01926 267733
Email: 'l'im( studiosys.demon.co.uk
www.studiosys.demon.co.uk
- Soundfield Mk IV microphone
systems fully calibrated and serviced with
warranty from £1475 -£1975 depending on
accessories, flight case, etc.

FOR SALE

Contact: Richard Bacon, SoundField Research
Tel: ( +44) 01924 201089, Fax: ( +44101924 290460
e -mail:

EX-emits

E60
C20
C65

Buys /Sells /Services

I

SERIOUS AUDIO LTD, WATFORD, HERTS, FAX: 01

01923 442121

923 442441

sales @soundfield.co.uk

WANTED
KORG

SDD 3000 Delay
Contact: 0181 348 6280 / 0181 859 5125

;

Studer A 80 Mkt

CONSOLES

,

Neve VRUU - r...;:g Eaaeis recau J,,aner.
metering 60 channels The bezzo
Move VR60 - 48 tined tlyrng faders RHPB
New VI 60 channels flying faders fully
refurbished plasmas. Available now
Neve :'3 - 2 e 48 channel consoles available
'.. Necaio 96. plasmas
Neve ' I - 60 channels. recent module refurl
Available now
Neve 55 serres consoles various nto':t
Neue'.telbourn - 12 x 3114 discrete eq+. '11s

uipment
ecialists

,

-

Loan
Ccall

foal'

(call
[call

t

-

AMS
AMS

-SV011ejs

In'

£call

'

pier

G

r

-

-

Mitsubishi

X

coming soon
urate

-880 321 remote

C7

995

n

000

F12 500

-

Timeline Lynx

£750

:

system supervisor

43 SW

1

Dolby SR A MT Series 10 modules loaded
auto alignment for record and play Ticket

Dolby OP 24

rack of 24 As

-

rely

200

C

.

.

-i

000

1

£495

it

2T MACHINES
Sony PCMR 500 DAT

-'

Studer S37
Studer

4

.

..

í

£850

NEW
r

f395

i

£1.295
.

Sluder

'

£18 500
£18 500
£17 500

f200

37 - tube mid amp eq comp,'JEW' A total peach of a unit
- fantastic valve limiter

mono compressor
D8X ''0- rack - lU rack w 2 n 902 de essers
Focusrite RED 7 - mie amp dynamics
201

295

f2

995

£250

£350

(1.295

dual gale

.

TC

D

'69 XR

:

".'8

ran.nm

1695

£695

1395

'hannei compressor

C450

£195 ea

MICROPHONES
Neumann

£3 500

AKG 451 kits

Sony'

£450

Urei

C750

E200

2

- comprising 2 e 451 bodies
capsules. 2 VR1 tubes and clips
Flight -cased and lovely _
SennNeiser MKH 50 - super Cardrord Mk-

A

1175 ea
£125

r,

-

CK8 capsules

-

0400 ea

i

FX EQUIPMENT

-"

12

AMS RMX 16

'

AMS Keyboard Interface
AMS 15 80S

M200

TC

7290

-

C2.500
C2

Priorin controlei

t t''

dual

AMS 1580SO
TC

mens

As above 9 meins

£1

250

Schoeps M221 b - with 934 capsule Sweet AC
e 2 available
£595 ea
Octave 319 in lovely black plastic case
[225
Octava MK 012 - wr3 capsules NEW
1250
Lomo r9Á19 Russian valve uric stunning.
£795
'

f125

Shure

750

Shure

£995

delay coming soon

£700

with white remote

'00

-

Cl

500

Time compressonharmon.

ernal 90

'

EMT

'

.

20 seconds sampling

£1.995

th 250 Software totally unique

MOR

I.nital reverb

Eventide

i.i

MDB

955

profanity delay DUMP

16 6.1

'

909 As above but sounds crap. Brad
',nod looking son of a gun

;e

cameo r'.eo

as

sass

£3.995

l

£650
£89

MONITORING
Genelec'

-

Genelec

.

Genelec 1025'

'

2 x 15

3

£895
£925
995
with
£7
speakers
amps

Tannoy 5sper Reds pair 15 big boys
DynAudio M3 coming soon

Dynaudio
Apogee 4

-

M1 speakers Lovely

. SSM system .

controller

Apogee ÁE1 pair

£150

Rogers -O

£150

Threshold

0100

(triad 552

3

1495

[795

con.erter

1000 cc Ashtray intact as us
r.. Michael Caine in the Italian lo'
£2.000
people knot. hat
-

'.

i

GPO

r6 MOM

lane'

. 8 . psu male
metering for RGB monitor

Audioscope

Focusrrt-

fl

tads. various

Drake OA switching iL-

Red 0

n

p h

£495

.

£call

Rackenbacker

£50

This is just a selection of what is currently in
stock. or available. many items are sold before
we have a chance to put them on the list'
If you are looking for anything specific call or
fax to be put on the database Similar

equipment always wanted. part exchange
welcome
We are also dealers for a wide range of new
equipment including Focusnte TC Electronic.
AMS -Neve. SSL. API. Studer-Revox. Amek.
AKG. Tube -tech. Manley Soundcrah. Smart
Research. TLA. Genelec. Eventide. Tascam
DA 88 Panasonic DAT etc
All prices are in C Sterling and unless for export
exclude the dreaded VAT at the prevailing rate
qn items

subject to availability

E 8

0

E

"

£79

£250

broaa

NEW

Lexicon 224

'

Loma

OA

-

£495

.:
-

AMS

t'"

£500

28 band graphic'analyser.

Aphex

no

Richards

£595

vocal stresser You need it

-

n,ialcasi .irntaore

-

Theta pc

£225

Klark Teknik ON 360 ' dual 30 band graphic
Klark Teknik ON 410 - dual paralytic 5 b eg
A 8 D
'60X -RS dual Comae'
8

X43

ea

C1

XT

AUG

Studer

ride card

-

C175

RCA BA6C

AKG

£295

'

Publison

Studer Á82024T -20
maintained E.
Studer A820 241 - 2 650 nrs SSL interlace
Studer A820 24T 4 500 his SSL interlace

a

£2 249

above
1073 noise gate

Avalon

£895

£195

Sbnlr

IO

size of

-

f995

£250

Studer

lexicon

MULTITRACKS

similar

.

: 58

Cl 500

r

Studer

Studer

Neve

EMT

'

C895

:

Studer -

t

A

NEW

-

Panasonic SV 3800 PAT
Sony PCM 2500

Neve

Classic re issue eric amp
NEW
.

Drawmer OS

old Dom, .: :ou

.

2t

588 '60
£3 500
E1

Dolby SP 24 24 Dloaded in MTR pent
Dolby M16

£495

MISCELLANEOUS

OUTBOARD
Neve

£17 500

rri

Mitsubishi 850 320 rent
Timeline Lynx Lynx t ,

::

C70 000

Fikiiiffgs

T

'

s

.

WO.

Tascam

£7 000

'

eoolllew5 s

Worldwide

24T with remote locate

16

-

..

SSL 6064E

20

:

Spectra M8 call for spec
liofile M16 Spectra 8h. v 11 09
1

£25.000
64 channels G compus
60 mono 4 stereo. Plasmas grog eq
C1 t 0 000
SSE 4056E G - 48 mono 4 stereo all G
VU metering Excellent
£95 000
SSL :'56ErG . 56 Im 56 fitted VU metennc
RHPD
£90 000
SSL 116 20'4. 16 mono 4 stereo 8 IMO s
lynamics ext P b
£15 000
Trident `.'ector 432 . 46 channels in line
.rics modules film panning 32 buss £25 000
Calrec 12,32 1986. 4b eq same as UA 8000 - u PB 8 groupies
£30 000
Soundcraft 3200 top of range 32 n 24 h ..
2000 moving fader a..'£21 000
SounderaO TS 12 - 28 frame
£3 500
Amek Hendrix - 40 frame 22 lit;. . .
Supemue Auto 3 extra patch bays
£15 000
Amen BIG -401m 28 mono 4 stern,
Auto Recall Clean no VD
£9 995
DDA DCM 232. Top of range m line DDA.
56 frame 56 fitted Uptown 200 moving fade
auto Plasma metering 144 extra tie lines
C37. 000
DOA AMR 24 early version 28 channels
C14. 000
Yamaha P1.16
Ccall
i

ofthe;
;Best

g'c

244 narrow audio rem

Otan MX 80

26L software can on racked

(call

condition
16995
Neve st 06 consoles configured to customer
hems details on request
£call
Neve '04- PPM s 3 buckets 16.24 all
C10.000
AMS _ngq 3 - Spectra M8 call for full spec
Ccall

,:,.D

'Ht7t

FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333

PHONE +44 (0) 1225 447222

TOYSHOP
%eatllng

EQUIPMENT LIST

USED

AUDIQ

citlalopelslo

£600
£can

£795 pr
£995
1495
£150

VISA. Mastercard. Access. Eurocard and AMEX
accepted
(A small surcharge applies to most credit card
transactions)

Audio Toyshop Ltd
Tel: +44(0)1225 447222.
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333.
E

-mail: toyboysäaudio- toyshop.co.uk

7s - nu amps
- '700 power amps Enormous £2.500 pr
spec 521
£395

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

visa

p

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

MARK THOMPSON, HELEN RIDER, STEVE LANE, CLIVE RICHARDS, JULIAN BEESTON,
CASSANDRA VEITCH -JONES, DAVID WAY and everyone else at FUNKY JUNK, BOFFIN
ISLAND & FUNKEYS genuinely thank all our friends and customers around the world for
making 1997 yet another frantic, successful and fascinating year.
As usual, we will not be sending many Christmas cards but instead making a donation to
SHELTER, the charity for the homeless (Registered Charity No. 263710) and invite you to
do the same. For further information contact either Cassandra Jones at Funky or SHELTER
direct on 0171 505 2068.

We look forward to seeing you or speaking to you in 1998, and hope this is
and progress for all.

JJ

(J _

i

1

I

a

year of peace

1

wORLDWI

ED

DELIVERY
I

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT!!
Oi

CALL NOW FOR THE LATEST LIST OF USED GEAR ON

OR FAX US YOUR ORDER ON
OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT

...........

f J 4V q6u
J
J706

O142 4VJ

http://www.tlaudio.comk/used.htir

products and services
1000 CD Albums £999 + VAT!
(from EQ DAT and separated artwork on film)
includes

4 page booklet. 2 colour on -body print and case.
Digital Editing /DSP £25 per hr. CD Mastering to Exabyte DDP.
Sleeve Design, Cassette Duplication. Vinyl: Call for details.

Wiring

A B Cable and

01992 -505001

A Wide Range Of Cabling & Wiring

Sound
Insurance

To

Mark Griffin Furniture

CABLE ASSEMBLIES
GENERAL ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLIES
RACK & FRAME WIRING
BROADCAST INSTALLATIONS
COMPUTER CABLING
COMPUTER NETWORK
INSTALLATION

CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

PHONE KEVIN HARDING FOR
YOUR FREE QUOTATION

'

'

HENCILLA CANWORTH
INSURANCE GROUP

ANDOVER

0181 686 5050
/)i's/ ,n

Ilrr(I

ill\rillltuiun

Vnlut'

rI/

llh

/ill;.

FAX

(Uhl tlrr('v1ol'i('s

(01264) 337721

Please call for a brochure
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, Lower Farm,
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU. UK.
Tel: 01865 300171 Fax: 01865 303071

Need U.S. production of your
audio or ROM product?
CD AUDIO CD -ROl.I Rephcallun
Vinyl Records - 12" & 7" with DMM Mastering
Neve DTC.& Sonic Solutions Digital PreMasterfng
Lyrec Dolby FIX Pro Cassette Duplication
Graphics Design & Printing

UNIT 8 WALWORTH ENTERPRISE CENTRE.
DUKE CLOSE. WALWORTH IND EST.. ANDOVER

.'_' ;AL

t .''ew

Control Roonl

\ \h.nrm cl air v.dr of
ontml room can hcnetn moon the design principle.
of the liar Sound Scattering none.
Indeed of rel mg on creating a reflection tree zone. In
Mo. new cii111guranuu of room the ullwarned reflection.
are masked hs man randonrired low lescl rcllecuor_
Haim the from of the romp. allowing cmmstemh acrm
ie.ponsc and imaging throughout the runnl regardlc..

All Manufacturing In- House, Since 1977

EUROPADISK LTD
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013
(212) 2264401 (800) 45 5 -8 555 FAX 12121 226 -8672

equipment Ia)nut.
This mean. that

%ers diltcrenl room. can he made
IJrnuc:d. Pros 'ding the closest thing act
'rrellce monitoring.
,rriau% about your nett' control ruions.
lm

DAT SERVICE CENTRE
,rcoi dc's U,at ,ccord .md y,dybace peilcctly n,.my fail
to meet the Sony DAT specification. As a result tapes may
"sound different" or even produce glitches when played back
on another machine.
Eveii DAT

guarantee confidence. have your machine professionally
calibrated by Music Lab. Complete calibration. service and
epair facilities from C75 plus VAT. Contar laoa, Sullivan for
calibration prices/quotations on most i,

(01264) 334076

UND GENERATION"

Insurance House,
27/29 Brighton Road,
South Croydon CR2 6EB

To

Meet Every Customer's Needs

PANEL WIRING

u

dwuld

be aolkirrx to

ANDREW

J

PARRY

MO=

on 016/ S6/ 0857
ELECTROACOUSTIC

IUCeI^

'
Tel: 0171 388 5392 Fax: 0171 388 1953

C

CONTACT MICROPHONES

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS

FOR DETAILS CONTACT US ON:
TEL (01428) 658775
FAX: (01428) 658438
http: /'www.c -ducer demon.co.uk

AMPEX- BASF-MAXELL -3M- SONY -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR
Spools. boxes. blades. splicing and leader tape
C1 120 labels. library cases. inlay cards
Bulk audio C -Os. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges

:ustom wound cassettes

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES
Shentonfield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660

Lockwood Audio

FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

International
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Studio Design

Nil
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SPARES AND REPAIRS

I

Long established dealer ln used equipment
and records

'

tele: +44 (0) 1743 356161
fax +44 (0) 1743 359292
mobile:
0385 586079
e mai l: 100714.267 3 c/Dcompuserve. corn

Phone: +44 (0) 181

-

+44 (0) 181

-

Fax:

207 4472
207 5283

:

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes.
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11

Brittania Way. Stanwell. Staines.
Middy TW19 7HJ

TEL: 01784 256046

'STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE
On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer
As continuous roll with holes for dot- matrix printers.

Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

ú.

(01795) 428425 Fax (01795) 422365

wo.m

.ae wec
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www

sunenas' ro uwanem
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Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
Sdtingbourne. Kent ME10 3RS England
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US: You're surrounded
Standing on the threshold of a brave new surround world, proaudio is developing new marketing strategies writes Dan Daley
OR ONCE, the journalists get some

mileage out of a story before the principals in the story themselves do. For
the most part, anyway. That's the deal
with surround audio, which at a time
when the studio business is still a bit on the
ropes, holds forth a tantalising promise of
profit. Or does it?
It all depends on how you look at it. Surround is different things to different people
over here. The engineers who have had the
opportunity to do surround mixes are ecstatic.
For them, it's like discovering a new world, a
3- dimensional one. where the rules are few
and mostly made up by the players as they go
along. If you're fortunate enough to be mixing
for one of the major contenders in the surround game, all the better, since theyre paying top dollar to have certain masters remixed
for surround release as part of the marketing
strategies for licensing their proprietary technologies. If that's the most lucrative assignments that a few lucky engineers get for
surround at the moment, the largess will likely
be spread around a hit more widely as record
companies -who, like everyone else, really
don't have any clue as to whether consumers

will demand surround music releases in sufficient numbers to justify their costs-start
stockpiling alternative surround mixes of
almost everything just in case. At the very
least, it should keep more than a few engineers in the studio for an extra week or two
per project.
As for the patent holders of these surround
technologies-most notably Dolby and DTS,
but who are being joined by other contenders-their rewards are already in the
pipeline as far as movies are concerned, and
they're using some of those profits to proselytise those schemes into more consumer playback systems, where licenses will pay them
hack for years to come.
Equipment manufacturers love the notion
of surround since it will sell more gear-particularly speakers. Think about it: a typical discrete 5.1 systems requires three times as many
speakers as your conventional mix room monitoring configuration, not to mention at least
twice as many pieces of certain outboard
equipment like compressors and effects, and
not to also mention the hybrid technologies
that are already appearing as appendages to
surround systems.

Europe: Testing times
The difficulties of agreeing a standard for DVD -Audio are being

compounded by disagreements over watermarking writes Barry
WO IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS
for the recording industry appeared
during the month of November.
Despite protests from the record
companies, the IFPI and RIAA confirmed that their International Steering Committee could not honour the promise to test
competing DVD -Audio systems. At the same
time the IFPI finished vetting proposals for
audio watermarking systems. and passed
them on to the independent TNO Laboratories in Holland for testing under the European Esprit project called Muse. If these tests
aren't also abandoned, results are now
expected during the first quarter of 1998.
The DVD Forum has its own team of
experts, the Data Hiding Subgroup, working
in Los Angeles on similar tests.
The ISC underestimated the difficulty of
finding a test method that satisfies the audio
industry, which itself has never been able to
agree on the best way to judge sound quality.
The Committee did not foresee the heavy political and commercials agendas which create disagreement on what system is best even within
record companies and between their own
artists. North America's draconian anti -trust
laws stop business competitors collaborating.
'Abandoning centralised listening tests does
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not mean that the introduction of DVD -Audio
will be slowed,' say the IFPI and RIAA. Far
from it. Sony has already said it will launch
DSD in 1999, to try and create a de facto standard. You can be sure that the PCM supporters, like Pioneer, will match the date. The ISC
hopes vaguely that, the availability of a number of sound formats need not result in separate DVD players in the marketplace'. Having
failed even to try and set a standard, the ISC
now, cheekily, says the electronics industry
should develop a DVD Audio player that automatically self- adjusts to whatever disc standard
the owner tries to play on it. The IFPI has for
ten years been promoting the use of ISRC,
International Standard Recording Codes,
which can be buried in the digital bit stream of
the CD. But the ISRC code is lost as soon as
the music is converted into analogue sound or
another digital code format. The target now is
to mark the sound itself, so that its source can
be identified after digital- analogue- digital conversion, copying and transmission over the
Internet. The IFPI is believed to be referring
eight rival proposals to TNO for testing.
Because the tests are confidential, the only
details available are those released by the
companies that are taking part in the tests. US
company Arbitron took over Abbey Road in

This brings us to the studios; how will they
fare with surround? Mastering, a black art by
nature, is even more opaque when it comes to

multichannel audio. Discrete multichannel
mastering will give the upper strata of mastering facilities a new upper hand, at least for a
while, to counterbalance the proliferation of
mid -level mastering facilities that sprouted in
the wake of the independent record rage of
the early- 1990s. It's also the kind of technology that will help justify the triple-digit hourly
rates that upscale mastering houses had come
to expect.
For the average recording studio, though,
surround is a bit more of a slippery slope. It
will be a chimera for some, a quick and apparently easy new service to offer that won't cost
as much as a new console. Not nearly as
much; if it looks to many like all it takes to
enter the surround sweepstakes is three or
four more speakers and a few new amps,
they're right. In fact, in the current fluid environment of surround mixing rules, the less formal the arrangement. the better, allowing
engineers to place the surround speakers
where they want to create custom soundfields.
But at some point, style will become as
important as substance. It always does, and it
will be in the trenches of the conventional studio that this will first take place. For starters, it
will be as impossible to keep enough different
types of speakers on hand to satisfy all tastes,
so adroit marketing by manufacturers-which
is already under way
going to inject a fashion element into the surround game, possible

-is

London recently to demonstrate one of the
selected systems, Critical Band Encoding Technology. What makes CBET particularly interesting is that it was developed in cooperation
with Martin Marietta, the US aerospace company which had been working for the US Government on methods
of recognising
submarines by their audible signature. Martin
Marietta's team even included Russian scientists who had previously been snooping on US
submarines. In a neat twist of irony. Arbitron
was demonstrating in the same studio at
Abbey Road where ten years ago CBS had
tried to convince the audio press and industry
that its Copycode system was inaudible and
robust. Whereas Copycode sucked notches
out of the sound to add an identity signature,
CEBT adds a spread of acoustically masked
noise code.

Arbitron heard by chance that Martin Marietta had written digital signal processing software to strip submarine sound from ocean
noise. Says Ronald Kolessar, Arbitron's Director of Technology: 'The military treats the submarine as wanted sound, buried in noise. For
our system the music is the noise, and the
label is the wanted sound. But we cannot let
the label spoil the noise.' The CBET encoder
uses similar DSP software to monitor music in
the frequency hand lkHz-3kHz, which contains most of the useful energy and is passed
by even the most low-fi radio or phone system. The coder has an armoury of 1026 different combinations of frequencies, each of
which conveys a digital symbol. In switched
combination the markers convey the ISRC
code. The symbols are added in 0.5s bursts,
with their frequencies matched to the music
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causing the kind of equipment scramble
familiar to anyone who was in a studio in
the early days of MIDI and digital signal
processors. This will likely be followed by
the need to dress the physical surround
environment up, the prospect of which is
already making studio designers happy. It
won't be long before what looked like a
cheap entry fee to a new theme park begins
to get costly.
That said, though, there is, perhaps, more
opportunity for studios in surround -and on
more of a level playing field -than has been
seen in years in this business. Those who
choose well and wisely could prosper in the
most effective way possible in the studio
business-by building a lasting perception of
being foremost in a field. With the right kind
of nurturing of this new service, a facility
could quickly reach the critical mass number
of successful productions in the surround
market to give it a significant perceptual
edge. That's the lesson of marketing in general, whether it's in the studio business or
any other. But the interesting thing in this
instance, I think, is that the advent of surround is the first time a new and widespread
service has come into the studio business
after the consciousness of the industry had
been raised as it pertains to marketing. Now
that studios know that perceptions can count
as much as realities, it should be interesting
to see how differently many of them go
about projecting three new speakers to their
customers. Gentlemen, start your engines.

frequencies but always at lower levels. So
the music always masks the marker, because
at any given frequency it is always louder.
DSP chips in the decoder are programmed to
look for the predetermined burst and frequency patterns, while ignoring the changing
sound of the music.
If the music is quiet and subtle, the label
must be at very low level, and the decoder
builds positive recognition over several seconds. For brash pop, the marker can be
stronger and more quickly recognised. So
the system could, perhaps, also be used to
prove the source of snatched samples. With
Copycode it was easy-even the most cloth eared listener could hear what the system did
to pure tones near the notched frequency.
Arbitron gave A-B demonstrations of the
Peter Gabriel-Kate Bush duet 'Don't Give
Up', from the CD album So. No differences
were immediately audible, and the decoder
reliably recognised the marker.
If the IFPI, TNO and DVD Forum now
have to compare more than half a dozen systems which all work as well as CBET, then
declaring any one the outright winner will he
an impossible task. But without an agreed
common standard, the music and broadcast
industry will not adopt any system.
The most constructive outcome may be for
the testers to recommend several rival systems, the record industry then encouraging
the winning developers to work together on
a single standard. More likely, though, there
will be no agreed standard and the record
companies will continue to complain that
they cannot prove their music has been transmitted and copied without authorisation.
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Insurance: the mark
of a professional
Widely regarded as one of life's little necessary evils, your ability
to secure life insurance can be an indictment of your professional

lifestyle, writes Kevin Hilton
A YOUNGER person I used to go
hobby
caving and rock climbing
I discovered to be fail -safe means of
getting rid of door -to-door insurance
salesmen whose brief precluded
recruiting those with a death wish. With certain occupations. however, it can be difficult
getting any kind of insurance. A few years
ago I was arranging contents cover for a new
flat; when the company found out that I was
a journalist, there were questions about
whether I visited 'dangerous' places. Sadly
I had to admit that the most dangerous place
I was expecting to go to was the registration
hall on the first day of IBC.
So I find myself finding new ways of
describing what I do for a living: 'writer' is a
more acceptable title than 'journalist'. (I have
found that it is best to use the alternative in
social situations as well. as people now
regard journalists as a category only just
above grave robbers). For others it is not so
simple to disguise what they do; there is, for
example, no easy alternative for freelance TV
news camera operators, people who often
find themselves in the midst of life-threatening situations and who
cannot get insured to
save anyone's life.
was
This
fact
brought sharply into
focus at the recent
Rory Peck Awards,
held in London and
supported by such
broadcasters as BBC
World and CNN International. The Trust
was set up by the family of the highly
respected news cameraman who was
killed on assignment,
with the intention of
providing support for families in similar circumstances and to recognise the work of
freelance news gatherers.
This year's Award. sponsored again by
Sony Broadcast Europe. was won by Shams
Odeh for his coverage for Reuters TV of
clashes between Israeli troops and Palestinian
police and civilians on the West Bank and
Gaza Strip in September 1996. Part of the ceremony was given over as a tribute to one of
the most flamboyant freelance news cameramen, Mo Amin, who died last year in somewhat ironic circumstances.
Having worked on some of the most dangerous assignments in the last 20 years,
including one in which he lost an arm, he
was killed in an on -going news story, as a
passenger on a hijacked airplane that crashed
into the ocean. Michael Buerk, the BBC
reporter who worked with Amin on coverage

-a

of the Ethiopian famine (which inspired Live
Aid), said he appeared almost indestructible,
a reasonable conclusion given how much the
man had survived.
It is almost irrelevant to say that those
such as Mo Amin and Rory Peck lived right
on the edge in their pursuit of a story; sure it
was their choice, but in doing it they should
have had the best possible kinds of support.
One of these should be insurance, if only to
lessen the blow to their families if tragedy
falls. This is now a possibility. During the
Awards, the BBC and CNN announced that
pressure was being put on insurance companies to provide basic training and cover for
freelance camera operators.
In all this, equipment and technology has
a place. In the keynote speech, Peter Annett,
a CNN anchor, said that his colleagues were
'increasingly bearing the brunt of coverage'
because rates were being pushed down and
the onus was on freelancers to buy their
own gear. In an essay for the Rory Peck
Trust web -site, Ted Taylor, director of technology at UK news organisation ITN, writes
that camcorders based on half-inch tape
'have done little to
address the weight and
bulk issues which are
of perennial concern
to cameramen and
women.' He continues
that the use of 6mm
cassettes has made
units smaller, lighter
and more affordable.
Such advances have
meant that the term
'film crew' is becoming
redunincreasingly
dant; there is now less
need for so many people to be involved in
location productions,
while the equipment is infinitely more transportable. But this may have brought some
of the dangers faced by today's freelancers.
In 1990 I interviewed director of photography Barry Noakes, who voiced concern for
the well-being of camera crews and criticised the use of one -piece camcorders.
Bemoaning the loss of camera assistants, he
said, 'If you're filming in somewhere like
Beirut, the sound man becomes your eyes.
You rely on him to stop you walking in the
way of bullets'.
This is sometimes not enough: during the
mortar attack in which Mo Amin lost an arm,
his sound recordist was killed. As the conflict
in the former Yugoslavia has shown, little
badges proclaiming 'press' are not shields to
gun fire. It is a tragedy in itself that those
hack at base behind the safe desks are not
always aware of this.
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Digital audio recording

MI)
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Digital recording is part of the landscape now but many myths surrounding
its working still abound. John Watkinson sets the record straight

0

\(,1'. A1I)1O has lure
digitised. it hewn es data
in the form of binary
numbers. The quality of the
sound is limited by the sampling
rate. which determines the hand width. the wordlength. which
limits the SNR and the skill of the
designer. which determines how
close a practical device can come
to the limits. In other words after
an A -I) convenor. the damage
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know what these data represent
Hence the possibility of plavin.,
CD -RO\Is and audio CDs on the
same drive, or recording digital
audio and digital video on the
same heads and tracks in a digi-

significantly worse.
As the quality is determined in
the A-D convertor and Io a lesser
extent the D -A convertor. it

been dune. The
las .i¡lead%
advantage of this approach is
that the audio signal is now discrete and in a well- engineered
system no more damage need
occur to it anywhere. ever.
Of course we can't hear this
audio signal without going
through a D-A cunyenor. but the
D-A is less of a problem. As the
A -D determined the quality. a
Well-engineered D-A won't make

it

means that the rest of the system
doesn't have a sound quality provided it doesn't corrupt any of
the binary values.
In fact. there is no such thing
as a digital audio recorder. The
recording consists of data and
the recording mechanism doesn't
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Consequently. any recording
technology which can exist in
LW() states will do. It can he magnetic. optical. disk or tape. The
recording could equally be made
by a flock of trained woodpeckers or you could leave a pattern
of house bricks all over a football
field. With this much freedom.
the choice of medium is made on
other grounds. because they all
sound the same. For rapid
access. choose a disk: for low cost archiving. choose tape. For
sheer entertainment value. go for
the waxxlpeckers. Around 16.0)1)
of them could record digital
audio in real time.
A digital audio recorder is any
data recorder that has sufficient
data integrity coupled to audiofriendly interfaces. Fig.1 shows
what a recorder looks like. Analogue inputs find an A -D convertor a i. AES -FBt digital inputs
bypass that. In forth cases there is
an unbroken real -time sample
stream thl at a constant sampling
typically -+ttkHz. This is a
pain to record. so it is time compressed tel. Samples are written
into RANI as they arrive. but are
read out with a taster clock so
they are squeezed together
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Fig.1: Important bits of digital audio recording -see text
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to insert addresses and error -correcting
words (e) into the bitstream.
Separate hocks are much easier to record
on discontinuous media such as hard disks (f)
and rotary head formats such as DAT (g).
On replay. the time compression needs to
be reversed. This is done with a second
RAM (h) called a timehase corrector. which
is read out with a stable dock from a crystal. If this is done properly. the time base
stability of the storage medium is completely
decoupled from the tintrhase of the audio
sample output (i). Thus a digital audio
recorder doesn't have wow and flutter.
unless there is something wrong with it.
Note that the timebase accuracy of the

tintrhase corrector is only sufficient to produce an AES -EBU output with high data
integrity. It categorically does not mean the
clock or the data stream are stable enough
to drive a DA convertor. The DA must
have its own cock reconstruction system (j)
so that only the sample values affect the output Nva vefornt. not the sample timing or jitter. do it is possible to bypass the recorder
completely ( k without any change in sound
quality. Clearly it the sound quality doesn't
change when the recorder is bypassed. the
recorder doesn't have a quality.
I find it pretty hilarious that
people still
do listening tests on different digital audio
recorders and formats. If any differences can
be heard with the same data through the
saute DA convertor. and they often can
with real equipment, there's something
wrong. The trouble with statements like this
is that they can only be said once. and this
is unacceptable when it is necessary to continue to fill the pages of Iii -fi magazines. The
practical solution reached is that the foregoing theory simply doesn't apply to hi -fi journalists who find it exciting to suspend the
laws of physics for a good yarn. I don't have
a problem with that at all. provided the
reader knows where reality gets off and science fiction conies in.
Back on earth. the digital recorder simply
has to record and recover data without
changing any of the numbers. As error -free
media don't exist except under Stalin. this
can only be done with the help of error correction systems. There isn't space to explain
how error correction works here. but its
probably more important to the user to
know what it does. As one record producer
actually said: 'All I know about Reed Solomon is that it allows me to throw up on
the medium'.
Prior to recording. the data have check
words. known as redundancy, added. On
replay. the check words are compared with
the data and if the discrepancy is within certain limits, the missing values can he calculated and the erroneous samples can be
replaced. Now there's no difference
between the value 26.123 which was never
wrong and the value of 26.123 which was
corrupted to 26,10' and then put back to
26.123, so people who claim to he able to
hear error correction working have either a
good imagination or poor equipment
-which it is doesn't interest rite.
An infinitely powerful error -correction
system would be great. Imagine taking the
)

CD out half -played and the machine finishes
playing it. Don't get excited. it's not going to
happen. Error correction systems have finite
power which is enough for most circumstances. On a bad day there will be too many
errors. Suppose your DAT tape has been left
in the Ixxtt of the car all night and it's freezing when it's put in the machine. The tape
condenses and the head starts water skiing.
Suppose your CD has just too man' fingerprints on it.
In this case, the capacity of the error correction system[ will he exceeded and calculation of the missing values is impossible. In

order

to degrade gracefully, practical
machines switch to concealing the errors.
Concealment consists of estimating what the
missing samples might have been from those
that are left. Clearly it's not perfect, hut if the
value of 26.123 is lost. it's better to have the
machine guess at 25.997 than to reproduce
the erroneous value of 2.221 which would
put a massive click in the waveform.
Fig.2 shoes that concealment is made
possible by re- ordering the samples so that
odd samples and even samples are recorded
in different places on the medium. If a
dropout does a lot of damage. after putting
the samples back in the right order the result
'will be that only, say. <xld samples are lost
at one point. The even samples can then he
interpolated to estimate the value of the
missing samples.
Concealment like this was used in the Ferrite Age (c.1982) to allow digital tapes to be
edited by splicing. The splice did the recording no goo(' at all, but the mess was concealed using a huge odd -even shift. Naturally
manufacturers provided splice editing
because users asked for it. The manufacturers said. 'do you want digital tapes to be
splice editable ??', and everyone said. 'Yes!'.
It's a pity the manufacturers didn't say. chow
that fast. alterable. sample-accurate electronic editing is feasible do you still want
people playing with razor blades ?'. It must
have been the origin of Blood on the Tracks.
Concealment isn't perfect and so it can
be audible, whereas correction is perfect
and isn't audible. All practical digital audio
formats are designed so that the error correction handles all of the errors in normal
operation. Concealments should he negligible. In practice digital recorders degrade in
service. Tape heads get dirty and wear,
focus circuits drift and lasers wear out.
causing the raw error rate to rise. With an
error correction system. the correction just
works harder and there's no audible result
until the power of the correction is
exceeded and it dies.
This is dangerous. as you have no idea
when a digital recorder is going to clic just
by listening to it. The only safe option is to
display the rate at which corrections are
being made. compared to the maximum correction rate possible. This allows a tangible
assessment of how well the machine is
operating. In fact this is such an important
requirement that I would say a machine
without some kind of error correction rate
display simply isn't professional. In hll error
correction systems the necessary information exists within the processing. ,o it's only
a matter ( d mulcting the display.
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Channel Insert Points
Channel Direct Outputs

Adjustable Limiters on each Input

Auxiliaries
Switchable
2

FILM

SOUND MIXER

After years of research the design
team that produced some of the
most successful portable mixers
in the

world

has developed

the definitive mixer for
Film Sound Recordists.
You can take for granted the
features and qualities that have
made Audio Developments
famous world -wide for
sound quality and ruggedness
so here are some extra features
you will find especially useful.

Hall Lane, Walsall Wood,
Walsall, West Midlands WS9 9AU.
Telephone 01543 375351 Fax 01543 361051
Email sales @audio.co.uk support @audio.co.uk
Web Site http: / /www.audio.co.uk

- Pre /Post Fader

Choice of Routing Formats,
either 2 Groups + 2 Auxiliaries
or 4 Groups
2

Communications Channels with

Balanced Return

Private Line

Comprehensive M -S Facilities in
Main and Monitor Path

Multiway Connectors for Outputs
and Returns
Unbalanced Output for Dat Recording

Remote Start
and more.
IF YOU WANT TO TRY BEFORE YOU BUY
HIRE AN AD 149 FROM
UK Bettersound

London
0171 836 0033.
0181 940 6077.
Richmond Film Services
AUSTRALIA Audio Sound Centre - Sydney 9901 4455.
CANADA ASC Canada - Toronto 416 251 5409.
GERMANY Ambient Recording - Munich 89651 8535.
SWEDEN Joson AB - Stockholm 667 5920.
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The critìcs agree

the Audix Nile V are..
'Sumptuous, possibly the nicest sounding monitors
I've heard this side of a King's ransom"
Ail,( ßatzdoi/. Recording Magazine

"Impressive... there are few models in its price bracket
that offer such excellent imaging"
-George Petersen. Mix Magazine
"Really impressive... incredibly smooth and well balanced from highs to lows...
the NileV is a speaker you can live with day in and day out"
Brute /itl/t/r/t, Pro Audio Review
"Gorgeous... with a well defined bottom end... and a high end that's silky.'

-Bobby

('k»si//sI'i.

EQ

Magazine

Engineers everywhere are listening to Audix Nile V's. These speakers are turning heads in studios \yith their natural sound, outstanding detail ail(' compact size. The Audix Nile V's minimize ear fatigue
with a silky smooth midrange between 3- 5kllz. You won't hear the
' honk' other near-field speakers produce.
Audix Nile V's are constructed with a handmade ?" Kolar long
throw woofer hind a 1" softdome tweeter. Every woofer fund tweeter
are matched with a custom crossover and front ported cabinet for
the most bahunced sound possible.
"

Best of all, you won't need a king's ransom to move up to the nearfield monitors that editors are raving about!

Audix Nile

Call your local authorsied Audix

V
fCCIrICTIOMf
('2d/il
I00 - 3.50 wafts

frequency range
power rapacity
nominal impedance
sensitivity
crossover- frequency

Audix Studio Monitors

8 ohms
90 Uc@/rn)

+1

923 1892.

what you've been missing

9730 SW Hillman Court, Suite 620, Wilsonville, OR 97070 USA
714 588 8072 phone, +1 714 588 8172 fax, http: //vnvw.oudixusa.com

Sil' London

For further information contact S(% London. 6 -24 Southgate Road London NI
Tel: OI71
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Trouble in paradise
With the rise in interest in audio -only surround production, issues such as centre -channel. low frequency
and mutual coupling arise. Philip Newell and Keith Holland offer some critical observations
\lAI \sl lay \I
rH
music-only surround
looming
ewer nearer.
I'1.11
the audiophiles' microscopes will
soon he brought to hear. Fivechannel or 5.1- channel surround
frees us from many of the limitations of stereo and offers us a
new range of possibilities. but it
does bring along its own problems. one of which is the optimisation of hog' to reproduce the
low frequencies most accurately.
In discrete 5-channel surround. we have i possible low frequency sound sources: left.
centre. and right front. and two
rear loudspeakers. In relatively
anechoic listening conditions. as
would seem to be optimum for
the
frequency
surround.
response at the listening position
would largely be that of the axial
response of each loudspeaker
for any sound source routed to
one loudspeaker only. One of
the beauties of surround is that it
I

Too many people
have seen stereo as
a simple solution to
everything, whereas
in reality. it is actually

complex solution
to very little. The
complexity of stereo
pales when compared
to the complexity
of the interactions
between surround
loudspeakers
a

offers a discrete centre -front
channel. which not only anchors
that sound positionally. but
gives us a more predictable
reproduction in a variety of listening conditions.
A mu no source drives a room
in a much simpler manner than a
stereo source as there is much
less interaction with the complex
metal patterns. but even in an
anechoic chamber. or an other
free -field listening conditions.
two sources cannot give a uniform response except on the centre -line which runs between
them. A perfect single source of
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low frequencies. in a perfect!
anechoic chamber. would produce a frequency response as
shown in Fig.!, and would have
a polar pattern as shown in Fig.2.
If we were to replace our single
source with a pair of sources. in
order to derive :t phantom centre
image. then we would still
achieve the frequency response
of Fig,1 on the centre line
between the sources. However. if
we were to move off axis. then
the responses typical of those
shown in Fig.3 would result. This
is because the path- length differences to the ttwo loudspeakers
would cause comb filtering. as
different frequencies arrived with
different phase relationships.
This fact is well known. but it is
highlighted by the quite startling
polar patterns shown in Fig. -t
which shows the combined polar
patterns for two loudspeakers
reproducing the same signal. at
the saute level. as would he the
case when reproducing a central
phantom image in stereo.
If we transfer our loudspeakers into a more typical set of listening conditions. such as would
be the case for most of the music
buying public, then room reelections. even on -axis. interfere in
such a sway that a response sontewhat like that shown in Fig.i
results. Only at low frequencies.
where the wavelengths are long.
does the interference remain
wholly constructive. The result is
a 3dB rise in low frequencies, up
to a frequency determined by the
distance between the loudspeakers. This is due to acoustic
mutual coupling between the
loudspeaker sources. where the
pressure produced by each loudspeaker superimposes itself on
the diaphragm of the other loudspeaker. As moving -coil cone
loudspeakers are constant- \ekicit\ sources, more work \will be
done when the added pressure
from the other loudspeaker is
resisted (in order to maintain
constant velocity). and more
work done will result in more
power being radiated as
the cones become more resistively loaded.
Except when listening on-axis
in anechoic monitoring conditions. we will perceive the
mutual coupling bass bost.
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Fig.3: Off-axis frequency response of a pair of 'perfect loudspeakers when
producing a central phantom image in an anechoic chamber

phenomenon as \\ c Pass through
the centre when panning
although on signals without
much low frequency content. this
may be of little relevance. In all
cases. the timbral quality will be
affected bw the inter-aural distance differences. which cause
cancellations around ?kHz. as
each ear receives sound via one
shorter and one longer path
length to each loudspeaker when
listening to a centre image. At the
leli ear the distance to the left
loudspeaker will be shorter than
that to the right loudspeaker by
typically aixxtt half a wavelength

-

(out of phase) at ?kHz. and Vice
versa for the right ear-see Fig.6.
We have learned to live with
these problems in stereo recording and reproduction, though
they are the cause of many sound
compatibility problems from one
environment to another. Too
many people have seen stereo as
a simple solution to everything t it
they rout only get it right).
whereas in reality, it is actually a
cuntplex solution to very little.
\cyenhetess. the complexity of
stereo pates when compared to
the complexity of the interactions
between surround loud
d
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speakers. Stereo supports
one phantom sound stage from
two loudspeakers: surround can
support 10 phantom sound
stages between any 2 of the 5
loudspeakers. and many more
when one signal is shared by 3.
4, or 5 loudspeakers.
As
the same rules of
acoustics apply in stereo and in
surround, we should consider a
situation where a signal is
panned into an in -room location-say by being fed to the
corner loudspeakers. The same
rules as for the plot shown in
Fig.5 apply, hut with 4 loudspeakers interacting. we get
the response in Fig.7. The
problem has clearly become
serious, as a 6dB low -frequency boost is unlikely to he
subjectively acceptable. What
is more, it is not possible to
'equalise as you pan', because
the upper limit of the boost is
dependent upon the distance
between the loudspeakers.
The response at different lis-

tening positions is also a greatly
variable factor for a signal panned
to the corner loudspeakers. Fig.8
shows the low -fi response plots
for a listener at two positions in a
room other than the centre
between the loudspeakers. Again,
the problems are significantly
worse than in the corresponding
situation for a stereo pair of loudspeakers. If such a 'creative' use
of surround sound is envisioned,
then the use of a single sub woofer is desirable.
There is still much discussion
about the subjective quality differences between the use of full range stereo loudspeakers, and
satellites and sub -woofers. It has
been my experience that separate
sources sound more natural, but
the difference reduces with the
frequency of crossover. For
stereo installations in discotheques, I prefer to restrict the sub woofers to frequencies below
80Hz. though to let them go
down to 15Hz or less: 100Hz
appears to be about the upper
limit before dislocation of the
respective sources becomes
apparent. On classical music,
though, when surround is used
to maximise the sensation of
being in a large hall, the LF wash
appears to be a rather important
aspect of the sensation of realism. It has also been noted that
with organ music recorded in
churches odd phase artefacts are
evident in the low frequencies,
which close in if a single sub woofer is used. I believe that a
more natural reproduction is
achieved by the use of separate
LF sources for each position of

the surround. but this only holds
true in listening environments
with well controlled low frequencies. As LF reflections increase.
the situation rapidly changes in
favour of the single sub- woofer
approach. From looking at Fig. and Fig.8. it is little wonder why
this should be the case.
We thus appear to have a situation whereby discrete low frequency sources can scale greater
heights of fidelity
recordings
are made and mixed with due
regard to the electro- acoustic
constraints of a 5- channel system.
If ignorance prevails, then a 5.1channel system is a safer option.
However, it should be noted that
due to mutual coupling and multiple- source effects. the optimum
electrical balance of a mix. at low
frequencies. will differ in the 5 or
5.1 formats. Let us consider what
is gex)d recording mixing practice within the 5- channel limits.

-if

Discrete low
frequency sources
can scale greater
heights of fidelity
if recordings are
mixed with due
regard to the
constraints of a
5- channel system.
If ignorance prevails,
then a 5.1- channel
system is a
safer option
The strength of surround
comes from it having 5 (or more)
discrete sources of sound. This
can be further enhanced by ceiling loudspeakers. but let us
restrict ourselves to the current
format. for now. The weakness
of surround comes in the number
of possible phantom stages that
can be supported -26 or so. The
question is; given 5 discrete
sources, do we need to use the
phantom sources for anything of
great importance. and. if so, can
we maximise the potential and
limit the damage? So much of the
compromise to stereo has been
as a result of trying to over
exploit what it had to offer. Similar greed in the use of surround
sound can earn even greater
grief potential. Surely the best
use of surround is to provide a 3channel stereo front sound stage
with ambience in the rear loudspeakers. Any centrally placed
instruments or voices. whether in
classical or more modern
»>

»
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music. should be fed
only to the centre -front channel.
\\e then have two possibilities
for the centre -to -left. and centre to right images. Vie can pan them
between left and right. as in conventional stereo. or we can pan
them between either side and
centre. Psychoacoustic considerations suggest that the former is
letter for on -the-centre -line listening positions. and the latter
for off- the -centre -line positions.
perhaps trading stability of the
image for some perceived clarity.
The subtended angle of the LR
pair could also have an influence
on the choice.
When single sub- woofers are
used it is often good practice to
mount them oft-centre. so that
low- frequency room modes are
not symmetrically driven. This
practice tends to cause more
peaks and dips in the overall
response in the room. but of less
severity than the fewer superimposed response irregularities
caused by symmetrical driving.
When this is done. I recommend
offsetting the sub -woofer to the
right. because in orchestral
music. this is where the basses
will he coning from. \loch has
been published. and much talk is
bandied about, on the subject of
the lack of directional information below 300Hz. hut this early
work was done with sine wanes.
In the case of music. arrival times
and the shapes of transient

vanefronts carry much directional and tin+bral information.
and I can guarantee that in
almost all cases, except in
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poor rooms. an
orchestral bass section on the
right with a sub-woofer on the
left \\ill not sound as natural as
with the sources co- located.
Obviously. with a centre -panned
bass guitar. the offset to the left
or right is immaterial. This is just
one of many aspects of low frequency reproduction to Ix taken
into account that are so often
ignored. And what of the case of
discrete rear-positioned instruments with a single front sub woofer?
Different
listening
positions cause unacceptable
arrival time differences. which
muddy the response. There are
many points which need to be
acoustically

considered

further

before

Launching recklessly into audio-

phile surround mixing.
Certainly in the cinema world.
it is relatively unusual for any
signal to be fed to the front and
surround loudspeakers simultaneously. except. perhaps. for an
explosion. or something similar.
where the full power of the
whole system is needed for
effect. Cinema people also tend
to refrain from putting discrete
images in the surround loudspeakers. because they do not
want people to be distracted
from the screen. It will almost
certainly be the exploitation of
such practices by the music -only
surround mixers which will cause
the greatest problems in surround compatibility. and the
greatest disappointments in their
domestic reproduction.
What the music -only mixers
must realise is that acoustic sum-

mation of the outputs of surround loudspeakers in non -ideal,
domestic circumstances, and the
electrical summations which they
will need for folddown into
stereo and mono can be wildly
different. if they do not fully
respect this fact, then they will
onh have their own ignorance to
blame when they find that their
surround mixes do not travel well
to other systems. A careless mix
will also he unlikely to folddown
to stereo with the instrumental
and tonal balances intact. and
what will come out of a mono
radio is anybody's guess.
There is also another point
which people will have to get
used to for music -only surround -that the most important
loudspeaker is in the the centre front position. The nonsense of
using a smaller loudspeaker here,
and considering it to be a dialogue -only channel is folly in the
extreme. This loudspeaker needs
to handle. alone. things such as
bass guitars. bass drums. and
vocals. which are currently often
split between an LR pair. If anything. the centre loudspeaker
should be twice the size of the
left or right loudspeakers. not
half the size.
If special mixing rooms need
to) be specially constructed for
audio-only surround. then so be
it. Many sound recording studios
have been adapted for surround
use. and there has been a tendency to compromise centre front loudspeakers for the sake of
better vision into the studio. but
how long the situation can
remain is uncertain. Once audio only surround becomes more
common-place. dedicated surround sound -only mixing rooms
will be needed. just as the film
industry uses dedicated mix -only
rooms. This may lead to a situation where the video people are
left out on a limb with their concept of the compromised centre front channel. Further 'clarifications'
may well be needed when is
cones not only to the appropriate use of centre loudspeakers
and sub -woofers. but also to the
choice of rear loudspeakers.
The rear loudspeakers make
their own different demands for
the different concepts of reproduction. If we are going to want
to place discrete instruments in
the rear channels. then goxxl full range loudspeakers will be
needed here. This is another area
which may conflict with the film
and video world. though there
are good reasons why the audio only mixes should not exploit this
option, except. possibly. as in the
video film worlds. when special

effects or occasional effects are

required.
Ambient surround
needs good dispersion of the
sound. and man well be best generated from relatively diffuse
sources. Panel loudspeakers seem
to shoe' some potential in this
area. Hi -fi sound at the rear, however. tends to demand discrete.
localised sources, but under most
common circumstances, this is
fraught with problems..
As can be seen from this brief

look

at

music-only surround.

there are a number of areas
which need multidisciplinary discussion and assessment if we are
not soon to find ourselves in a
situation where the film. video.
music. specialised home theatre.
and possibly other interests are
not to all go their separate ways.
leaving a confusing overall situation for the consumers. and
expensive multiple mixes for
producers. The very diversity of
use which DVD has to offer will
soon force many decisions upon
us. and it would be a pity if the
whole thing degenerated into the
sort of incompatibility nonsenses
which led to such a fiasco with
the quadrophonic recordings of
20 years ago. We have been
warned. so if we fail. there will
be no excuse.
One final point worth mentioning, here. is the required storage capacity for DVD. To restrict
the format to 6-channel for 5.11
is
ridiculous.
16 -hit ++.1kHz
however. 24 -bit 96kHz on all
channels would be overkill. and
time limiting. George Nlassenburg
seems to be currently arguing the
case for 2I -bit 96kHz as being as
far as we need to go for audiophile audio. in general. In my
opinion. this would be ideal for
the three front channels. and 16bit, -+8kHz would Ix sufficient for
the rear channels. as we do not
have super -critical sonic resolution ability when listening with
the hacks of our heads. The '.1'
channel, of course. needs only a
narrow bandwidth. As an industry. we should begin to demand
what we need. as professionals.
and not roll -over in submission
to the thins of the politics of
marketing departments who dare
to tell us what they think that
they will grant us. Just say no to
data compression in audio -only
surround.
Reference
1) Newell, PR, 'From Mono and
Stereo, Through Quadrophony, to
Surround'. Proceedings of the
Institute of Acoustics Reproduced
Sound 13, Vol. 19. Part 6,
pp135- pp154. October 1997
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Why do so many customers trust our "omnivorous"
digital audio routing switchers ?
Our routing switchers process all signal formats
analog with any audio level
digital AES /EBU with any sampling rate, including
processing of the C and U bits
digital 2 Mbps ITU -T J. 41 ( five 15 kHz signals)
digital 2 Mbps ITU -T G.703/704 (30 phone signals)
digital n x 64 kbps MPEG Layer II, including ISDN
MADI
and many others
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They perform any digital signal processing
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Mandozzi Electronics Inc.
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96 kHZ SAMPLING FREQUENCY
NOW AVAILABLE!

http://prostudio.com/studiosou nd

/

is on the web
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Black market
What sort of image does our industry present, and what part do magazines play in creating this image?
Nick Owen, commercial director of Soundscape Digital Technology, asks the questions
\1.h I\'ro ANY \II I(: shalt, any where in the country. get a price.
then call us and we'll Ica it ran
the claim in a magazine achrnisenent earlier
this year. The advertiser. one of the l'h :s leading dealer -distributors, was also advertising
certain products as POA' (Price On Application) along with an adjacent 'now shipping'
star. These products were not. in tact, available and had only ever been seen as entpt
boxes and a spec shed at a trade Lair.
The result is than ;is these manufacturers
have no product to sell some bare resorted to
unprofessional and dubious sales techniques
during public demonstrations at our trade
shows. I witnessed examples of this at the
AES Convention in New fork. where several
demonstrators resorted to slandering other
manufacturers' products in order to stake
their own sound good. \\'hat baffled me was
that so/Me of the products mentioned were
not even targeted at the same market area or
price range.
Recently I received a transcript of a demonstration. which was recorded by a journalist
using a lapel microphone. given by one particular offending demonstrator who on
numerous occasions throughout his demo
repeatedly spouted untniths alx>ut other gear.
\\-hat was totally astounding was not only
the lack of knowledge of his own
products but the technical inaccuracy of the other products denigrated in his demo.
Surely products should Ix
sold on their merits. specifications. prier and target
market and not by these
A

types of scare tactics.
It is totally unprofessional. unethical and
often slanderous and
this type of activity
should not lx condoned by an manufacturer to sell it,
products.
With so many rte\\
companies now climl,ing aboard the digital
audio recording hand wagon. and consequently
presenting the potential
customer with a bewildering
array of information (some of it
accurate. some of it not so accurate). isn't it tinte that mur Magazines
took a more responsible and consumer friendly attitude towards helping peopkc
separate the wheat from the chaff! This
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involves not only identifying good and poxir
products. but actually helping to define the
market they serve-that is. identify which
products genuinely represent good value in
terms of rozst, build. performance, upgradahility and application. The other key point here,
and one than is often imerlix>ked as I mentioned earlier. is availability.

Does it really benefit
anyone to have sections
of the market perpetually
delaying purchasing
decisions on the basis of
a new spec sheet
To cite a case in point. I recently read a
review-cum-article, written by a staff
writer in one particular pro -audio publication,
on a prxlurt range that not only lacks a first
shipping date. but doesn't actually exist -two
crucial points for any genuine buyer that were
not addressed anywhere in the piece. There
have been other articles which refer to prod-t -page

a t car or so, and yet are still
unavailable. For my money. the number of
Minim inches devoted to these products is a
complete waste of time-both front the point
of view of the writers and the readers who

ucts launched for

read then.

\I

\I:\ PA(TI'lRERS continue to pursue
this kind of marketing strategy unchecked.
the result will surely he a confused and
bewildered market. Surely. this is a situation
that is had for both customers and manufacturers. and one that will create a poor image
for the industry as a whole. This latter point is
particularly unfi>rtunate, as we could well do
with casting ourselves more clearly. not less
so. \1'hat would be far nx>re helpful would he
a sensible level of vetting of new products,
indicating shipping dates if required. Dues it
really benefit anyone to have sections of the
market perpetually delaying purchasing decisions on the basis of a new spec sheet and a
photo, or a computer-generated image?
In addition. it is clear that many computer
audio customers actually huy a high -spec
computer. software and an audio card(s). and
expect to be disappointed by its performance.
When their expectations are net, they accept
them as Ixing representative of the audio
industry as a whole. In contrast. few car
buyers \mulct spend their money on a
product that whimsically turned
on and off as more speed was
required from it. or failed to
deliver the driver to the
desired destination dry
and in cuntfiM. Ent sure
that a compare selling
mixing consoles that
regularly failed during a live gig, would
not get away with
IF

such

low perforso what
stakes computers
and software such
an :mortal ?
a

mance.

In the light of all
this. would it not he
reasonable to expect
that our industry publications pay attention to
<- external
what companies have
9V battery
dune in the past as weil as
trays (2)
what is in the future when
evaluating new products? The
factors than determine quality of
products in our market are no different
to any other. its just that no one scents to
have noticed yet.
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®
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VIZ
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headroom low noise
(-129.5 dam E.I.N.) and
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(over 300kHz!).
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metal jacks &
washers plus internal
via
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shunting capacitors.
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of buses.
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amp can drive virtually

o

But doing ANY a.dio

any set of phones to

filters (18d5/
oct. 075Hz) on mono
mic /line channels
allow use of low- frequency
EQ on vocals without
boosting room rumble, mic
Law Cut

levels even a drummer can
I Master level control
pre/post switch.
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switch folds Aux
Return effects into
a stage monitor mix via Aux
Return 2 level control.
RCA -type tape inputs 6 outputs.
1

Trim Controls on
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gain range for boosting
weak sound sources and a

Peak -reading LED meters

"virtual pad" for
taming hot digital
multitrack outputs.
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2 Aux Sends
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of gain above Unity to
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boost weak effects.
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shelving EQ.
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and lowest noise floor.
Control Room/
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-
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routes

outputs
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-
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or separate submix.
Way cool.

IEI

-

Alt 3 -4 stereo bus
& Control Room

matrix. Handy for both
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applications.
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design. Long-wearing
wiper material and tight
polymer lip seals to

inputs 6 )tputs
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1411

hum (Si allow extralong cable runs, but can
also be used with
unbalançed electronics.
except RCA tape jacks.
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impedance)

also add an extra stereo
tape or CD feed into a
mix or play music during

circuitry first
developed for our &Bus
console series dramatically
reduces thermal noise&
crosstalk in critical areas.

-

a break.

line lumps.

1/4" TR5

outputs on to

panel
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might have small

footprints, but whin it
comes to performance,

they walk very tal,.
Since both are

hastily chips off air
Mockhuster 8Bus
Series consoles, they
have hip-board spscs:

greater than
9OdBu signal to

ratio, less than
0.005% distortion,

more dynamic range
than compact discs and

frequency response

60,060

% at

Hz.

Why own an irnitaton

when you can
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:he

brand of compact náer

that serious pros
prefer. Call for info

Global
Solo Mode selects PFL or
AFL solo modes.
Solid steel chassis & thick

today.

fiberglass internal circuit
boards resist abuse.
Channel inserts on mono

m

i_1214_

so you can

use high quality
condenser microphones.
XLR outputs with mic-line
level switch (along with

Our MicroSeries
1202 -Y11 and 1402

channels.

warts or hum -inducing
Phantom power

features.

MS14D2 -VLZ only:

-

Built -in power
supplies
no
outlet- eating wall

RCA

tape inputs to main mix.
Besides its obvious use
as a tape monitor, it can

o

L VLZ (Very Low

specs...and the right

that's only down

Tape Assign Ta Main Mix

assigns unbalanced

protect against dust &
other crud.

la

ie

monitoring,
mixdown & metering
flexibility. Select any
combination of Main
Mix, Tape In and Alt 3 -4
signals for routing to
phones, Control Room
outputs and meters.

signal to "bonus"

ARE NOW
IN STOCK

o

J J J J

Stereo in -place Solo.

ARE

AFFORD-

6 MIC PREAMPS

e

-

s

controls.

MIXERS

DUITE

14x2

3 -band equalization

with 12kHz High
shelving EQ,
broadband musical
2.5kHz peaking
Midrange & 50Hz Low

with

Set LED combined with
In -Place Solo allows fast,
accurate setting of
channel operating levels
for maximum headroom
Level

MS1402-111Z

a

combination of usahil

Effects Return to Monitor

wind noise.

job well requires

mixer with superé

appreciate.

thumps, P-pops and

CHS.

of every
production project

Interference protection

circuitry for high

SERIES

12x2.4 MIC PREAMPS

Radio Frequency

Studio -grade mic
preamps with discrete

,

%a+tJ

outputs feed
monitor speakers
without tying up the
Control Fo]m

headphone jack.
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The STUDER"D950 Digital Mixing Syltern opens new vistás in
,_.
digital audio using a revolútirár.ly new digital signal processing architecture.
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